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How are narratives, as mediating cultural tools within activity systems, influencing or
shaping the ways in which alternative high school teachers are designing, developing, and
implementing their writing instruction? This thesis seeks to answer this guiding research
question by investigating the writing pedagogies and praxis of two Illinois alternative school
teachers. Using literate activity research and narrative analysis as guiding frameworks for the
research, a qualitative study was conducted to examine participants’ activity systems and their
uptake of two broader cultural narratives: the “at-risk student” and “general writing skills
instruction” narratives. Data was collected over the course of the study through an initial survey,
a series of interviews, and through emails with participants. The study analyzes aspects of
participants’ activity systems, participants’ uptake of the “at-risk” and “general writing skills”
narratives, participants’ teaching goals and values (as shaped by their systems and uptake of
cultural narratives), and how all of these elements not only dialogically shape one another but
also mediate participants’ literate activity; namely, the development of their writing assignments
and assessments. After analyzing these various factors, or “layers,” of participants’ literate
activity, the results of the study suggest that participants’ literate activity is definitively shaped
by their local activity systems (their environments and semiotic and material resources), their

uptake of these cultural narratives, and their learning goals that have been shaped in response to
their narrative uptakes and systems. The results of the study suggest broader implications for
teachers within and beyond alternative schools: that the uptake of various cultural narratives has
real and lasting impacts on teachers’ activity systems (schools, classrooms) and on their literate
activity. The unexamined use of these narratives can create problematic misalignments between
instructors’ systems, intended goals, and their production of teaching texts. The thesis concludes
with recommendations for two interventions that may help re-align the contradictions within the
literate activity practices of alternative high school teachers.

KEYWORDS: Activity theory; Alternative education; Cultural-historical activity theory;
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CHAPTER I: INVESTIGATING WRITING INSTRUCTION IN ALTERNATIVE HIGH
SCHOOLS
Whether in English education, composition, or writing studies, one of the most
understudied sites of writing instruction is the alternative high school, or those programs
considered “last chance” for students who have been involuntarily transferred from traditional
high schools (Huerta and Hernandez, 2021) 1. As a former alternative schoolteacher, I am not
surprised by its omission from mainstream research; with the exception of those who have taught
within or have once attended these schools, alternative schools are often (sometimes
intentionally) hidden from the public eye. In fact, the answers to many of the basic questions
about writing instruction in these spaces appears to be missing from interdisciplinary writing
scholarship: What do we know about how instructors teach writing in alternative programs?
What do they identify as their teaching goals and values? How do they develop their writing
instruction, and what are their assessment practices? And, understanding the uniquely complex
context of all alternative programs, how does teaching writing within an instructor’s individual
program shape or determine their responses to each of these questions?
Very little research conducted in alternative school programs seeks to address these
questions. In the preparatory research for writing this text I uncovered exactly one study directly
addressing alternative teachers’ writing instruction practices: a thesis by Jordan C. Mcdonald
(2016), a Midwestern alternative high school English teacher who studied the pedagogy, praxis,
and preferred genres of writing instruction of alternative school teachers. I acknowledge that
there is almost certainly additional research that I wasn’t able to locate; but even so, given the

1

A more thorough description of Illinois’ alternative school programs will be provided in Chapter III.

1

enormous wealth of writing research, the lack of attention to alternative high school writing
spaces seems evident.
Conversely, there has been substantially more research examining student experiences in
these programs (Morrissette, 2011; Edgar-Smith & Palmer, 2015), student identities or personas
in alternative schools (de la Ossa, 2005; McNulty & Roseboro, 2009; Johri, 2011), and the
overrepresentation of black and brown bodies in alternative programs (Pane & Salmon, 2009;
Tajalli & Garba, 2014; Dunning-Lozano, 2014; Huerta & Hernandez, 2021). The most
ubiquitous subject of debate and continued research, spanning decades of scholarship and
research about and within these environments, is the issue of how we even define or categorize
“alternative” programs at all (Aron, 2003; Foley & Pang, 2006, Cable et al., 2009). As Aron
(2003) notes, there is no commonly accepted or commonly understood definition of what
constitutes alternative education (p. 3), perhaps further complicating research in alternative
programs.
My primary motivation for this study is to add to the minimal research into the writing
activity and curriculum development of alternative high school writing instructors. Additional
research within alternative educational environments would not only add to our knowledge about
teaching in alternative programs, but also adds an underrepresented (and often misrepresented)
voice and perspective to studies conducted on the writing activities and processes of writing
instructors, how writing instructors develop and implement their curriculum, and how
instructors’ values shape their writing instruction, projects, and assignments. I propose that
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alternative schools are not only prime sites for the study of writing activity and writing
instruction but are also rife with opportunities for educational change research 2.
Using CHAT to Investigate Alternative Writing Instruction
My aim through this work is to begin seeking these potential opportunities for change by
making visible the literate activity and practices of alternative writing instructors using culturalhistorical activity-theory (CHAT) as a methodological framework. Cultural-historical activitytheory is a synthesis of “Vygotskyan psychology, Voloshinovian and Bakhtinian semiotics,
Latour’s actor-network theory, and situated phenomenological work in sociology and
anthropology” offering a framework of activity as “situated in concrete interactions that are
simultaneously improvised locally and mediated by historically-provided tools and practices,
which range from machines, made-objects, semiotic means...and institutions to structured
environments, domesticated animals and plants, and, indeed, people themselves” (Prior et al.,
2007, n.p.). Yew-Jin Lee remarks on the potential for CHAT as an invigorating framework for
educational change research with the potential to “address some of the major shortcomings or
gaps” in current educational change research, not only building upon the existing knowledge
base, “but also open fresh vistas for improving theory and practice” (2011, p. 404). Lee notes
that CHAT has the potential to embrace complexity, is sensitive to the effects of power and
politics, allows research to recognize and contend with emotions and identity, and is better suited
to handle the rapid change happening within educational institutions (2011).
Using CHAT to create a mosaic of alternative writing teachers’ activity systems—the
system participants, texts, resources, objectives, and outcomes—we may detect the

I define the term “educational change research” to include questions of reform, innovation, sustainability, change
management, school effectiveness, and so forth (Lee, 2011), but also more broadly as aiming “at school
improvement in one way or another” (Burner, 2018).
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contradictions causing misalignments between teacher learning goals and writing instruction
within these systems. Through a CHAT perspective we develop a nuanced, multidimensional
perspective of the instructors, how they have been socialized to these environments, and how this
enculturation comes to shape their literate activity. To borrow the words of Kevin Roozen
(2021), I define “literate activity” as “activity that involves people producing or using some type
of text, broadly conceived” (p. 96). In other words, literate activity encompasses the texts people
make and use to act upon and navigate the world. As Roozen notes, the term “literate activity”
broadens our understanding of writing, encompassing what Prior describes as “cultural forms of
life saturated with textuality, that [are] strongly motivated and mediated by texts” (1998, p. 138).
While activity theory uses activity as its unit of analysis, literate activity research, as an
extension or evolution of activity theory, uses literate activity itself—the production and use of
texts, as well as how these texts mediate activity—as its unit of analysis. For this study, the
center of my investigation is the literate activity practices and processes of instructors in
alternative schools.
To investigate the literate practices of writing teachers in alternative schools, I
interviewed two alternative teachers working at two radically different kinds of alternative high
schools (detailed further in Chapter III). I include the findings from these interviews in two case
study chapters (Chapters IV and V) with thick descriptions of the instructors’ alternative school
programs, histories and narratives of alternative education told (and heard) by the instructor, and
an example writing assignment they shared with me. To quote Paul Prior, who argues in
Writing/Disciplinarity (1998) for “thick description” and the holistic representation of the
detailed motives, contexts, and activities of participants when considering their activity and
textual production, “[T]his kind of attention [is] critical, not only because it produces a baseline
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description of what happens in these contexts, but also because that description poses a challenge
to both everyday and specialized accounts of writing, learning, and knowledge construction” (p.
xi). Further, Prior argues that the study of classroom writing has suggested “that an instructor’s
ideology, goals, and ways of structuring the class have important effects on students’ writing”
(39). Because acts of literacy are not performed in isolation, we must consider the holistic picture
of an instructor’s writing, including the various elements of their activity systems.
Though the presentation of my research through two case studies holistically reviews the
teaching contexts of each teacher-participant, I would reiterate that my research has been most
attentive to their learning goals, teaching values, and writing instruction. Additionally, I am also
tracing the narratives writing instructors explicitly share with me, or those cultural narratives
they seem to have taken up. Specifically, I have searched for moments in our conversations
where the instructors have referenced cultural narratives told about writing or writing instruction
and cultural narratives told about alternative schools/students. Having determined these narrative
threads, I then examine how they may be functioning as cultural tools mediating teacher writing
activity and the development of writing instruction. Considering these threads in tandem with the
goals and values named by writing instructors, we open a new possibility for educational change
(and further educational change research) through both the discovery of the misalignments or
contradictions happening within teachers’ activity, and through identifying paths to re-aligning
teacher learning goals within their curriculum.
Narratives as Cultural Tools Mediating Writing Instruction
Alternative schools as “the schools for the bad kids” is a common refrain. In fact, the
belief that alternative learning programs are for “bad kids” or “bad students” is so entrenched
and so freely ascribed to these schools and students that it has become a sort of metaphorical
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narrative cloak students assume the moment they enter these programs. Even if a student has
never self-identified as a “bad kid” prior to enrolling in an alternative school, she might feel she
has become one, and this may lead to a number of consequences. The narrative of alternative
schools and their students as “bad” or “troubled” may alienate the students and limit their futures
if they perceive themselves, and are perceived by others, as inadequately educated (Plows et al.,
2017, p. 31). Not only are these narratives harmful to the students themselves, but they may also
determine their school’s access to resources and how the instructors in these schools develop
their curriculum.
Alternative school educators are not immune to believing and repeating these damaging
narratives to others, themselves, and students. Recently, in an effort to understand how my own
narratives about alternative education have shaped my teaching practices, I’ve been reviewing
teaching artifacts from my years teaching in alternative high schools. I was surprised to
rediscover an article I had written—at the request of, and later reviewed and approved by, one of
my school administrators—where I had described our students as “at-risk,” “dropouts,” and as
having “fallen through the cracks” at their home high schools (Hancock & Bixby, 2015).
Reading this again, I recognize all of these terms and descriptors as coded language labelling
students as deficient, disengaged failures. At the time I wrote this description, I did not
recognize my participation in continuing the cycle of these damaging narratives, nor did I
understand how my subscription to these narratives impacted my curriculum design and methods
of instruction. I did not recognize how I had internalized conflicting cultural narratives about
teaching, studenting, and alternative schools. As I will discuss further on, I now understand that
these commonplace notions (my prior notions) of what reading/writing instructors are or should
be relate to North’s (1987) concept of the “lore” of reading and writing practitioners, the
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“accumulated body of traditions, practices, and beliefs in terms of which Practitioners understand
how writing is done, learned, and taught” (22, emphasis added).
This “lore,” or the master narratives of teaching, of writing instruction, and of alternative
school students as “at-risk,” 3 mediate how writing instructors in these schools design their
curriculum, create teaching materials, and instruct students. However, writing teachers—both in
and outside of alternative schools, for this issue is certainly not exclusive to alternative school
teachers—often do not recognize the ways in which these narratives impact their teaching.
Researching a similar issue in a Korean language school, Eujin Park (2018) found that teachers’
perceptions of the students “deeply shaped their teaching practices and goals” (p. 291),
determining how they approached students they identified as cultural natives, or the “adoptee
students,” versus those they recognized as cultural outsiders, the “non-adoptee students” (p. 280).
The narratives of teaching, writing, and alternative schools/students are likely to cause
misalignments between what instructors state as their intended learning outcomes or objectives,
and the composing tasks and texts they ask students to produce. Furthermore, as a result of my
study I have found there are often noteworthy misalignments between an alternative program’s
stated goals or measurements of success and the learning goals of the writing instructor, causing
further rifts between the teacher’s prioritized values or learning outcomes and their writing
instruction.
I argue that by identifying the narratives told about and within alternative schools we may
begin to understand how they act as (disruptive) cultural tools mediating writing activity within
the activity system of an alternative instructor’s classroom. By examining the writing instructor’s

“At-risk” is a label given to students who are failing academically, who are at an increased risk of dropping out of
school, and/or have been expelled or suspended from conventional high schools (Lange, 1998; Cable et al., 2009). I
discuss the “at-risk” label and the narrative it creates and perpetuates in more depth in Chapter II.

3
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activity system from the perspective of the instructors themselves—their access to resources and
tools, the school’s rules and objectives, the function(s) or purpose(s) of their alternative program,
their role within the system, and the teaching texts and tools they produce—we may consider
how contradictions within these systems also causes misalignments between their desired
learning goals and writing instruction. Of course, I also acknowledge that there are many
challenges to teaching in alternative programs—not least of which is the omnipresent issue of
funding—that greatly impact a teacher’s pedagogy and praxis. My own interests lie in tracing the
stories within, around, and about these environments and determining how, or to what extent,
these narratives act as cultural tools mediating the writing activity happening within alternative
classrooms.
An Example Teacher Narrative: A Foreword to the Research
As a point of entry and brief example introducing the narratives and activity systems I
seek to examine and problematize within these classrooms, I begin with a story from my own
teaching experience that illuminated for me (at the time, and now) the contradictions present
within my own localized activity system. In this example, I share a story about a writing
assignment (an essay) I had assigned in the last two weeks of the spring semester to a small
group of chronically absent senior students, all of whom were failing the course but still hoped to
graduate.
Teaching in an alternative school, I had become used to my students “disappearing” for
much of the semester—like these hopeful seniors had—then suddenly “reappearing” and
wanting to complete all their missing work in the last few weeks of the semester. The hopeful
seniors had a veritable mountain of missing assignments, and it seemed unlikely they would be
able to make it all up before graduation. As a last-ditch effort to help them graduate, the school’s
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principal had instructed me to assign a writing assignment worth enough points that they could
still pass the class. At a loss, I did what I thought all good English teachers would do: I assigned
an essay. The essay asked students to reflect on their years in school and what a high school
diploma meant to them. I had hoped the essay would challenge the seniors to reflect on their
lives, their paths through education, and to share their stories: Why were they attending an
alternative school? Why did they want their high school diploma? And what did they want to do
with their futures? I had no idea how I was planning to assess it, but it felt right that, for an
English class, I would assign an essay as a last-chance assignment if they wanted to earn their
high school diploma. I believed if they could write something that resembled an essay, I could
justify the student earning a passing grade for their work.
In my assessment I looked for all the typical traits of “good” writing: all the general
writing skills and traits of academic discourse I had been teaching all year—ideas, voice,
organization, word choice, mechanics and grammar, and other such “general” or “basic” writing
skills. Honestly, I knew it did not matter how well the students had written their essays or what
they had written their essays about—so long as they had completed the assignment, they would
pass the class. The quality of the writing and the content itself were not as important to me as my
ability to justify the grade their essays could earn, which would be whatever was needed to allow
each student to pass the course. I wondered, as I read their essays, if I had not truly understood
my goals for this assignment with this group of students. Was I grading their stories, their
writing, or their worthiness for a high school diploma? What was I even looking for from this
assignment, or from the students’ writing? If I had not been explicitly told to assign a writing
assignment, which I had taken up to mean “essay” (as, I suspect, the principal had intended),
what other options might I have pursued with these students?
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In this story, I note that my priority in this moment was not on the students’ learning or
writing, but on their ability to graduate and the impact it would have on their lives if they did not.
In this case, the essay assignment was formed in part by the various requirements and pressures
of my activity system; notably, the principal requesting a “writing assignment,” which directly
shaped the genre and format of assignment I was expected to create. Also of note are hints of the
narratives at play here: what “counts” as “good” writing, or what “counts” as a “good” writing
assignment, and the deficiency mindset that commonly devalues alternative school students. This
example story illustrates how narratives functioning as mediating cultural tools—alongside other
elements of my activity system (the school, my classroom, graduation)—were shaping my
instructional choices for this student writing assignment.
While I share this story primarily as a foreword for my research, I also tell it to situate
myself and my history teaching in alternative programs within the context of my research,
recognizing how my own experiences have shaped my pedagogy, praxis, and how I have
internalized discordant narratives of teaching and alternative schools. In later chapters, where I
present cultural narratives told about alternative schools, describe alternative school programs,
and present the case studies of my two research participants, I encourage my reader to recall this
story and understand that I count myself among those teachers who are striving to create
generative educational spaces in difficult learning environments. The objective of this research is
not to hold a magnifying lens to these teachers and their schools to tally their faults, but to make
visible the complex literate activity process of instructor’s writing curriculum development—
including their constraints or challenges as well as enabling elements—within the contexts of
their alternative school programs.
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An Overview of the Research Study and Goals
Through an IRB-approved study, I have conducted a narrative case study employing
semi-structured interviews with two current alternative English instructors to discuss their
experiences teaching in these environments. The study began with an initial survey, moved into
more in-depth interviews centered on teachers’ learning goals and how they perceived various
elements of their activity systems (their resources, tools, texts, students, rules and objectives),
and concludes with an artifact-based interview of one example writing assignment participants
completed with their students over the course of the study.
My research has been guided by the following question: How are narratives, as mediating
cultural tools within activity systems, influencing or shaping the ways in which alternative high
school teachers are designing, developing, and implementing their writing instruction?
As a result of my research, and through my own experiences and observations teaching in
alternative programs, it is my belief that writing instruction in alternative classrooms is
fundamentally shaped by broader cultural narratives about writing instruction and the narrative
of the “at-risk” alternative school student. Through the use of CHAT as an educational change
research methodology framework to explore the activity of alternative classrooms, and by
privileging narratives as powerful cultural tools mediating writing activity within alternative
writing classrooms, we may: (1) complicate and contextualize our understanding of teacher
writing activity and instruction happening in alternative programs; (2) trace the narrative threads
and their impact as mediating cultural tools on writing instructors’ curriculum development; and
(3) begin developing potential solutions or remediations to resolve or lessen the impact of
contradictions caused by teachers’ uptake of narratives within these activity systems.
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Through this work, I hope to bring to the attention of other education, writing studies, and
composition teacher-scholars the possibilities for research in these often-overlooked learning
environments. I also offer to writing activity scholarship the beginnings of a potential framework
using CHAT, literate activity, and narrative analysis as methodological frameworks and units of
analysis for investigating contradictions within the systems that mediate writing instruction.
Moreover, I have sought to use my research as a platform for the study participants, the
alternative teachers themselves, to share their experiences and stories. As both a scholar and
former alternative teacher, I present my research as a contribution to conversations on writing
instruction in composition scholarship and as a moment of activism advocating for the
recognition of teachers and writing practices happening in alternative spaces.
Chapter Outline
In Chapter II, I review the scholarship that has illuminated and shaped the path of my
research inquiry. Because my research is “messy” and includes multiple moving parts, I have
organized the chapter into three distinct sections, each focusing on one research element or
framework. The first section reviews scholarship that has shaped my understanding of culturalhistorical activity-theory (CHAT) and how I might utilize it as a methodological framework for
my research. The second section outlines how I understand and use the terms narrative and
narrative analysis in my research. The third section attends to the predominant cultural narratives
of writing instruction and alternative students that are at the center of my research inquiry.
In Chapter III, I begin with a brief explanation of how I began developing the study, and
how I have been inspired by the work of feminist qualitative research methodologies and
elements of narrative inquiry—both of which have informed the shape and analysis of the study.
To investigate the activity systems and narratives of writing instructors in alternative schools, I
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developed two methods for collecting participant data: a survey and a series of interviews. In this
chapter I also discuss my participant selection process (including an overview of alternative
school programs in Illinois) and my process for data analysis.
Chapters IV and V are presented as case studies for my two research participants: Hayden
and Dakota (pseudonyms). These case study chapters are written as thick description narratives
of each participant and their teaching context. In these descriptions I highlight their teaching
values, their student learning goals, how they perceive and understand their teaching contexts (as
well as their roles within these contexts), and what they observe or perceive as significant or
noteworthy elements of their activity systems. Because my research aims to pull together
multiple threads—narratives, activity systems, and writing instruction—it is essential that we
understand their teaching contexts as being deeply nuanced, highly contextual, and
multidimensional (i.e., it is impossible to look at one aspect without considering the whole).
In Chapter VI I present an analysis of the data. I begin by observing the narrative trends
for each teacher, tracing patterns in the stories they tell and in their self-identified teaching goals.
I also consider the elements of their activity systems (as identified by the teacher), and how these
systems, in conjunction with their available tools and resources—including the mediating
narratives—are shaping their literate activity processes: the how and why behind their writing
instruction.
Chapter VII concludes and reviews the outcomes of my research. I suggest possibilities
for further research and discuss the potential for educational change through continued
examination of narratives as mediating tools on instructors’ curriculum development.
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CHAPTER II: “CHAT” FOR WRITING RESEARCH, NARRATIVE ANALYSIS, AND
CULTURAL NARRATIVES OF TEACHING AND WRITING
The foundational frameworks for my study are cultural-historical activity-theory (CHAT)
and narrative analysis. In the first section of this chapter, I review scholarship that has shaped my
understanding of CHAT and the potential for utilizing CHAT as a framework for writingresearch useful to educational change research. In the first section I discuss how CHAT is a
useful methodological framework for identifying and mapping elements of activity systems and
explain how tracing the process of instructors’ literate activity within their systems using literate
activity research—an extension and further complication of CHAT research—illuminates the
scope and capacity of cultural narratives to function as mediating tools within the complex
activity systems of alternative schools. In the second section I explain how I am using the term
“narrative” in my research, how I am identifying narratives through narrative analysis, and how
narratives are recognized as mediating cultural tools. In the final sections I address the two most
predominant cultural narratives shaping the curricular choices and activity of the teacherparticipants: the problematic narratives of writing instruction and the “at-risk” alternative school
student.
Cultural-Historical Activity-Theory as Methodological Framework
The primary framework for my research into the activity systems of writing instruction in
alternative schools is cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), a sociocultural theory of toolbased, objective-oriented learning activity. I view CHAT as a particularly potent research
framework for alternative schools because CHAT offers a set of tools well-suited to handle the
complicated nature of teaching in alternative and other non-traditional learning environments. As
a framework, CHAT offers a means for writing researchers to identify, deconstruct, or untangle
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the many elements of an instructor’s complex activity system. CHAT research traces the process
and production of texts as well as how instructors participate within (or respond to) aspects of
their activity systems, including its multiple subjects, mediating artifacts, and goals. Of those
CHAT researchers I discuss in this section (and elsewhere), Paul Prior’s conceptualization of
CHAT, and his attention to the laminated activities and nature of writing—what he and other
CHAT scholars have come to call “literate activity”—has most influenced my own
understanding and uptake of CHAT as well as how I am utilizing CHAT as a research method
and methodology for data analysis.
Before discussing Prior’s conceptualization of “literate activity,” I must begin with
Engeström’s mediational triangle (Engeström 1987, 1993), which Prior builds on in his literate
activity research in Writing/Disciplinarity: A Sociohistoric Account of Literate Activity in the
Academy (1998). Engeström’s triangle expands Vygotsky’s triangle from the simple subjecttool-object triangle to include other mediators such as rules, community, and the division of
labor, all of which are dialectically linked (Engeström, 1987; Lee, 2011; see also Figure 1). In
the activity system triangle, it is through the Subject that activity is constructed using one or
more mediating artifacts, or Tools (Burner, 2019). Rules include norms, conventions, and
regulations within the activity system, Community refers to all the people involved in the system,
and Division of Labor refers to the object-oriented actions conducted by the people involved in
the activity system (Burner, p. 98). The Object is the focus of the activity, while the Outcome is
the “ultimate goal or vision” of the activity system. Lee (2011) asserts that researchers must first
identify the Object of the activity: “it is that [the object] that engages people to take certain
actions and not others. Said differently, there is a motive as well as a problem to which efforts
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are oriented. This dialectic between activity and object is so fundamental that neither exists
without the other” (p. 407).
Figure 1
A Depiction of Engeström’s Activity System Triangle, a Heuristic Used in CHAT

Though my study privileges narratives as the mediating cultural tool under investigation
in the activity systems of alternative school writing instructors, I also recognize and acknowledge
the impact of other mediators on the activities of teachers (and students) in these classrooms. Lee
reminds us that, “Although any one of the mediators in an activity system can be foregrounded,
the rest are not absent and are in fact indispensable to describe the ‘hows’ and ‘whys’ of
subjects’ transformations of objects” (2011, p. 407, emphasis added). By granting greater
attention to narratives, and while also looking at the “big picture” of the instructors’ activity
systems, I am seeking evidence of what Wertsch (1998) refers to as the “resistance and tensions”
involved in mediated action through cultural tools (Burner, 2019, p.102). For my research I am
also specifically looking to the fourth-generation iteration of CHAT, which includes emotions
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and identity as well as the presence of multiple (congruous) activity systems (Lee, 2011, p. 408).
The inclusion of emotions and identity in CHAT research helps me better understand
participants’ motives for activity—the why behind the numerous decisions they make regarding
their learning or writing goals and writing instruction. Because the uptake of narratives shapes
identity (discussed further on in this chapter), the fourth-generation CHAT model, with its
inclusion of emotions and identity, allows me to trace the complex ways in which narratives, as
one mediating tool among many other factors within participants’ activity systems, have been
taken up by participants and how narratives and other activity system factors have come to shape
participants’ identities, values, their perceptions of themselves (what a teacher “should” be, what
writing instruction “should” be) and their perception of others (what defines an alternative
student, what alternative students “should learn”).
Paul Prior (1998) builds on Engeström’s mediational triangle, which recognizes activity
systems as being composed of a multitude of often disparate elements, voices, and viewpoints (p.
24), Prior problematizes Engeström’s activity system as being in danger of a “creeping
spatialization” of activity systems as autonomous, discrete territories (1998, p. 24); that is,
activity systems are in danger of over-generalizations (one activity system location, object, or
outcome is representative of another), or of being treated as disconnected from other activity
systems. Instead, Prior suggests that activity is laminated—that multiple activities co-exist, are
immanent, in any situation (p. 24). Moreover, “activity is perspectival as well as laminated, with
co-participants holding differently configured activity footings” (p. 24). Writing, then, is a fully
dialogic process, with activity that is situated, mediated, and dispersed (p. 32).
This notion of laminated writing-as-activity is the basis for what Prior proposes as an
appropriate unit of analysis for writing research: literate activity (2015, p. 5). Literate activity is
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“a confluence of many streams of activity: reading, talking, observing, acting, making, thinking,
and feeling as well as transcribing words” (Prior, 1998, p. xi). Literate activity, in any medium, is
“not only multimodal, but also temporally and spatially dispersed and distributed across multiple
persons, artifacts, and sites” (Prior, 1998, p. 137). Prior also describes literate activity as
“cultural forms of life saturated with textuality, that is strongly motivated and mediated by texts”
(p. 138), and explains that literate activity “is not only a process whereby texts are produced,
exchanged, and used, but is also part of a continuous sociohistoric process in which persons,
artifacts, practices, institutions, and communities are being formed and reformed” (p. 139). Put
differently, Roozen (2021) describes literate activity as “activity that involves people producing
or using some type of text, broadly conceived,” addressing “all of the many ways that texts are
part of people’s lived experiences in the world” (p. 96). Literate activity evolves Engeström’s
mediational triangle to include the reflexivity and dialogic process of writing in addition to the
sociocultural situatedness and interconnectedness of any writing activity. To borrow the words
of Prior, Walker, and Riggert-Kieffer (2019), who propose a new mapping of rhetorical action
grounded in CHAT: mapping literate activity demonstrates not the story of relations between, but
instead “a story about the inseparability of the personal and the social in unfolding activity” (p.
128, emphasis added). Literate activity as the unit of analysis, or as the activity of the activity
system, recognizes the inseparability of the elements of the activity system as well as its
historical and cultural situatedness.
Given the situated, mediated, and dispersed nature of literate activity, Prior notes the
particular importance of examining “the concrete nature of cultural spheres of literate activity,”
or the “laminated assemblages” of literate activities (Prior, 1998, p. 138; Smith and Prior, 2020).
These “cultural spheres” include the texts (including tools and texts produced), tasks (goals,
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objectives, requirements), and contexts (languages, histories, rules, physical space[s]) in which
tools are used and texts are produced. Using CHAT, and centering on an instructor’s literate
activity in my research—of their curriculum development generally, and from a specific teaching
artifact they have shared with me—I am able to locate the interaction between aspects of these
systems: the tools/resources available to instructors in these spaces and the affordances or
constraints of the environment itself. By looking at literate activity centered on the creation and
implementation of a writing assignment unit and how this unit was created, developed, and
implemented over the course of the semester (or years), I am also examining how their functional
system (Prior, 1998, pp. 29-32) impacts what they are or are not creating. As Smith and Prior
(2020) explain, we cannot view one site at one point in time—like a single class period, or a sole
writing assignment—as a fixed stage on which events are acted out (p. 1). Instead, “such sites
need to be seen as cultural ways of classifying many unfolding emergent assemblages, in each of
which multiple trajectories of artifacts, people, and signs collide, interact...and spin off, changed,
into their next phases of being” (p. 1-2). In other words, no one space and no one literate activity
is static: we must recognize how the various layers of activity(ies) move dynamically
across/within/outside of the sites in which we live. Understanding the activities as laminated
assemblages—how times, spaces, artifacts, and people converge (Smith and Prior, 2020)—has
assisted me in exploring the how and why curriculum is developed, implemented, assessed, and
valued in alternative spaces.
I have also been inspired by Riggert-Kieffer’s use of CHAT as a “methodological guide”
for her dissertation work (“Chatting with Middle Schoolers” 2018). Like Riggert-Kieffer, I will
be utilizing activity theory as an anchoring reference for my data analysis (p. 95). Using CHAT
as a research methodology will allow me to shift from a product-centered approach (i.e., solely
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looking at the texts teachers produce) to an approach that examines all the activities/tools/people
and the interactions between them (p. 96). Riggert-Kieffer describes looking for the “inbetween,” the places where students in her classroom—the participants of her study—seemed to
experience the impacts of her P-CHAT curriculum (p. 97). The “in-between” places of my own
study are those spaces where I am searching for the impact of cultural narratives, spoken or
unspoken, about writing instruction and alternative students (described further on in this
chapter), and where these narratives seem to be expressed (or not) in their curriculum
development and instruction. One advantage of CHAT as a methodological framework is, as
Riggert-Kieffer describes, the explanatory power in the interactions of the data (p. 98). A CHAT
research methodology adds a richness to the analysis work (p. 98) and will help me see the
broader contexts and interplay of my collected data.
CHAT for Educational Change Research
Considering CHAT’s versatility and potential for writing research, I return once more to
the argument for CHAT as an invigorating framework for educational change research. In the
previous chapter I introduced Yew-Jin Lee’s remarks on the potential for CHAT as a framework
for educational change research (2011). As I noted in Chapter I, I borrow definitions from Lee
(2011) and Burner (2018) to define “educational change research” as including questions of
reform, innovation, sustainability, change management, school effectiveness (Lee, p. 420), and
more broadly as aiming “at school improvement in one way or another” (Burner, 2018, p. 123).
Though “school improvement” is often closely linked to the professional development of
principals and teachers, the ultimate goal of school improvement is the improvement of student
learning, learning conditions, and/or learning processes (Burner, 2018, p. 123). For the purposes
of my work in this study, I include research on instructors’ curriculum development and
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implementation as a kind of educational change research that moves toward improvements in
student learning through the identification of “resistance and tensions” (Wertsch, 1998) as well
as their potential remedies.
Lee writes, “Without upholding it as a panacea, there are many merits in CHAT...that
warrant it leaving the status of under-utilized research methodology in educational change” (p.
404). Lee addresses five key dilemmas faced by educational change researchers: (1) failure to
fully analyze the contexts of change (a failure to adequately examine the context at various
levels, e.g. classroom, school, or district); (2) a tendency towards reductionism rather than
embracing complexity (formulaic generalizations and claims of simple causality without
embracing complexity); (3) low sensitivity to the effects of power and politics (the danger of
objectifying participants due to inherent power differentials, and a tendency to dismiss conflicts
and tensions around educational systems); (4) a lack of concern with emotions and identity (short
shrifting identity, and forgetting the interdependence of learning, identity, and emotions); and,
finally, (5) the rapidity at which new innovations and reforms are often introduced (the extra
burden of devising tools in educational change research that can adequately monitor and adjust to
these rapid transformations). Lee states that, with the addition of the presence of multiple activity
systems in third-generation CHAT and the inclusion of emotions and identity in fourthgeneration CHAT, the CHAT model is arguably the “most germane for education change
researchers” (p. 408). Though Lee remarks on the absence of longitudinal, heavily quantitative
research with large data sets from CHAT-based research—begging the question whether CHAT
can fulfill the demands of policy-makers who increasingly desire substantive “evidence” (p.
409)—he argues that CHAT-based research “excels in interpretive, smaller-scale, and teacheroriented studies of educational change” (p. 410).
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Writing on the application of CHAT in communication research, David Russell (2009)
similarly describes activity theory as an “influential” framework because CHAT does not suffer
the same “deep theoretical and methodological limitations” inherent in other research
frameworks for studies on writing-in-use within, and among, organizations and institutions (p.
41). “In CHAT, broadly conceived, context is not separated from activity, or from texts, which
are seen as tools for the mediation of activity. In this sense, CHAT allows for wider levels of
analysis” (Russell, 2009, p. 41). Russell also points to CHAT’s ability to look at the macrolevels
(the institutions, structures, and systems) that affect the microlevel actions of the teaching and
learning that students and teachers do with texts in education systems (p. 43). Because CHAT
allows for this “wider level” analysis that considers the connection between context and activity,
I would argue that CHAT is a particularly and uniquely useful research framework for
investigating the complex nature of alternative schools, and specifically as a tool for
investigating teaching and writing instruction—a kind of literate activity—within these schools.
As a learning theory, CHAT can be especially useful for investigating alternative schools
and other learning environments with “at-risk” or non-traditional K-12 students. Though all
school environments would benefit from educational change research in some capacity,
alternative programs are often overlooked by researchers as sites for potential research and as
candidates most in need of educational change and reform. CHAT as a research framework for
educational change offers researchers a tool to illuminate many of the tensions within alternative
school activity systems because, as Lee (2011) argues, CHAT traces the “big picture” of the
activity, resists reductionism, and is sensitive to the effects of power and politics (such as the
common issues faced by alternative schools of being underfunded and undersupported by local
school districts, regions, or the state).
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Though not strictly writing about an alternative school, Anderson and Stillman (2013)
use CHAT as a tool for analyzing how student teachers teaching in schools with “high needs”
students might be better supported by their universities and education programs. In their study,
Anderson and Stillman use CHAT from the perspective of teacher research (teacher
development, instruction, curriculum design) to investigate how student teachers are prepared (or
not) for teaching in urban high-needs schools (2013) Under the broad definition proposed by Lee
(2011) and Burner (2018), I consider teacher research (in this case, teacher preparation) as one
kind of educational change research working toward the improvement of student learning and/or
learning processes. Anderson and Stillman selected CHAT as their research framework because,
as a learning theory, it creates a more nuanced representation of the local teaching context by
taking seriously “historicity and the mediating role of context, community, and culture and
therefore holds special potential for illuminating complex social interactions within and across
TEP [teacher education program] and K-12 settings” (p. 2). Using CHAT as a framework for
analysis, Anderson and Stillman re-imagine and re-mediate the contradictions, complexities, and
tensions identified in the student teaching practices they observed with their participant, Cristina.
From their research, perhaps what most resonates with me about the potential for CHAT research
in these locations is, as Anderson and Stillman argue, that CHAT “provides a set of tools that is
particularly useful given...the tendencies—reflected in research, policy, and practice—toward
reductive and fetishized views of urban schools and the communities and students they serve” (p.
13).
Anderson and Stillman’s statement on the “reductive and fetishized views” of urban
schools and students references Bartolomé’s “Beyond the Methods Fetish” (1994), which
expounds on the dehumanization of minority students by teachers who look for the “right”
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teaching methods for certain culturally and linguistically subordinated student populations who
do not respond to “normal” instruction (p. 173-4). Bartolomé calls for the recognition of the
structural relationships between schools and society, culturally responsive education, and calls
upon teachers to conduct a “critical analysis of the sociocultural realities in which subordinated
students find themselves at school” (p. 176, 177). Though alternative school students are not
synonymous with “urban schools and students,” or with minority students (however, as noted in
the first chapter, studies have shown a higher percentage of minority students are referred to
these schools), I do still see a vital overlap between the “at-risk” or “high needs” populations of
traditional schools and those students referred from these schools to largely underfunded,
understaffed, and often overlooked alternative school programs.
As a sociocultural lens, CHAT provides tools that assist in the identification of the
contradictions happening within educational systems and the structural relationships—including
the inseparability—of the system’s various elements (community members, texts and tools,
rules, objects, etc.). Jody Shipka writes about this inseparability and the complex, distributed
composing processes of her research participants in Toward a Composition Made Whole (2011).
Shipka states that writing “functions as one stream within the broader flow of activity by
highlighting the role other texts, people, activities, semiotic resources, institutions, memories,
and motives play in the composers’ overall production processes” (p. 15). By detailing
composing processes that extend beyond the space of the classroom or campus, we find the
“varied and various places in which, times at which, and resources with which” literate activity is
accomplished (p. 15).
Though the CHAT and educational change researchers who have most influenced my
work are concerned primarily with instructors in traditional schools, “at-risk” students, or
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“urban” schools, I see great potential for overlap or continued application of the research being
done with these groups in alternative schools. While I do make comparisons in this chapter and
elsewhere between writing research in traditional schools, and its possibilities or potential for a
similar application in alternative schools, the reason I do not include much similar writing
research using CHAT or literate activity as research frameworks in alternative schools is because
it is scarce or seems to not exist. I acknowledge, of course, the sometimes extreme differences
between the goals, structures, regulations, objectives or outcomes (and the varying, sometimes
conflicting goals between members within these systems), physical locations, and resources
between traditional high schools and alternative schools.
By weaving CHAT—with emphasis on literate activity research—together with narrative
analysis, I will identify various elements of my research participants’ activity systems, with
attention to the impact of narratives as mediating cultural tools. Furthermore, by examining their
activity systems, literate activity, and personal narratives, I begin to identify where and how
contradictions or dilemmas are disrupting, disorienting, or inhibiting teachers’ writing
instruction. I do so specifically by taking up the concept of narratives and use narrative analysis
as a means of examining narratives as mediating cultural tools.
Analyzing Narratives as Mediating Cultural Tools
Wertsch (1998) states that all human action is fundamentally shaped, or mediated, by
cultural tools (p. 73). In Mind as Action (1998), Wertsch expounds on language as a cultural tool,
and narrative as a particular form of language/cultural tool and speech genre (pp. 73, 80).
Wertsch notes that the examination of narratives “provides clues about the affordances and
constraints one can anticipate when examining the mediational means employed in representing
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the past” (p. 86). In other words, narratives as cultural tools have the ability to both empower and
constrain those who speak (compose, tell) and those who hear (take up, experience) them.
While narratives do act as mediating cultural tools, narratives themselves are also socially
constructed and mediated. Esteban-Guitart (2012) describes narratives—repertoires of behavior
and identity—as “cultural products” and “shared artefacts, of historical origin,” whose content is
“social, political, and cultural (i.e. ‘we’ and ‘they’)” (p. 173). Simply put, narratives are
culturally-shared products that shape us (our identity, beliefs), but are also continuously and
dialogically shaped by us in our (re)tellings. Margarete Sandelowski similarly writes about the
social nature and construction of narratives, stating, “[L]ives are understood as and shaped by
narratives” (1991, p. 162, emphasis added). Jeong-Hee Kim (2011) discusses our sociallyconstructed narratives as “personal narratives,” which are “social in the sense of reflecting the
broad social, cultural, ideological, and historical conditions in which they are told and heard” (p.
20). Because stories are socially-constructed by nature, an individual story, then, is “an invitation
to see the world as embodied in the story” (p. 20). It is through an examination of individuated
stories that we see the connection, reflection, or relationship between the personal story and the
broader cultural narrative.
Writing about a similar relationship between personal stories as reflections of “bigger”
cultural stories, Rowe, Wertsch, and Kosyaeva (2002) explore the connection between personal,
private, or “little” narratives and how they become linked to an overarching collective, “big”
narrative. “Little” narratives include personal or private narratives, while “big” narratives are the
larger-scale, collective narratives (p. 98). Rowe et al suggest that “little” narratives are
dialogically constructed with “big” narratives, creating “relationships among narratives” (p.
108), and to study these types of narratives (the “little” and “big”) means studying them in
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dialogue with each other; that is, we must study the interplay between a teller’s personal
narratives and broader related cultural narratives—how these narratives are in conversation, or
are linked, with one another.
Reflecting on the stories shared with me by research participants, I see evidence of not
only their smaller personal stories, but also how they have taken on “bigger” cultural narratives
told about alternative students and the teaching of writing. Additionally, through their stories
they demonstrate how they have situated themselves—their stories and identities as writing
instructors and as teachers in alternative schools—within, or adjacent to, these cultural
narratives. Bamberg and Georgakopulou (2008), who write on the possibility of “small story”
research for narrative and identity analysis, affirm that narrative tellers construct themselves
(their self/identity) and others in the narrative telling. Narratives become “acts of identity” which
construct the teller’s “narrative identity” (p. 385). Narratives also have the ability to inscribe
identities (including traits, behaviors, beliefs) onto others through the words of the narrative
teller. Sandelowski (1991) states humans are “tirelessly listening to and recognizing in their own
stories the stories of others” (p. 162, emphasis added). I wonder, then, about the implications of
narratives permeating alternative school writing curriculum and instruction. For example, the
reductive narrative of the “at-risk” student—a common label for alternative school students used
by educators and researchers—takes on additional implied behaviors, such as laziness,
reluctance, apathy, chronic truancy, violence, or other “bad” or negative characteristics. When a
teacher has been told, and tells to students (and recursively to themselves), the “at-risk”
narrative, how is this impacting their pedagogy and praxis? To what extent are these narratives
mediating their writing activity and curriculum development? How are instructors coconstructing themselves with these stories as teachers in these spaces?
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As I noted in the introduction, Eujin Park (2018) found that teachers’ perceptions of
students “deeply shaped their teaching practices and goals” (p. 291). Though Park is primarily
concerned with the ways in which teachers in the Korean language school preserve and reinforce
specific cultural identities (as insiders and outsiders to Korean culture, or “Koreanness”), her
research also strikes me as overlapping with concepts of narrative identity and how the teachers
at the language school tell stories about their students as cultural insiders, as “authentic” or
ethnically and culturally Korean, and those students who they considered as cultural outsiders,
those who are ethnically but not culturally Korean (p. 286). Park described how some teachers
had a difficult time when adoptee Koreans (those raised by American parents) did not conform to
Korean cultural expectations (p. 287). For those students viewed as adoptee or “Americanized”
Koreans, the teachers saw their task as one of introduction to Korean cultural knowledge; for
those students whose parents were culturally Korean, they saw their task as one of preservation
and reinforcement of this Korean cultural capital (p. 288). In Park’s research we see narratives of
cultural identities—Koreanness and Americanness—and how teacher perceptions of these
cultural identities, the students’ identities, “deeply shaped teachers’ practices and aims” (p. 287),
which in turn creates consequences for students.
Examining the narratives teachers tell—about themselves, students, their pedagogy and
praxis—is one way we may consider using narratives as units of analysis for educational change
research to, as Jeong-Hee Kim writes, “challenge the nature of the dominant knowledge
paradigms through which we have shaped our understandings of education and try to reshape our
views on education through the lived experiences of teachers or students” (2011, p. 10; see also
Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Kim uses a narrative inquiry methodology to (re)imagine
alternative schools through the case study of Kevin Gonzales. Though I am not using a narrative
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inquiry approach to my study methods or data analysis, I have found elements of narrative
inquiry influential to the study’s methodology and how I understand the term “narrative,” as well
as using narratives as units of analysis, for my research.
Narrative inquiry, which includes stories, narratives, or personal practical knowledge,
challenges the positivistic paradigm that views the nature of knowledge as objective and definite
(Kim, 2011; Goodson, 1995; Munro, 1998). Using narrative analysis, a story is (re)constructed
by a researcher that portrays the narrative teller’s lived experiences and perspectives. The
contextualized and vernacular language of the teller is maintained to honor their feelings,
perceptions, interpretations, and meanings they hold toward life and their lived experiences
(Kim, 2011). Just as Prior argues for “thick descriptions” and the holistic representation of the
motives, contexts, and activities of participants (1998), Kim also states that narrative inquiry
calls for a similar “thick” and holistic portrayal of the teller’s story to “encourage the reader to
realize the meaning and the complexity” of the teller’s life “as an understandable human
response to the world [they] live in” (p. 11-2). Readers are then able to experience vicariously
the lived experiences of the narrative tellers through their stories (Kim, 2011). Narrative inquiry
uses this storytelling method to describe through reflection and discussion why the participant
has acted in a particular way (MacDonald et al, 2016).
Rachel Gramer’s dissertation, Stories at Work: Restorying Narratives of New Teachers’
Identity Learning in Writing Studies (2017), has also been influential to my understanding of
narrative inquiry as a research methodology. She describes narrative inquiry as a “robust
methodology for studying teachers’ narrative ways of knowing and experiencing their lives and
teaching identities” (p. 43). Gramer also describes a need for careful attention to ethical research
practices, keeping with the methodological principles of narrative inquiry (p. 63). Narrative
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inquiry enacts understandings of participants as knowers and collaborators, with emphasis on not
evaluating individuals as teachers or as human beings (p. 44). This resonates with Joanne
Addison’s (2012) statement that “case-based narrative inquiry is an important way to study
discourse from a situated perspective especially if we view narrative as a process of becoming
shared by researcher and participant” (p. 382). Gramer also valued her participants’ experiential
knowledge, and made it clear to her participants that she was not advocating for any one
pedagogy or pedagogical standard, or that she was evaluating her participants’ teaching practices
(p. 64).
Though I am not pursuing a full narrative inquiry methodology, all of these elements of
narrative inquiry resonated with me for my own study: how I have taken up the concept of
narratives, using narratives as units of analysis, and how I might situate and present participants’
stories. In both my study’s methodology and data analysis, I have sought to provide a holistic
portrayal of participants’ stories, to understand each participant as humans responding to the
complex worlds they live in (Kim, 2011). In conversations with participants and in my data
analysis, I have tried to demonstrate through a description of our discussions and participants’
reflection on their activity why the participant has made the choices they have, or why they feel
they have acted in a particular way (MacDonald et al, 2016). In both the portrayal of the
participating teachers and their schools in the case study chapters (Chapters IV and V), and in
my data analysis (Chapter VI), I have endeavored to position my participants as “knowers and
collaborators,” who have invited me into their classrooms and to reflect with them on their
teaching practices (and therefore on mine as well), in a “process of becoming” (Gramer, 2017;
Addison, 2012).
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To conclude, I would reiterate once more the value in privileging narratives as mediating
cultural tools shaping teachers’ practices and goals, and why I am using them as units of analysis
in this study. In conjunction with CHAT and with an attentiveness to an instructor’s literate
activity, considering narratives as tools teachers use or “pull from” to construct (potentially
harmful) perceptions of themselves and students, as well as how they use these narrative tools for
developing learning goals and curriculum, is a promising path for educational change research.
Identifying the cultural narratives influencing teacher pedagogy and praxis, and how these
narratives manifest within their activity systems, creates one possible path for writing instructors
in alternative schools—as well as writing instructors anywhere—to consider how they may
(re)examine conflicts between their student learning objectives and their writing curriculum.
In the next two sections I review what I have identified as the two prevailing and
problematic cultural narratives most relevant to the findings from this study: first, the
commonplace narrative of writing instruction, and the narrative of the “at-risk” student. From my
own teaching experiences in alternative high schools (with much reflection on my own teaching
practices), and as a result of my continued research into these two cultural narratives, I label
them as “problematic” due to the pervasive, subtle, and often institutionalized harm they have the
potential to inflict upon both students and instructors.
Although teachers do “tap into” or reference these narratives in their own teaching
practices (intentionally or not), it is clear that the teachers themselves are not the ones creating
or intentionally perpetuating them; in fact, as demonstrated by the study’s two participating
teachers, and in my own experiences working in alternative programs, alternative teachers often
actively seek to act against narratives they find harmful to alternative schools, students, and
student learning objectives. While my aim in this chapter, and in the following sections, is to
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provide general descriptions of the narratives, in Chapter VI (data analysis and findings), I
examine how each study participant has taken up these narratives in complex, divergent ways
reflective of their teaching situations and experiences (i.e., what aspects of the narratives they are
most concerned with, and how they have come to perceive or conceptualize their schools,
students, and curriculum with and through narratives as both tools and lenses for their teaching
practices). In other words, in this chapter I am laying the groundwork for examining how the
“big” cultural narratives connect to participants’ “little” narratives—how, as Rowe et al. (2002)
describe, the “big” and “little” narratives interplay and are in dialogue with one another.
A Cultural Narrative of Writing Instruction
Interwoven throughout our conversations, I noted two persistent and recurring types of
content shared by each participant in the descriptions they gave of the students and their schools,
and in the stories they told about their teaching experiences in alternative environments. The first
was a complicated personal narrative (based on participants’ experiences teaching) that describes
alternative schools as primarily serving disenfranchised or “at-risk” students, with learning goals
or teaching objectives that vary (sometimes quite sharply) from the learning goals or objectives
of traditional schools. Hayden, whose case study I present in Chapter IV, shared a story about a
time she once attended one of her son’s parent-teacher conferences. The teacher was discussing
setting specific, measurable reading and writing goals for Hayden’s son. Reflecting on this
conversation, Hayden laughed as she told me, “I’m like, man, I just want mine to, like, read a
cereal box! If my students would read a cereal box all the way through I’d be happy most days,
but it’s just, it’s different expectations.” Hayden’s story, along with many other similar stories
shared by both Hayden and Dakota, pointed to this difference in teaching experiences and
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learning goals in an alternative environment that center on, and stem from, the “at-risk” students
served in alternative programs.
The second recurrent narrative shared by participants was about the teaching of writing:
how each participant understood or perceived the teaching of writing (including things like
learning objectives and their personal goals as teachers in these programs), and what or how
students’ writing should act, look, or be like. Like the first recurring narrative about the “at-risk”
alternative school student, both participants shared experiences and stories that grounded and
demonstrated evidence of the narratives they told about alternative students attending their
specific alternative programs. Though both the “at-risk” and writing narratives were clearly
grounded in participants’ experiences, they also connected to broader cultural narratives about
alternative schools, students, and “basic skills” writing instruction. While the specific
characteristics of each narrative varied between participants, both participants still adhered to
several of the “major” features of broader cultural narratives. One example of this occurs in
Hayden’s description of students attending her school as being more “violent” (a common
descriptor of “at-risk” students), while Dakota described her students as non-violent but “lazy”
(related to the notion that “at-risk” students are apathetic to education).
Of course, how participants have taken up these narratives is precluded by a variety of
factors, including stressors, demands, and challenges they face in an alternative school
environment. I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the pressure placed on study
participants, as well as high school writing instructors elsewhere—both in traditional and
alternative schools—to create curriculum in accordance with state or district mandates and the
Common Core State Standards (CCSS), which prescribes a series of regimented skills as student
learning objectives. While acknowledging the pressures placed on writing instructors from the
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state, county, district, and/or school-level(s) to teach specific skills, or to follow a given
curriculum guide, I also perceive the Common Core State Standards and other prescriptive
methods for the teaching of writing as a reinforcement of the existent cultural narrative that, as
Joseph Petraglia (1995) states, perceives writing as a set of general skills that can be mastered
through formal instruction.
Petraglia and other contributors to Reconceiving Writing, Rethinking Writing Instruction
(1995) write in opposition to “general writing skills instruction” (GWSI), a curriculum for
college composition courses that teaches generalized formal academic writing. General writing
skills include “the general ability to develop and organize ideas, use techniques for inventing
topics worthy of investigation, adapt one’s purpose to an audience, and anticipate reader
response” (Petraglia, p. xi). GWSI sets for itself “the objective of teaching students ‘to write,’ to
give them skills that transcend a particular content and context” (Petraglia, xii). GWSI is a
curriculum that “an overwhelming majority of writing instructors is paid to teach, that practically
every composition textbook is written to support,” and that, for many instructors, is
“synonymous with writing instruction” (Petraglia, pp. xii, xvi).
GWSI may sound familiar to K-12 teachers in American schools who teach “basic”
writing skills and Standard Academic English following instructional writing programs such as
the popularized 6 + 1 Traits of Writing model. The 6 + 1 model, developed by Ruth Culham and
the Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory (Culham, 2003), defines seven (or “6 + 1”) “key
qualities” of writing: ideas, the main message; organization, the internal structure of the piece;
voice, the personal tone and flavor of the author’s message; word choice, the vocabulary a writer
chooses to convey meaning; sentence fluency, the rhythm and flow of the language; conventions,
the mechanical correctness; and presentation, how the writing actually looks on the page
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(Education Northwest, 2020). The terms used by the 6 + 1 model and the kind of standardized
academic writing it promotes have been taken up by, and are perhaps also a result of, the cultural
narratives told about what writing instruction “should” be, and how “academic” writing
composed by students “should” be. During the interviews with each study participant, I noted
that terms used in the 6 + 1 model (organization, sentence fluency, conventions, and so forth), as
well as other similar general writing skills terms (e.g., topics, evidence, support) were used
throughout their responses. This led me to wonder how participants’ perceptions of writing
instruction (as well as my own perceptions of writing instruction), have been shaped by the
cultural narrative of general skills writing instruction—of writing as “basic skills,” standardized,
and “academic”—and in what ways this is consequential for students, particularly for those
students who have been labelled “at-risk.”
I found a partial answer to this question in John W. White’s article, “De-centering
English: Highlighting the Dynamic Nature of the English” (2011), where White writes about the
perceptions (and prejudices) about the teaching of writing held by English language arts methods
students (future English teacher candidates). White found students in his methods course had
internalized notions of “proper English” as the only correct way for students to write. White
writes, “My lesson goal had been to get the students to see that though we should teach the
conventions of Standard English, we should also acknowledge and even celebrate the unique and
highly effective forms of discourse that students bring with them into the classroom” (p. 44).
However, many of the students in White’s methods course “had a narrow—and I posit an
ethnocentric—view of what counts as appropriate language practices in the classroom. They saw
‘English’ as a rigidly defined set of unchanging norms and their role as English teachers to be
language police” (p. 44). Though White speaks specifically to language use (spoken or written)
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and not exclusively to writing, there are, of course, considerable overlaps between the two—
composing does, after all, require some form of language. Of greater interest to me is how his
students had taken up notions of English “correctness,” how they perceive their roles as
educators, and how they had taken up these cultural narratives about writing and language.
John White’s story of the methods students and the rigidity with which they have taken
up what they perceive as good writing instruction calls to mind Edward M. White’s 1994 article,
“Issues and Problems in Writing Assessment,” where he describes the stories teachers tell about
themselves as teachers of writing, as assessors of writing, and refers to what Stephen North
(1987) calls the “lore” of the profession—the way things are done (E. White, p. 14). White
describes this “lore” as having a power of its own, one that connects with our professional
identity as scholars and teachers of writing as much as with writing assessment: “the red pen, the
grade at the end...all define the writing teacher as much as they describe the writing” (p. 15,
emphasis added). Although North’s “lore” has been critiqued as an inaccurate representation of
writing instructors, as problematic, “odious,” and “untrue” (Butler, 2016), I purport that North’s
“lore,” or the common narratives told to and about writing instructors—untrue as they may be—
still holds sway over many high school English instructors and manifests through their teaching
pedagogies and praxis. Unexamined narratives around teachers and teaching, what they say we
are or should be, shapes our instruction, our teaching practices, and our expectations of students.
Narratives of Alternative Schools and Students
The second narrative I identified as commonly present in the stories and descriptions
shared by both participants was the cultural narrative of the alternative school or student: what it
means to be “alternative,” the implications for students labelled as “at-risk,” and how these
places and students are perceived by “community outsiders” (those community members and
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other educators outside the alternative program). While the purpose of this section is to focus on
describing the cultural narrative of the alternative school student, in Chapter III I provide
additional descriptions of what alternative schools are (e.g., types of alternative schools) and
more specific information about the two kinds of alternative programs that are highlighted
through this study.
Mentioned earlier for her use of narrative inquiry as a means for (re)imagining alternative
schools, Jeong-Hee Kim (2011) describes three different images, or narratives, held about public
alternative schools that are salient today: the “ideal haven,” the “warehouse,” and the
“school/prison continuum.” The “ideal haven” image, popularized in the 1960s, imagines
alternative schools as a “free school” that advocates change in the fundamental structure of
schools and in the purposes of education (Kim, p. 3). Though there are certainly some alternative
programs that fit the “ideal haven” image, there are far more alternative programs used as a
“dumping ground” or “warehouse” (Kim, p. 4). The “warehouse” image views alternative
schools as places “for students whose behaviors are disruptive, deviant, and dysfunctional”
(Kim, p. 4). These alternative programs are perceived as dumping grounds for students who will
not or cannot conform to the expectations of a traditional school student. The third image of
alternative schools Kim discusses is that of a juvenile detention center—these are thought of as
the “school-to-prison pipeline” schools, or as Kim refers to them: the school/prison continuum.
The main function of these schools (as outlined by the school, or as perceived by the public) is to
keep expelled students off the streets in order to prevent them from committing a crime (Kim, p.
6).
In spite of the potentially positive narrative of the alternative school as an “ideal haven,”
Kim states that “negative images persist sending a ‘not-so-hidden’ message to students in
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alternative schools. Students quickly learn that alternative schools are for ‘bad’ students” (Kim,
2011; Kim and Taylor, 2008). I would also argue that this sends the same message to community
members and educators who take up and (re)tell the narrative to others—including the students
themselves—of alternative schools as being for “bad” and/or deficient students. The reductive
narrative of the “bad student” also carries material and identarian consequences: the perception
of “bad students” as “less worthy” or “less valuable” may decrease funding to these schools, the
availability of social supports for students (such as tutoring or busing), and reinforces to students
(as an identarian consequence) and community members that alternative school students are not
deserving of these resources and supports.
In addition to the “alternative” label, and all that may be implied by it, students in these
programs are also frequently labelled as “at-risk,” or “disruptive,” a term often used
synonymously with “at-risk” to describe students with a history of violence or behavioral issues.
Wells, author of At-Risk Youth: Identification, Programs, and Recommendations (1990),
identified numerous school-related, community-related, and family-related circumstances that
can place students at risk of dropping out of school. Aron (2003) shares a condensed list of
Wells’ factors that place students at risk (p. 30). Many of the “student-related” factors on the list
seem to explicitly place blame or fault on the students themselves for being labelled at-risk; such
factors include “poor school attitude,” “low ability level,” “nonparticipation,”
“illness/disability,” and pregnancy. In an Education Policy Brief for the Center for Evaluation
and Education Policy, Cable et al. (2009) generally define “at-risk” students as those “who are
failing academically and are at an increased risk of dropping out of school” (p. 4). Cable et al.
make a connection between dropping out of school and the increased likelihood of incarceration,
adult poverty, and dependence on welfare (p. 7). “At-risk” students “may be experiencing
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hardships outside of school such as abuse, neglect, lack of English skills, and poor nutrition,”
and find it difficult to create emotional connections with peers and teachers (p. 7).
Similarly to Jeong-Hee Kim, who notes the potential harm caused by the “bad” or “atrisk” narratives, Ivory A. Toldson (2019) argues against using “at-risk” as an adjective for
describing students. Toldson states, “Of all the terms used to describe students who don’t
perform well in traditional educational settings, few are used as frequently—or as casually—as
the term ‘at-risk’” (para. 1). The term is widely used in federal and state education policy, as well
as popular news articles and in the media. Toldson problematizes the term, pointing out that “atrisk” is often applied to large groups of students “with little regard for the stigmatizing effect that
it can have on students” (para. 2). “Using at-risk as an adjective for students is problematic. It
makes ‘at-risk’ a category like honors student, student athlete or college-bound student. ‘Risk’
should describe a condition or situation, not a person” (para. 13). As Cuban stated in his 1989
article, “The At-Risk Label and the Problem of Urban School Reform,” the “at-risk” label
identifies poor academic performance and deviant behavior as problems with families or with the
students themselves (p. 781). Whether a student is labelled “at-risk,” “deviant,” “disadvantaged,”
“marginal,” or as a dropout—frequently used interchangeably and synonymously, Cuban
argues 4—the labels become badges “filed away in cumulative folders to follow children every
step of the way through public school” (p. 783). The use of these labels to categorize and identify
students suggests deeply problematic structural failures; rather than addressing the issues that
might put students at-risk of becoming disengaged with their education, the “at-risk” descriptor

In the same article Cuban also asserts that these labels are disproportionately applied to Black American students
and other non-white students. Kennedy et al. (2019) note that students of color comprise the majority of school
suspensions, expulsions, and assignments to disciplinary alternative schools. Though the impacts of racism and the
overrepresentation of non-White students in alternative schools goes beyond the scope of this study (a shortcoming
of the study I address in Chapter III), I acknowledge these terms as having discernibly racist overtones.
4
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labels the student without illuminating the structural and social-emotional problems that have
created a student’s “at-risk” situation.
And while alternative students are often labelled as “at-risk”—Othering them from
traditional school students—alternative school programs are still often contradictorily
conceptualized and constructed as being very much like traditional schools with bell schedules,
desks arranged in rows, and teachers lecturing at the front of every classroom. Unlike their
students, alternative schools are perceived as being structurally very similar to their traditional
school counterparts, though institutionally they are perceived as being more disciplinary and akin
to the “warehouse” or “school/prison continuum” narratives. Though alternative students have a
somewhat clear(er) narrative caused by the “at-risk” label, alternative schools themselves are
perceived more nebulously.
Although the word “alternative” implies a choice, many alternative school students do
not choose the alternative schools to which they are sent: they’re “sentenced” to them (Vogell
2017). This “banishment” of students contributes to the murky Otherness of alternative
environments and extends the perception of alternative students as “bad” students. Writing on the
contradictory nature of alternative educational programs, Jennifer Vadeboncoeur (2009)
identifies alternative schools as “living on the margins in thirdspaces,” an Othered space that
creates many positive possibilities, but is also “fraught with tensions surrounding generativity
and loss,” existing “on the margins as a moment of both affordance and constraint” (pp. 284,
293). These contradictory schools are not only “other” spaces but also “othered” spaces: “They
are spaces that provide evidence of the failure of the school system, laying the blame for failure
at the feet of individual youth” (p. 295). The danger in the narrative of the alternative school lies
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in its ability to further stigmatize alternative students (Vadeboncoeur, 2009), as well as in its
ability to shape teacher curriculum for and around these narratives of alternative school/students.
Conclusion of the Literature Review
To investigate and unpack these cultural narratives—identifying when and how they are
told by participants, and how they may be shaping participants’ teaching environments—CHAT
and narrative analysis are especially useful research frameworks for identifying and analyzing
the various elements of participants’ activity systems that are simultaneously impacted by and
recursively reinforced by the (re)tellings of these narratives. CHAT, with specific attention to
instructors’ literate activity as a unit of analysis, enables me to consider participants’ activity
systems as a whole and those aspects of the activity system identified by participants as most
important, valued, or impactful on their activity. In addition to analyzing instructors’ literate
activity, examining participants’ stories as units of analysis and how they have taken up and
(re)tell broader cultural narratives adds an additional complexity and perspective of narratives as
cultural mediating tools that shape teacher activity in addition to their complex goals and activity
systems. The combination of literate activity and narrative analysis research offers a new and
robust framework for exploring and unpacking the material and identarian consequences that
problematic narratives create (and reinforce) for already marginalized and undersupported social
groups.
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CHAPTER III: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction to the Study Methodology
To reiterate the objective of my work from the introductory chapter, the singular driving
question of my research is: How are narratives, as cultural tools mediating activity systems,
influencing or shaping the ways in which alternative high school teachers are designing,
developing, and implementing their writing instruction? In the previous chapter I outlined the
two methodological frameworks for this research: narrative analysis and CHAT, centering on
instructors’ literate activity (process and productions) as the primary unit of analysis.
Considering the potential for CHAT toward educational change research, which seeks to
generate and sustain positive research-driven changes within schools, I believe adding narrative
analysis as an additional “layer” to this work offers promising possibilities as a template for
future writing activity research and educational change opportunities.
The qualitative data collection methods used for this study and the data analysis process
were guided by the lenses of CHAT and narrative analysis. The study utilized surveys,
interviews, sample teaching artifacts (provided by participants), and e-mail communication with
participants to collect data about participants’ activity systems (their schools and classrooms),
their literate practices (their general curriculum planning process and the design of an individual
assignment), and the prevalent cultural narratives told to or by the study participants about
writing, writing instruction, and alternative students.
In the following sections of this chapter, I begin with an explanation of feminist research
methodologies, their impacts on my study, and include a self-reflexivity section to address my
own positionality within the study as a former alternative teacher, the researcher for this study, a
current college composition instructor, and as a graduate student invested in writing research.
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Though I established objectives for my study before explicating how my research may have been
feminist (and not), several feminist researchers have been immensely influential to how I
designed, developed, conducted, and have analyzed the results of my study. Because feminist
research methodologies were so impactful to the formation of the study itself, I felt I would be
remiss if I did not include a description of their influence on the study’s methodology.
Following the section on feminist research, I provide an explanation of the criteria I
established for selecting research participants. To better explain a part of this process, I also
include a brief review of the two categories of alternative programs outlined by the Illinois State
Board of Education: Regional Safe School Programs and Alternative Learning Opportunities
Programs. After describing the school selection process, I then explain my methods of data
collection. Finally, I end with an explanation and examples of my data analysis process.
Influential Elements of Feminist Research Methodologies
Although CHAT and narrative analysis are the core frameworks of the study’s
methodology, in my research into narrative analysis and narrative inquiry methods I was inspired
by Gramer’s dissertation work (2017) which implements principles of feminist research and
“enacts narrative as a feminist, interdisciplinary methodology” (p. 12). Though I am still a
novice to feminist research, I have sought to shape my own study using elements of feminist
research methodologies as described by Gramer, Selfe and Hawisher (2012), Kirsch (2005), and
Harding (1987).
From Gramer’s work with narrative inquiry and feminist research practices I have learned
that narrative inquiry is built on many principles of both qualitative and feminist research
methods, including the “careful attention to entry, exit, and transparency throughout the process;
enacting understandings of participants as knowers and collaborators, for instance via multiple
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interpretations and negotiating composition of texts with participants; and ethical practices that
include confidentiality and care with an emphasis on not evaluating individuals as teachers or as
human beings” (Clandinin, 2013, p. 135, as cited in Gramer, 2017). Following these principles, I
endeavored to be transparent with the study participants about the goals of my research, the
process of the study, and the purposes or aims behind the questions I asked. I also frequently
invited them to ask their own question or to guide the conversation in ways they thought would
be most valuable or enlightening to someone who was not an “insider” to their alternative school
program. Following Gramer’s example, I also sought to be “generous and open, creating
welcome environments for talking and learning, and not leading with judgment, and preferring
encouragement over evaluation” in all interactions with study participants (p. 64).
Gramer also includes two sample stories from each of her study participants creating a
space for participants to speak, acknowledging that the words she has selected—just as those I
have selected—are mediated by her research, her questions, her presence, and her selection
process. She also remarks that as a narrative researcher she includes participant stories to let their
stories “breathe,” to not encapsulate participants’ stories in her own words or in any single story
told in their own words (p. 70). Similarly for my own study, one reason I include “thick” case
study chapters for each participant is, as I stated in Chapter II, to encourage readers to realize the
meaning and complexity of each participant’s life “as an understandable human response to the
world [they] live in” (Kim, 2011, p. 12). Like Gramer, I wish for participants’ words to represent
their own complex situations, their lived and embodied experiences, and their teaching expertise
and values without a researcher (myself) as the sole interpreter and (re)teller of their stories.
To access participant stories, interviewing was used as the primary method for data
collection in this study. To learn more about feminist methodologies for participant interviews, I
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referenced Selfe and Hawisher’s “Exceeding the Bounds of the Interview” (2012). Selfe and
Hawisher warn feminist researchers away from the “God Trick,” the “arrogant and mistaken
belief that we can know objectively, completely transcendently” (p. 36). Researchers taken in by
the “God Trick” are likely to miss “the human and very personal face of social, cultural
economic phenomena that so fundamentally shapes the project of education and the nature of
institutions, departments, and classrooms” (p. 36). This kind of richly situated information
emerges most productively from interviews, especially when they are structured or semistructured as conversations in which all participants—researchers and informants—understand
that they are “engaged in mutually shaping meaning and that such meaning necessarily is local,
fragmentary, and contingent” (p. 36). Selfe and Hawisher draw on feminist understandings of
interviewing as a process “not of extracting information but of sharing knowledge,” in which
researchers and participants “engage in a reciprocal, and often intimate, shaping of information,
one fundamentally influenced by the material realities and situated perspectives of multiple
partners” (p. 37).
Selfe and Hawisher remark on their movement over time from more structured questionand-answer sessions to “less formal and less predictable” interviews, “more like conversations
that involved participants in a joint project of inquiry” (p. 38). Instead, they asked participants to
tell them stories. Through these more conversational exchanges, participants began dialogically
and discursively engaging with them as researchers in making meaning and interpreting their
own experiences (p. 39). Selfe and Hawisher state that they wanted to learn from and with their
participants, which recalls one of narrative inquiry’s practices to recognize participants as
knowers and collaborators. Our job as feminist researchers, Selfe and Hawisher affirm,
“involves asking participants for elaboration, encouraging them to reflect on stories they tell, and
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occasionally, telling stories of our own when we find points in common. We also ask participants
if the ways in which we understand their stories makes sense to them” (p. 42). Practicing Selfe
and Hawisher’s recommendations for more conversational, semi-structured interviews, I
occasionally asked my participants to tell me how they interpreted their stories within the
contexts of the question(s) that had spurred the telling of the story (i.e., how it related to the
question, what was it that made this story special or a “stand-out” for them, or why this was the
example/story they had chosen to share). I would also sometimes share my own related teaching
stories as an affirmation and recognition of a shared teaching experience. I did this to, as Gramer
stated, try to create a welcome environment, but also to practice feminist research principles that
encourages interviews as conversations, as a reciprocal shaping of information.
However, Kirsch (2005) does warn feminist researchers that although increased
collaboration, greater interaction, and more open communication with research participants are
intended to achieve feminist ends, the risk of striving for the benefits of close, interactive
relationships with participants include “the potential for relationships to end abruptly and for
participants to feel that they have been misunderstood or betrayed, especially in moments when
participants’ and researchers’ priorities diverge, as many times they will” (p. 2163). Kirsch
remarks on interviews as social phenomena that “only simulate the context of relationships in
which people get to know one another,” and that, while feminists work hard to make these
interactions mutually beneficial, “such relationships are still based in large part on an interview
process whereby the flow of information is one-sided” toward the party—the interviewer—with
the most institutional power (p. 2165). As feminist scholars, “we need to understand that our
interactions with participants are most often based on friendliness, not genuine friendship,” and
as researchers, “we need to develop realistic expectations about our interactions with
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participants, recognizing that they are shaped, like all human interactions, by dynamics of power,
gender, generation, education, race, class, and many other factors that can contribute to feelings
of misunderstanding, disappointment, and broken trust” (p. 2170). Similarly to Selfe and
Hawisher, who note that the shaping of information is influenced by material realities and
situated perspectives, Kirsch points to the imbalance of the interviewer-interviewee relationship
caused by both the imbalance of institutional power and the dynamics of our intersecting
identities, which axiomatically shape researcher-participant interactions.
Recognizing this relationship imbalance, Harding (1987) encourages feminist researchers
to place themselves within the “same critical plane as the overt subject matter, thereby
recovering the entire research process for scrutiny in the results of research” (p. 9). That is, the
researcher’s class, race, culture, gender assumptions, beliefs, and behaviors must be made
clear(er) for readers. By providing this information, the researcher appears “not as an invisible,
anonymous voice of authority, but as a real, historical individual with concrete, specific desires
and interests” (p. 9). Harding also encourages feminist researchers to resist the objectivist stance
that attempts to make the researcher’s cultural beliefs and practices invisible “while
simultaneously skewering the research objects understandings and explanations which are free
(or, at least, freer) of distortion from unexamined beliefs and behaviors of social scientists
themselves” (p. 9). Harding argues that by introducing this “subjective” element into the analysis
it in fact increases the objectivity of the research and decreases the “objectivism” which seeks to
hide this kind of evidence from readers (p. 9). To this end, in the next section I offer my attempt
at a self-reflexive portrait including some basic demographic information about myself, a brief
overview of my teaching history, and some of the details of my background as an English
teacher in alternative schools. Additionally, in Chapter I, I also shared a story about one of my
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own teaching experiences related to the goals of this study to both introduce an example of the
kinds of data and narratives I am grappling with as well as to share with readers more
information about my history and myself as a researcher. I hope that by providing this
information for readers I am able to offer more transparency about myself, and my positionality
in relation to the subject matter of the study, in order to decrease the “objectivism” of my
research.
Self-Reflexivity
My study has been fundamentally shaped by my identity and experiences as a midthirties, middle-class, White American woman, and as a lifelong Illinois resident with teaching
experience in two central Illinois alternative high schools. My study’s research methodologies
and data analysis have been informed by time as an Illinois State University graduate student
pursuing research in writing studies, but my initial interest in this research topic has been largely
driven by my own experiences teaching within alternative programs. For example, when drafting
possible interview questions for participants, I often reflected on my own experiences with
alternative programs, including the myriad teaching challenges, the scarcity of resources, and the
common goals of alternative programs, such as student attendance and graduation. Though I
attempted to be mindful that my own experiences are not, of course, representative of or shared
by all alternative teachers, I still often found myself noting in conversations with Hayden and
Dakota the stark, sometimes surprising differences between my own experiences and what they
shared with me about their schools, their writing instruction practices, assignment development,
and what they identified as their (or their school’s) primary student learning or behavioral goals.
While planning potential survey and interview questions, I often reflected on how I might have
answered them as a participant in my own study. I made the novice mistake of assuming their
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answers would likely be similar to mine, and was often surprised how different their programs
were, or how different their teaching values and goals were, both from one another and in
comparison to my own past teaching experiences. Somehow, even having taught for two vastly
different alternative programs, I was still surprised to hear about even further variation in
alternative program types, goals, and teaching! I would often share my surprised reactions with
Hayden and Dakota and compare my stories with theirs to see what they thought about these
differences or to elicit further reflection on their own programs, goals, and practices.
Because I did share many similar experiences with Hayden and Dakota, I often felt they
conversed with me as—to borrow the words of Eujin Park (2018), a “partial insider,” one who is
privy to “behind the scenes” information. In this case, I am a partial insider because I am familiar
with teaching in Illinois state alternative programs, but I am not a part of their program or
faculty. Because of this “partial insider” position, both participants seemed to find me more
trustworthy and frequently conversed with me as a peer who understood their unique, and
challenging, situations. However, even positioned as a partial insider, my representation of
Hayden, Dakota, their schools, and their teaching practices is incomplete, limited, and partial. As
Kirsch (2005) states, personal interactions are shaped by the dynamics of identities and
embodied experiences. In this case, my identities and experiences act as a frame, or lens, through
which I enact and perceive my experiences and interactions with others, including those
interactions between myself and study participants. Because I am only a partial insider, and they
are full insiders (i.e., they are most expert and aware of their teaching identities, practices,
situation, and context), I recognize that my interactions with and representations of both
participants has been shaped by our disparate teaching and lived experiences, in addition to the
inherent imbalance of our relationship—myself as “the researcher” and participants as “the
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object of research.” Recognizing both my position as a partial insider, whose interactions with
and presentation of participants is grounded in my own identities and embodied experiences, and
my position as “the researcher” for this work, I have sought to accurately represent both Hayden
and Dakota using their own words, descriptions, and with information publicly available about
their alternative programs. However, I do acknowledge that my own situated self—my identities,
experiences, and especially my history as an alternative teacher—has undoubtedly created a lens
through which I present the case studies of Hayden and Dakota.
The Participant Selection Process and Illinois Alternative School Programs
For my study I broadly defined “alternative high schools” as those programs intended as
“last chance” opportunities for students labelled “at-risk,” and for those students who are
involuntarily transferred or recommended to the alternative school after removal from traditional
schools (Huerta and Hernandez, 2021). My definition also broadly includes a variety of kinds of
alternative schools and programs, including alternative schools following traditional school
models—structured bell schedules, campuses, curriculum, and instruction methods—as well as
more nontraditional programs such as evening academy programs, cooperative work programs,
schools with shortened schedules, schools using hybrid learning models (including online
components or work-study opportunities), or other nontraditional schools implementing more
experiential 5 alternative learning models. Though my definition of the type or structure of an
alternative school was intentionally expansive, I did limit my definition of “high school” to those
alternative high schools predominantly (but not necessarily exclusively) serving ninth- to

Experiential learning typically emphasizes outdoor classroom learning for environmental, hands-on education
(Jose et al, 2017). One such example of this kind of alternative school is Peoria Regional Learning Center, which is
based within Wildlife Prairie Park, a large zoological and conservationist park in central Illinois. The school
emphasizes experiential learning opportunities by having students regularly interact with Wildlife’s naturalists to
care for the park’s animals, maintain a vegetable garden, and to care for and maintain the park’s natural
environment.

5
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twelfth-grades. In my search process I found that many of the high schools included a broader
coverage of grades, sometimes including sixth- to twelfth-grade students in the same program,
and sometimes in the same classrooms. Due to this re-branding of “high school” to include some
middle school grade levels, and because of the wide variety of alternative programs labelled
“high school” that may include the lower grades, I relaxed my search criteria to those schools
that included at least ninth- to twelfth-grade students, but might also include middle school
students.
In addition to the criteria for school selection, I also created criteria for potential
candidates. I developed two stipulations for possible participants: first, the candidate must be
currently teaching some kind of writing instruction in at least one high school-level course; and
second, the candidate must also be teaching using their own materials, resources, and tools for at
least one class period (i.e., they are not teaching to/from an online credit recovery program). For
the purposes of this study, which privileges narratives of writing instruction and the literate
activity of writing teachers, it was essential that my participants were engaged in some level of
direct writing instruction with their students.
Having established my search criteria for alternative high schools and possible research
participants, I began searching for alternative programs across the state of Illinois. I opted to
keep the scope of my search for potential participants to those already teaching in Illinois
because, as a resident of the state and as a former teacher for two alternative schools in central
Illinois, I believed my familiarity with the state and its requirements or expectations for
alternative programs would assist me in my search process and in my interactions with research
participants by positioning me as an informed “insider,” someone who better understands their
teaching situations and general student learning goals. I also believe that limiting the field of my
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participant search to one state helped me control the number of additional “outside” or external
mediating influences on local alternative programs and teachers; though, having completed my
study, I would observe that the state as a mediating influence did not predict or control how
participants had taken up narratives of at-risk students, or how they determine their student
learning and writing goals. Additionally, state requirements did not determine how programs
were structured, how they would develop school rules, or how they developed student learning
and behavior goals.
The two schools where Hayden and Dakota teach represent Illinois’ two categories of
alternative school programs overseen by the Illinois State Board of Education (ISBE): the
Regional Safe Schools Program (RSSP) and Alternative Learning Opportunities Programs
(ALOPs). On the ISBE’s safe schools page (ISBE, n.d.-d), safe schools are described as those
schools serving “disruptive students” or students who are “expulsion-eligible and suspensioneligible” (i.e., students who have been expelled or suspended from their home schools) between
the sixth- and twelfth-grades. The ISBE describes the purposes of RSSPs as twofold: first, to
increase safety and promote the learning environment in schools; and second, to meet the
“particular educational needs of disruptive students more appropriately and individually in
alternative educational environments”. Though the ISBE does not define “disruptive students,”
general educational and behavioral goals for RSSP students involve a reduction in disruptive
behavior, regular attendance, coursework completion, returning to the students’ home school
(students’ school of origin that initially refers them to the safe school), behavior modification
training, work-based learning experiences, and high school graduation.
The ISBE also provides guidelines for RSSPs and criteria for student eligibility (ISBE,
n.d.-c). Students are eligible to attend an RSSP if they are or have been:
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● suspended at least twice for a period of 4-10 days for gross misconduct as defined
by the Regional Safe Schools Program.
● arrested by the police and/or remanded to juvenile or criminal courts for acts
related to school activities.
● eligible for disciplinary reassignment pursuant to violation of school district “zero
tolerance” policies.
● involved in misconduct that can be demonstrated as serious, repetitive and/or
cumulative.
● previously remediated at least once by the local school district.
The eligibility criteria make clear that safe schools are intended for students deemed extremely
troubled, defiant, rule-breaking, and/or violent. The ISBE’s RSSP webpage (ISBE, n.d.-d)
implies that, should local schools and districts not refer these students to their region’s safe
school, expelled or suspended “disruptive” students may become nuisances or criminals within
their communities:
Expelling or suspending disruptive students puts them on the street, which may
increase safety and advance the learning environment inside the school premises,
but does not serve the educational needs of the expelled or suspended students or
the community’s need for public safety.
To my dismay, this same statement is repeated on the “Regional Safe Schools” webpage of the
Illinois Association of Regional Superintendents of Schools website (IARSS, 2021). This
statement reflects Kim’s (2011) explanation of the common perceptions of alternative schools as
warehouses (for deviant, dysfunctional students) or as a sort of pre-jail on the school-to-prison
continuum (a juvenile detention center for students who are criminals or criminals-in-the-
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making). Though the statement does not overtly refer to expelled or suspended students as “bad”
or “at-risk,” the description does refer to them as “disruptive,” as being “on the street,” and as a
potential (if not overtly implying a likely) risk to “the community’s need for public safety.” All
of this terminology, phrasing, and its implications are referring to the “at-risk” narrative of
alternative students, and in this case specifically to those alternative school students attending
regional safe schools. As Toldson (2019) notes (discussed further in Chapter II), the term “atrisk” creates a stigmatizing effect on students; I would also argue that the term “disruptive,” as
well as the implications behind phrases like “on the street” and arguing for the inherent danger
caused to the community by these students, are equally harmful and stigmatizing to all
alternative students, but especially (and specifically in this case) toward regional safe school
students.
Unlike regional safe schools, Alternative Learning Opportunities Programs (ALOPs) are
much more generally defined, serving a wider variety of students and student needs. The ISBE’s
ALOP webpage (ISBE, n.d.-a) describes ALOPs as offering “a broader range of academic,
behavioral, and social/emotional interventions designed to increase the academic achievement
levels of these students so that they are able to meet the Illinois Learning Standards and complete
their education in a safe learning environment.” The eligibility requirements for ALOP
enrollment are vague: the student must be between fourth- and twelfth-grade, at risk of academic
failure, and who might need academic, behavioral, or social/emotional interventions (ISBE, n.d.b). Students in these alternative programs are referred by their home schools (their schools of
origin) to ALOPs within their district. Unlike safe schools, which are managed by Regional
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Offices of Education (ROEs) 6, ALOPs are created and managed by local school districts;
therefore, the local school districts create their own stipulations for student enrollment eligibility.
Essentially, an “ALOP” is an umbrella term for any alternative program in the state that is not
specifically designated as a regional safe school.
Unfortunately, there is no publicly available directory of RSSPs or ALOPs provided by
the ISBE. I located some alternative schools through online web searches, but I was
underwhelmed with my search results. I knew from my own teaching experience that alternative
schools are often difficult to find because they frequently do not have their own school websites
or spaces on district webpages. While searching I was often frustrated by the invisibility of
alternative schools online and—perhaps most frustratingly—by their invisibility on the Illinois
Report Card (illinoisreportcard.com). The Illinois Report Card (IRC), a website maintained by
the ISBE with public information about schools in the state of Illinois, purports to provide “a
snapshot of every Illinois public school.” According to the IRC website, the IRC collects and
reports “comprehensive information about every public school and district in the state” (ISBE,
2021, para. 5). However, when I was searching for information on alternative schools, I found
their data was missing. I was confused by their omission and wondered whether RSSPs and
ALOPs actually hold the status of “public” schools 7.
6
The primary function of Illinois’ ROEs is to manage their educational service regions, which typically contain
multiple counties and many school districts. According to the Illinois Association of Regional Superintendents of
Schools’ 2020-2021 ROE directory (Illinois Association, 2020), the purpose of ROEs is to act as an “intermediate
agency” between the ISBE and local school districts, and to “provide educational leadership, impact public policy,
and deliver educational services effectively for the benefit of Illinois school districts, other educational entities and
educational system clients of all ages.” As of 2021, there are thirty-eight educational service regions.
7
An answer which I have been unable to satisfactorily locate. Because most ALOPs are managed by public school
districts, often considered separate standalone schools from their students’ home schools, it is unclear to me why
information about these state-recognized schools would not be available through the Illinois Report Card when
school and student data from alternative programs are still reported to the ISBE. Though this information is largely
unavailable, to learn more about Illinois’ alternative schools I would recommend reading a study conducted by
Regina M. Foley and Lan-Sze Pang (2006) who surveyed eighty-four alternative program directors to learn more
about what kinds of alternative programs exist, how they run, how they are rated by their administrators, and—of
greatest interest to me—their “at-risk” admission criteria for students into their programs.
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At a loss with online searching, I recalled the first school I’d taught at had been primarily
funded through the Truants Alternative and Optional Education Program (TAOEP), a grant
awarded by the ISBE to public school districts, ROEs, community college districts, and more to
operate supplementary programs that serve students with attendance problems and/or dropouts
up to twenty-one years of age (ISBE, n.d.-e). The primary goals of TAOEP supplementary
programs are to provide truancy prevention and intervention services. Using the TAOEP
directory (Houser et al., 2020) did expedite finding participants, but it also limited my candidate
selection pool to candidates in programs with specific goals for truancy prevention—a teaching
challenge and school goal stated by both Hayden and Dakota in our conversations. Fortunately,
though their program objectives were very similar, I was still able to achieve some level of
program diversity with Hayden teaching in a safe school program and Dakota at a uniquely
situated alternative evening school program.
To close this section, I offer one last note about a major complication to my participant
research process. Due to the global Covid19 pandemic during the 2020-2021 school year, both
the school and data collection processes were impacted by the pandemic. Because of the added
strain on alternative schools’ funding, the introduction of new safety measures (such as moving
classes online), and because many schools (alternative and otherwise) struggled to sustain and
hire new teaching staff, in my calls to alternative school program directors I was often told that
the English teacher positions were vacant, cut, or suspended for the 2020-2021 school year.
Many of these programs had opted—by choice or necessity—to move students entirely to online
credit recovery courses that could be completed from the safety of their homes. Of the handful of
schools that did still have English teachers performing some level of direct instruction, several
were understandably uninterested in participating due to the extra demands of online learning
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and the added stress of teaching during a pandemic. I am ever thankful to Dakota and Hayden for
their time, energy, enthusiasm, and willingness to do this work with me during an exceptionally
challenging school year.
A Description of the Data Collection Process
Research data was collected through an IRB-approved study using a variety of qualitative
methods, including an initial introductory survey, three recorded interviews, and on-going
conversations happening via email between myself and study participants. The study lasted for
about three months with each participant, scheduled around their availability and the length of
the writing assignment unit we discussed during the second and third interviews.
Like the school selection process, the data collection was also impacted by the global
pandemic. Originally, I had intended to visit participants’ schools in-person for a series of
observations and interviews. For the safety of participants, students, and myself, I opted to shift
the entire study online. Unfortunately, this meant dropping the observation component from the
study. In place of face-to-face interviews I opted to use Zoom, a video calling program both I
and my participants were already familiar with.
Not only did much of the study process change, but the teachers’ teaching practices also,
understandably, had been transformed to meet new learning demands during a pandemic, which
shaped the kinds of assignments, information, and stories teachers shared with me during the
semester in which the study was conducted. For instance, one participant, Dakota, was teaching
all of her classes online and had altered entire unit timelines, processes, assignments, and
assignment requirements. When I asked about why she had made these changes, she explained
that she felt the original curriculum, designed for in-person classroom learning, was too difficult
to convey in an online format. These major changes to teachers’ “normal” curriculum likely had
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ramifications on the kinds of stories teachers told me as well as the types of assignments they
elected to share. In addition to these other major changes to their curriculum and teaching
practices, participant responses were also likely affected by our meeting times (typically right
after the school day had ended) and from fatigue caused by persistent use of Zoom, a videoconferencing program, during the pandemic. Both Hayden and Dakota spent their full school
days moving between Zoom calls to meet with different groups of students; I suspect they were
experiencing “Zoom fatigue,” and may have been tired after spending hours, every day, in Zoom
calls with students.
With these increased demands on teachers’ time, I endeavored to keep the initial survey
somewhat brief, but still collecting enough basic information about the school, students, and
other introductory information about participants’ teaching values and writing projects that I
could begin to formulate more specific questions for our first interview. The survey was
designed using Qualtrics and was emailed to participants after they had agreed to participate in
the research project. I will note here that, though I will share some examples of survey questions
and topics in this section, I have also included all survey and interview questions used during the
study in Appendix A.
The survey was divided into sections and began with questions asking teachers to share
basic demographic information about students as well as what they perceive as students’
academic histories, sociocultural backgrounds, and anything else they considered relevant
information for an outsider to know to better understand their student population. As I noted in
the previous section, there is no publicly available data about Illinois’ alternative schools;
therefore, I needed participants to help me fill in these gaps in information to better understand
their schools and teaching contexts.
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Other questions on the survey asked about the alternative school itself, including how the
school defines “success” for students, learning and/or emotional support made available for
students, and professional opportunities or support available for the school’s faculty. The final
section of the survey delved into aspects of the activity systems of the participants themselves,
asking about materials or resources available to them through their school, constraints or
challenges to lesson planning or creating assignments, kinds of texts students create (across
classes/grade levels) in their class(es), and what they identify as their most important or valuable
learning outcomes.
Following the survey’s completion, participants and I would meet for the first of three
interviews. All interviews were designed to be semi-structured conversations. Though I did
create an interview question guide for each of the interviews, they were largely used as an
outline or guide for our conversations. After completing the first and second interviews with
Hayden, we found that we both valued having the freedom to “split up” the pre-planned topics of
each interview, or specific questions I had planned to ask, across multiple interviews. This
allowed us to organically explore certain questions, responses, stories, and reflections in more
depth. Because the interviews were already designed to be semi-structured and conversational,
we were able to wander within and around the stories participants shared with me, and to chase
after interesting bits or trails of information about how they design and teach writing
projects/skills. The semi-structured format also allowed the participants themselves to negotiate
and lead our conversation in different directions—whatever they thought was most valuable to
share. In short, while I describe three structured interviews in this section (as per how I had
originally planned them) I note that the conversations were far more organic, resisting a
structured, organized interview format rigidly subscribing to a pre-planned interview guide.
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For the first interview, the questions focused on learning more about the participants
themselves (e.g., discussing the courses they were teaching or their teaching background) and
following up with additional questions about their survey responses. In this interview many of
the questions centered specifically on aspects of the activity system of the instructor. For
example, I asked both participants, “What guides your process for curriculum development or
lesson planning when you’re teaching writing? I’m interested in the things you think about when
you’re coming up with your lesson plan ideas.” One pre-planned follow-up question asked why
they choose to assign the kinds of assignments that they do—what motivates them to choose
these specific types or kinds of assignments? As we discussed their planning process we also
discussed what resources or tools they used as references to make their assignments, what
requirements they felt they had (or should have) to meet, and their own activity process to carry
out the creation of a unit plan or an individual assignment—whether this was as simple as
creating a Word document and posting it to a shared Google Classroom space or as complex as
spending weeks searching across Google and multiple teaching resource websites, creating
PowerPoint presentations, and selecting excerpts from primary and secondary sources to read
and annotate together with students.
The second interview focused on the teaching artifact participants had selected to share
with me. I requested from each participant an example of a longer writing assignment or writing
project that students would complete sometime over the duration of the study. Following the first
interview’s general questions about their alternative program, their curriculum goals, and the
general literate activity process(es) of their curriculum design (including decisions made around
learning goals, availability of resources, and expected constraints or challenges), the second
interview emphasized their activity process for the specific assignment they shared with me. My
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goal in asking about their processes generally versus their process for a specific assignment was
to further explore how, given a particular writing project, they establish learning goals and
develop the assignment. In this interview I asked each participant how they came up with the
idea for their project, their learning outcomes for the assignment, and how they assessed student
work. In this interview participants also shared stories about how the assignment had gone in the
past (including students’ successes and failures with the project) and their reflections on how the
project has evolved over time, including how their goals may have changed in response to
student struggles or as a result of their own shifting pedagogical values. During this and the next
interview, Dakota and Hayden also shared past iterations of their writing assignment handouts—
assignment sheets, information packets, curriculum guides, rubrics—all of which are included in
the appendix and presented in chapters four and five.
The third and final interview followed up on the completed writing project. This was the
least structured interview of the three and was shaped entirely by participants’ reflections and
stories about how the writing project unit had unfolded. My goal with the final interview and its
unstructured nature was to rely on Dakota and Hayden to guide our conversations and to have the
space to reflect on how they felt or perceived the project had unfolded or evolved over the course
of the unit. Additionally, this last conversation encouraged participants to reflect on the study as
a whole— their past stories and information they had shared with me, how their processes or
goals had changed (or not) during the unit, and their reflections on their own literate practices.
In addition to these general points of reflection, my main objective of this conversation
was a discussion about the successes of the project, challenging moments, adjustments to the
project from the participant’s original plans, and how they may have changed or shifted their
original learning goals over the course of the unit. When analyzing the transcripts of the
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interviews, I found that this final conversation generated the most storytelling from each
participant. Perhaps due to this being the least structured of our conversations, or their growing
familiarity with me over the course of the study, or perhaps because they had more stories to
share with me about the trials and tribulations of their writing project, I noted in my re-reading of
the transcripts that both participants shared more stories with me in this conversation than the
previous two.
As a final note on the data collection process, when designing and introducing the study
to potential participants, I was mindful about the risk to these teachers, who teach in highly
identifiable programs, and the possibility that they may share disparaging information about their
programs—even with the best of intentions. Although it is difficult to completely mask these
programs, due to how few there are across the state and how unique these programs are from one
another, I have chosen to use pseudonyms for participants, students, and schools. I have also
tried to keep some information, such as their locations, intentionally vague. However, I do
acknowledge that sharing participants’ stories and describing their teaching artifacts—even
vaguely—still makes them highly identifiable. Knowing that I cannot completely protect their
identities, I was clear with each participant that I would mask their identity through the use of
pseudonyms, but that I ultimately will still be sharing some information that could identify their
specific teaching practices and environments. Both participants accepted these conditions, and I
reminded them at both the beginning and end of the study that, in addition to using pseudonyms,
I would strive to be somewhat ambiguous with what information I did choose to share about
them and their schools. I also respected participants’ wishes to omit particularly sensitive
information and anything they explicitly told me they did not want me to share.
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Before moving on to a discussion of my data analysis process, in the next section I
address one issue I have identified as a major shortcoming of the study and how it might be
remedied for, or could potentially offer new avenues in, future research.
Shortcomings of the Study
Though in my research candidate search and selection process I had hoped to include
participants from a variety of alternative school types, sizes, geographical locations, and with
diversity in both student body and faculty (across gender, race, religion, and/or socioeconomic
background), I struggled to meet this goal. Due to the process of finding alternative schools
already being somewhat difficult, and with the added stressors to these schools caused by the
pandemic, it was challenging to locate schools and participants that met my selection criteria,
had diverse student/faculty bodies, and also represented varying types and sizes of alternative
programs. While I am ever appreciative of Hayden and Dakota’s time, energy, and enthusiasm, I
am also aware that the data collected by this study is shaped entirely by the perceptions and
experiences of three (myself included) White, cisgender women, spanning 30- to 50-years old,
who are all lifelong residents of Illinois. Though our teaching and life experiences do differ, it is
notable that the study is lacking the stories and experiences from teachers in those schools with
more diverse teacher- and student-bodies.
In future research studies on narratives in education and their impact on teachers’ literate
activity, I would advocate for the intentional inclusion of non-White teachers and of those
teachers in alternative schools predominately populated by non-White students. Their stories,
notably missing from my own research, would add to our understanding of how narratives as
mediating cultural tools shape writing activity.
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A Note on the Presentation of Participants’ Voices
In the case study chapters (Chapter IV and V) and in my data analysis (Chapter VI), I
have attempted to accurately present the voices of my study participants; however, following
feminist research principles, I have chosen to make (what I am calling) ethical editorial edits. For
instance, I have chosen to omit moments that participants identified as errors or mistakes in their
speech (e.g., when a participant would use one word and then, later in the conversation, realize
they had been mistakenly using the wrong word). Additionally, in the case that I am quoting
from their surveys and not one of the interview transcripts, I have also elected to edit their text
for readability and typographical errors. I have deliberately chosen to present participants’ voices
in this way to keep the focus on their words and stories, without inviting reader assumptions or
judgment about perceived errors. When possible, I did maintain participant’s voices (such as
tone and wording) from our conversations, and have included moments of verbal pauses,
moments of hesitance, and abrupt sentence changes (marked with commas, en-dashes, and emdashes, respectively) to demonstrate the cadence of their speech. Any edits to participants’
voices were a deliberate ethical choice that does not impact the overall presentation of the
study’s findings.
CHAT and Narrative Analysis as Lenses for Coding and Data Analysis
Anderson and Stillman (2013) note CHAT’s ability to “highlight mediating features of
the local context” in order to explore connections between teachers’ practices and approach to
teaching (p. 3). By detailing these mediating features of the local context and teachers’
composing processes, we are able to “map” what Shipka (2011) calls a mediated action
framework: a framework that considers the various places in which, times at which, and
resources with which literate activity is accomplished. Using CHAT as a lens for analysis, then,
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assists in creating a broader picture of the activity system—a mediated action framework—that
centers literate activity as the examined unit of analysis (Prior, 2015).
Because literate activity includes many streams of activity—reading, talking, observing,
acting, making, thinking, feeling, and transcription (Prior, 1998)—in my coding of the surveys,
interview transcripts, and teaching artifacts I used the general code LITERATE ACTIVITY to
mark moments where teachers described some form of activity, action, or process related to their
teaching practices and the development of their writing projects (including revisions,
adaptations, and transformations of those projects). I broke the code into two subcategories—
PROCESS and TEXT—to further deconstruct and track when the activity required teacher action
(the making of the thing) versus the texts teachers produced. For example, in Chapter IV Hayden
describes searching online for teaching units and materials related to serial killers. Hayden was
already familiar with a website that sells pre-made instructional units and worksheets created by
teachers for other teachers to purchase and use, so she turned to this website to search for a unit
about Jack the Ripper. After looking through several options, she settled on a unit that included a
writing assignment related to her desired learning goals. After reviewing the unit’s files more
closely, Hayden chose to revise parts of the original documents to include questions and
materials in line with her personal learning goals. In this example, I have coded Hayden’s
internet searching, purchasing, and editing of the unit’s documents as PROCESS. The final unit
documents she produced were coded as TEXT.
Two codes I created that blurred between the specific LITERATE ACTIVITY code
category and the category of CHAT-related codes were the codes WRITING GOAL and
LEARNING GOAL. Though there is certainly overlap between them—writing goals can
certainly fall under general learning goals—I differentiated the two by distinguishing
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participants’ more general learning goals (e.g., building students’ confidence) and the writing
goals specific to their curriculum design, or the goals of the writing project itself (e.g., using
research to support an argument). These two codes also overlap with elements of CHAT, which
seeks to identify the connections between the many elements of an activity system (see Chapter
II for more on CHAT). In this case, a teacher’s learning/writing goals would be influenced and
shaped by all elements of their activity system, which is why I perceive the two GOAL codes as
boundary-crossers between coding categories: they note a specific goal that drives and shapes a
teacher’s literate activity as well as a motivating objective or “rule” within their system of
activity (e.g., a teacher may have a personal teaching objective driving their curriculum that has
been mediated by broader school-wide teaching objectives).
To that purpose—the identification of their goals and how the interconnected elements of
their activity systems determine their literate activity (what is possible versus what is not)—I
also developed codes for analyzing participant-identified aspects of their activity system. I
borrowed many of the CHAT-triangle terms used in Engeström’s activity triangle (see Figure 1
in Chapter II) to use as my codes: RULES, COMMUNITY, RESOURCES/TOOLS, and
LEARNING GOAL or WRITING GOAL as my common replacements for “Object(ive).” I also
added the code DISRUPTION/CONSTRAINT to identify those contradictions within
participants’ activity systems that directly impact their literate practices. For instance, I used the
CONSTRAINT code to mark moments when Hayden and Dakota noted a lack of access to
resources as a challenge to their teaching practices and student learning goals.
Because I am also using narrative analysis to specifically investigate narratives as
mediating cultural tools, which favors the “Tools” element of the CHAT triangle, I coded
narratives separately from my coding for other “resources/tools.” The RESOURCES/TOOLS
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code would include those semiotic, digital, or physical resources teachers identified as a part of
their literate activity (such as Hayden using the internet to do research, or asking other teachers
for textbooks), but does not include times I identified teachers referencing common cultural
narratives about writing, the teaching of writing, or alternative schools.
To track these cultural narratives, as well as patterned narratives emergent across the
survey, interviews, and teaching artifacts, I developed two expansive codes: WRITING
NARRATIVE and AT-RISK NARRATIVE. Within these two broad codes I also tracked
teacher’s emergent narratives, or the elements of how they had taken up the cultural narratives of
writing instruction and the “at-risk student,” with more specialized codes for each participant.
Though there was some overlap between the two, I noted a pattern of some codes being more
prevalent for one teacher than another. In Chapter VI, I provide a table charting the unique
narrative-related codes for Hayden and Dakota as well as where there was significant overlap
between the two in their shared codes. In Chapter VI I also explain in more depth the recurrent
patterns I identified across both case studies, and how these “narrative patterns” are reflected in
Hayden and Dakota’s teaching artifacts.
Tracking the broader code categories (narratives of writing and alternative schools)
alongside, but also separately from, participants’ emergent specialized codes helped me track
how the broader cultural narratives had been internalized by the participant and/or their school,
and how the code may be connected to participants’ student learning/writing goals. As an
illustration of this, Dakota’s unique code WORK TRACK also relates to her code REALWORLD WRITING, both of which relate to cultural narratives of alternative students as more
likely to be working, supporting their families and/or themselves, and indicates Dakota’s
perspective of her students as future unskilled laborers.
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Methodology Conclusion
In this chapter I have reviewed the influences of feminist research methodologies on my
study, my candidate selection process, and my data collection and analysis methods. Following
this chapter, I present the data collected over the course of the study as two thick, descriptive
case study chapters. I begin the first of the case study chapters with Hayden and the Pillars
Program in Chapter IV, then describe Dakota and the Evening Institute in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER IV: CASE STUDY 1 – HAYDEN AND THE JACK THE RIPPER UNIT
A Foreword to the Case Study Chapters
In chapters four and five I present information about each participants’ schools, their
teaching stories, and the teaching experiences they shared with me over the course of the study. I
have endeavored to construct an accurate and fair portrayal of Hayden, Dakota, their schools,
their writing curriculum, and their voices. However, the presentation of their stories and voices
have been indelibly shaped by my identity, through the lens of my own alternative teaching
experiences, and by my role as a researcher (an “outsider looking in”) who has approached this
work with her own interests and objectives.
To better organize the presentation of the case studies, both chapters have been organized
into identical sections: the first section in each chapter contains an introduction to the participant
(Hayden or Dakota) and their alternative school programs. The second section focuses on the
general, common narratives participants have heard about alternative schools, and those
narratives they have heard about their schools, specifically. The third section presents the
participants’ instructional goals and considerations for planning lessons or units on writing. The
final section investigates the specific writing assignment/unit each teacher selected to share with
me as teaching artifacts during our second and third interviews.
An Introduction to Hayden and the Pillars Program
Hayden 8, a veteran high school teacher, has been teaching English at the Pillars Program
for six years. Though Hayden teaches English for only one class period each day, she does her
best to cover a broad range of subjects, topics, and skills across her students’ five grade levels,
from seventh-grade through high school seniors. Her course load officially includes an eighth

8

All teacher, school, and student names have been changed to pseudonyms.
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grade English Language Arts (ELA) and Reading class, an ELA and Literature class for ninthand tenth-graders, American Literature, Current Events, and Creative Writing, all of which are
combined and funneled together into a single class period. In addition to teaching her English
class(es), she also teaches a character education class in the afternoon, supervises and assists
students with their independent credit recovery courses (across all subjects and grade levels),
supervises students’ lunch and recess time, and—as needed—sometimes fills the roles of a
school nurse, secretary, janitor, and security guard. One of only two faculty members for Pillars,
Hayden and her colleague, the school’s math teacher, also complete all the building repairs and
upkeep themselves: from replacing light bulbs to installing new sinks and tile flooring in the
bathrooms, they do, as Hayden says, “just about everything!” 9
The Pillars Program is a regional safe school situated just outside its county seat, a small
farming town of about 5,000 people. Surrounded by corn fields and only accessible by a gravel
access road, Pillars feels, as Hayden says, “out in the middle of nowhere.” 10 The Pillars Program
building is an old pole barn 11 updated and outfitted with walls and flooring to create spaces for a
school. The building sports two classrooms, bathrooms, and a large unfinished cafeteria space.
Because the building used to be a barn and is some distance outside of town, the school uses a
septic tank and does not have clean drinking water; instead, they keep a water cooler and receive
regular water jug deliveries. When students and staff enter the building they must first pass
through a metal detector before continuing into the classroom spaces.

In Chapter III I describe my procedure for presenting (quoting and punctuating) participants’ voices.
Because I could not visit in person, Hayden kindly sent me a video recording with a guided tour of her school. All
information about her school and classroom comes from this video recording.
11
Prior to my conversations with Hayden, I had never heard of a “pole barn.” For readers who, like me, have never
heard of a pole barn I am providing a brief description. A pole barn is a barn built on a frame of long poles buried
deep into the ground. This is a cheap method for building sizable commercial and agricultural structures. Pole barns
built in agricultural areas, like the Pillars Program building, will often have unfinished floors, walls, and ceilings.
9

10
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Hayden’s classroom sits in between the math teacher’s classroom and the cafeteria space.
Student desks are pushed up against three of the walls of her classroom, with each student desk
having its own Chromebook (securely bolted down). Spaced in between desks and doorways are
four bookshelves. Three of the shelves hold Hayden’s teaching resources, references, class
novels, and other text sets (all of which she has purchased or collected herself). The fourth
bookshelf acts as the school’s library. Student schoolwork, artwork, motivational posters, word
art, and inspirational signs cover the walls. Behind the teacher’s desk is an old whiteboard
covered with assignment reminders, learning objectives, and lecture notes. Hayden says she does
not use the whiteboard much because it is very old and difficult to erase. Mounted high on the
wall near Hayden’s desk is a television used to project documents, websites, presentations, and
images from her computer. In the middle of the classroom is a table with chairs, and a few small
rugs are spread around the floors of the classroom. Hayden tells me she tries hard to make her
room homey and comfortable for students.
One doorway in Hayden’s classroom leads to the school’s “Quiet Room.” The Quiet
Room is a bare room slightly larger than a small closet. This is the room where students are sent
to “cool off” when they feel angry. Hayden alternates between calling this space the Quiet Room
and jokingly referring to it as “solitary,” which I interpret as shorthand for solitary
confinement. 12 Hayden says the Quiet Room is used for students to calm down, to self-isolate if
they feel themselves becoming angry or violent, or as a safe space for teachers to separate one
student from another in the case of a physical altercation. The walls of the Quiet Room are
painted an industrial white. The room is empty save for a metal desk, a metal chair, and a single

A problematic practice, isolation rooms are still legal in the state of Illinois. School employees are legally allowed
to seclude students if they feel students pose a safety threat to themselves or others. Students may be sent to isolation
rooms for refusing to do their work, swearing, throwing objects, or threatening others. When students are put in
isolation rooms, they are sometimes referred to by teachers as “serving time” (Smith Richards et al., 2019).
12
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overhead fluorescent light. When I asked Hayden about the sparseness of the room, she
explained that the space is kept intentionally empty to reduce the possibility of students
damaging anything in the room, harming others, or harming themselves.
The school’s second classroom space is used by the math teacher, the only other Pillars
staff member in the school on a daily basis. Besides Hayden and the math teacher, the only other
member of Pillars’ staff is the school’s principal, who visits Pillars about once every two to three
weeks. The principal is also a regional administrator for their region’s Regional Office of
Education 13, limiting the time he is able to spend at Pillars. Hayden views his absence as a sign
of trust in their ability to manage the building and students without him. Pillars’ sole student
support staff is one counselor from a local school district who stops by the school once a week to
complete student paperwork and check in with students who are required to meet regularly with
the counselor as a part of their suspension or parole requirements.
Like most alternative schools, there was very little information to be found about the
Pillars Program aside from its TAOEP directory description and a brief mention of the school on
its Regional Office of Education’s website. Instead, I have opted to share Hayden’s anecdotal
observations to provide more information about her students. The following demographic
information is provided by Hayden, to the best of her abilities, reflecting the group of students
she was working with at the time the information was collected. Like many alternative schools,
Pillars experiences a higher turnover rate of students, but the general demographics of the
students tends to remain the same. At the time of the study, twenty students were enrolled in the
Pillars Program, with twenty-four students being the maximum student population. All students
were White and between the ages of thirteen and nineteen, though she reports having students in
The primary function of an ROE is to manage its educational service region, which typically includes school
districts across multiple counties. Regional Offices of Education are described in more detail in Chapter III.
13
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the past as young as twelve or as old as twenty. Of the twenty students, only three are girls.
Hayden estimates that seventeen of the twenty students are considered low-economic status, with
four to five of the students experiencing homelessness or housing insecurity. Academically, she
considers only three of the twenty students to be “at their needed level” in ELA skills, with the
majority of students performing two to three grades lower than their expected grade level.
Pillars Program students are referred to the school by their home schools when the
student has been punished with expulsion or long-term suspension. The ROE’s website describes
the Pillars Program as an “alternative education option for students in grades 6-12 who have
been suspended several times or are on the verge of being expelled because of gross
misconduct.” Students are referred to Pillars for numerous reasons, though she identifies
behavior issues, truancy, and legal troubles as some of the most common causes. Occasionally,
students who enroll (or re-enroll) in Pillars are returning from time spent in jail or a juvenile
detention center (JDC). The one academic reason students may enroll in Pillars is for credit
recovery. 14 Credit recovery as a cause for enrollment in an alternative school may point to
students who have a history of truancy; for Pillars students, credit recovery is one of the most
commonly listed reasons for their referral. Hayden observes that besides behavioral or credit
deficiency issues, the students referred to Pillars have “many challenges and obstacles outside of
school that school and education is the least of their worries.” Because of these challenges and
obstacles, they often fall behind in school, leading them to “fall further behind and eventually

Though online learning software like Edgenuity and Apex Learning are estimated to be available in nearly 90% of
school districts nationwide (Nourse, 2019), many alternative schools have been early adopters of these platforms to
use as credit recovery options. In fact, in 2008 the North American Council for Online Learning published a brief
explicitly encouraging the adoption of credit recovery programs in alternative school programs (Watson and Gemin,
2008). By offering Edgenuity courses, small alternative schools, like Pillars, are able to offer a breadth of course
options covering all of the required courses as well as additional electives. Though credit recovery programs are
viewed by some teacher-researchers as problematic—potentially furthering racial inequalities (Powell, 2020) and
with questionable success for student learning (Klein, 2019)—many alternative programs look to credit recovery
programs as a means of shoring up a school’s shortcomings due to small faculty sizes.

14
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give up. They come to us hating school, feeling attacked from teachers, and with a lot of pent-up
anger and frustration.”
After a student has been accepted to the school, the Pillars faculty hosts a mandatory
meeting for the student, the student’s caregivers, and the Pillars staff. Hayden describes these
meetings as “a rundown of the program” where they explain the program’s expectations and
goals. Hayden shared a brief example of what this conversation might look like: “You’ll come
in, you will stay awake, and you will work, and you will be respectful and if we can follow [the
school rules] and if you agree to do this, you can join our program.” In this intake meeting the
student is introduced to the school’s “6 Pillars” and “3 A’s,” the guiding rules and values of the
school. The six pillars are: Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring, Trustworthiness, and
Citizenship. The three “A’s” stand for Attitude, Attendance, and Academics. Hayden stresses
that during these intake meetings they “preach” to the students that “This is a school of choice.
You have to decide to come in. You have to decide you want to be here, and you have to put
forth the effort.” However, even though Pillars is presented as a “choice,” Hayden frustratedly
shares that some home school administrators tell them to hold a student indefinitely, either until
the student is ready to move from one school to the next (e.g., moving from middle to high
school), until the student drops out, or until they graduate. Whatever the outcome for these
students, they have been effectively exiled from their home schools.
Hayden, Pillars, and Stories of Alternative Schools
Prior to teaching at Pillars, Hayden had been an English teacher for several years at a
public high school in a neighboring town. While she was still teaching there, she had heard about
a position opening at Pillars. Hayden did not know much about Pillars when she first applied
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outside of what she had once heard herself as a student attending the local school district.
Hayden remembers hearing the Pillars students described as “crazy” and unteachable:
There were a lot of stories because the school at the time was in the basement of
the post office, so the kids that did go would talk about walking out and getting
high over lunch breaks. Then of course these rumors spread— it is a small town—
so everyone talks about everything.
Considering her past experiences and what she had been told about the program and its students,
I asked Hayden what her impressions of the school had been prior to applying for her current
position. What did she think about the school and its students? If someone had asked her what
she thought about Pillars, how would she have responded? Reflecting on her beliefs and how she
felt at the time, Hayden said, “Most of what I knew, or thought I knew, came from rumors, and a
lot of those rumors came from other teachers in the area.” Although she had heard stories about
the students, she knew little about the actual program.
I had heard the same things that people still say, ‘it is a school for the bad kids,’ or
‘it is where all the crazy kids go.’ So, I was nervous, but I had confidence that I
could handle myself. I was mostly nervous of fighting, but I had been in the army
for four years so I knew if it came down to it I could defend myself. I was just
hoping I wouldn't have to. I am not sure what I would have said if someone asked
me [about Pillars], simply because I just didn't know much about it. In our town it
wasn't something that was talked about a lot, and I knew of some kids that were
going to drop out but went to alternative [schools] instead, but they were mostly
the kids that were going to fail anyway, it seemed. I am guessing my opinions of
most of the students, before being a teacher here, would have been very negative.
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I didn't know all the backstories and the reasons behind why they struggle as
much as they do.
Even with these warnings, Hayden still decided to apply for the position at Pillars. When she
talked with her teaching colleagues about applying at Pillars, they cautioned her to be careful of
the “crazy” and “bad” students:
When I was interviewing for the job, I talked to some other teachers and they
said, ‘Be careful, they have some kids there that are crazy.’ They said things
about [Pillars] being where they sent the kids that no other teacher could handle or
teach. It was constantly referred to as a school for the bad kids.
Over the years of teaching at Pillars, Hayden says she still hears some home school
administrators and teachers describe the students as “worthless,” unteachable, and as being sent
to Pillars as a way to “get rid of them.” Hayden assures me that these kinds of comments are not
common, but that they do still happen.
Having taught at Pillars for several years, Hayden feels she has since developed a deeper,
more nuanced understanding of the students. She acknowledges that Pillars has “some pretty
rough kids,” but feels “a lot of them are just misunderstood.” Hayden believes the stories told
about the students and school are exaggerated due to the small size of the town, where everyone
knows the students or knows their families.
Hayden insists the stories and stereotypes grossly misrepresent her students. She shared
with me the story of Danny, referred to Pillars in his senior year, who successfully graduated
with his high school diploma through their program. Danny’s referring home school principal
told Hayden that Danny was “worthless, he’ll never amount to anything. Just do what you want
to do with him and get him out.” Frustrated, Hayden tells me Danny was a wonderful student.
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“The problem was, he was so smart, and they didn’t know what to do with him.” Not long after
his transfer, Hayden realized he struggled with traditional methods of instruction, but quickly
picked up “hands-on skills,” and enjoyed project-based learning. By chance, Hayden discovered
Danny’s interest in botany. Hayden brought in botany textbooks from the city library for him to
go through, hoping this would act as a “hook” and encourage him to do his other schoolwork.
Not only did Danny become more interested in the rest of his school subjects, but he also became
so invested and interested in botany that, after graduating with his high school diploma, he went
on to become the head landscaper at the stadium of a major baseball team.
Reminiscing on this student’s story, Hayden says it makes her angry to hear people say
the Pillars students are bad kids “because they’re not. They’re just - you’ve got to find what
works for them.” Hayden says the staff at the home schools and other community members are
not able to see the possibilities for success in these students because they “just don’t get it.”
They just, they don’t get it. And it’s because they don’t know the school, they
don’t know the circumstances, and they don’t know our kids. They just know
what they’ve heard. [They say,] ‘Oh, that’s the bad school. That’s the school for
the bad kids. They say, well don’t all the druggies go there? They’re just - they’ve
stereotyped it so much that they don’t, they can’t see the bigger picture. They just
see what they want to see.
Hayden believes her students to be capable learners, albeit not always “willing” learners. Hayden
hopes that by the time students leave Pillars (graduating or transferring back to their home
schools), they will have come to understand the value of having an education—they “just need a
push” to get started.
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Instructional Goals and Lesson Planning
How Hayden has come to understand herself and her situatedness as both an English
teacher and alternative educator (separately and simultaneously) within Pillars has been shaped
in combination through interactions with her students, her personal teaching goals, what she
understands to be the expectations of her as an English/alternative teacher, and through the
confrontations she has had with teachers and administrators from students’ home schools. In this
section, I will explore Hayden’s instructional goals, what she perceives as her students’ needs,
and how these impact and shape her lesson planning.
Over the course of the study, Hayden explicitly stated or described a number of her
teaching goals and values, ranging from her own personal teaching goals as an alternative
English teacher to the many social-emotional and academic goals she has for students.
Considering the complexity of her teaching situation, I asked Hayden what she identified as her
single greatest teaching aspiration with this group of learners, or what she hoped would be
students’ greatest takeaway from her class. Her greatest hope, she said, is for students to feel safe
with her and within her classroom space; and that, because they feel safe, they would be more
“open minded” about themselves as capable learners:
We try to get them to, first of all, not hate school, [to] realize that not all teachers
are out to get them. And then try to keep an open mind that they can do it; they’re
not stupid. That it’s a learning curve— it’s a learning process for everybody and
the fact that you don’t get it the first time is okay because you’re going to get it
the next time. So, I guess the biggest thing I would like them— just to be willing
to try and to realize that not everybody’s out to get you.
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Hayden’s goals—for students to feel safe in their learning environment and confident in
themselves as learners and writers—were omnipresent in our conversations on her process for
curriculum development, her day-to-day lesson planning, text selection, and her process for
creating writing assignments. Hayden says she tries every day “to make students feel accepted
and important, at least for the time they are in my room.”
With how passionately she speaks about her students, school, and goals, it surprised me
when Hayden later admitted that she does not always feel confident about her teaching goals.
Sometimes, she says, there may be multiple days in a week, or an entire week straight, where she
does not teach at all due to students fighting, coming to school “stoned or hungover,” or crying
because of something that happened outside of school. Hayden shared that she sometimes feels
like a “glorified babysitter,” and “a teacher is definitely not what I would call myself most days.”
Though Hayden keenly understands the challenges of teaching in an alternative program,
and especially in a safe school program, she still worries about the differences between her
teaching and student learning goals compared to the goals she perceives as those held by teachers
in traditional schools. Thinking on the differences between herself and other teachers, Hayden
once shared a story about attending a parent-teacher conference where the teacher was discussing
setting specific, measurable, skill-based reading and writing goals for her son. Thinking back on
this conversation, and the specificity of the goals the teacher wanted to set, she laughed and said,
“I’m like, man, I just want mine to, like, read a cereal box! If my students would read a cereal
box all the way through I’d be happy most days, but it’s just, it’s different expectations.”
Interestingly, she sees herself as being in contrast with the teachers from students’ home
schools: While other teachers are continuing to grow students’ confidences, Hayden sees her role
as establishing and building a “foundation” for confidences that do not already exist within
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Pillars students. Across all of our discussions about lesson planning and developing writing
assignments, Hayden regularly referenced what I believe to be two of her most valued and
ubiquitous goals: growing students’ self-confidence as learners, and growing their selfconfidence as writers. Because most (if not all) students enrolled in Hayden’s school are referred
without their consent, Hayden speculates that this has instilled feelings of fear, vulnerability,
defiance, and perhaps a feeling of rejection, creating a number of socioemotional barriers to
student learning and the potential shattering of students’ confidences in themselves as learners
and writers.
In addition to these learning challenges, Hayden also recognizes many of her students as
reluctant learners, likely developed through historical precedent where they were told, or have
come to believe, that they have “failed” as a student:
They'll call themselves stupid. They call themselves, you know worth — ‘My
teacher says I'm worthless. My teacher says I'm stupid.’ And I think a lot of it is
probably a combination of failing grades, and a lot of them probably have parents
that have called them stupid. And so, yeah, they definitely get in the mindset
where they just think, ‘I can't. I'm stupid, so I can’t.’ We don't allow them to say it
here. And, you know, we'll quickly correct them: ‘I don't want to hear that word,
you're not stupid. You just haven't been taught what you need to know just yet.’
Hayden believes that challenging and changing students’ language, and by extension the
narratives they tell about themselves, is often one of the most crucial steps to developing
students’ self-confidence as well as building their confidence in Hayden and the school as safe,
supportive spaces.
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Though Hayden’s two goals—growing students’ confidence as learners and writers—are
firmly rooted in students’ social-emotional needs, they also point to Hayden’s goals for students’
academic success. Hayden is always looking for opportunities to show students their capabilities,
or to demonstrate their growth over a period of time. One such opportunity for demonstrating
growth comes in the form of the diagnostic test Hayden designed, which asks students to
construct a basic argument or write a short description on a topic she provides. When new
students enroll in Pillars, she will give the diagnostic test to them sometime during their first
week. Near the end of the semester, all students will write a second response to the same prompt
they responded to on the diagnostic test; then, in the last week, Hayden meets with each student
to compare their first and second responses, and to discuss how their writing has grown over the
course of the semester.
[W]e have individual meetings and we go over ‘Look how you've changed’—and
ninety-percent of the time they'll have expanded on their writing: their grammar
has gotten better; they've added punctuation. I'll get like 12 sentences and never a
period when they first start, but—And it's great… [f]or them to see that change,
it’s real— It's eye-opening for most of them, so that's one way that I definitely,
that they can visibly see that they are growing in their writing.
By inviting students to reflect on themselves as active learners and writers, Hayden hopes to
accomplish one of her long-term goals for writing instruction: to have students move beyond
“looking defeated” each time they are assigned a writing assignment, and “at least [being]
willing to put forth the effort.” Reminiscent of the “reading the cereal box” story, Hayden hopes
to help her students grow enough confidence to be willing to attempt a writing task on their own,
without further “pushing” and encouragement.
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To accomplish this, Hayden continuously creates opportunities for students to “try out”
writing—with the goal of reinforcing their perceptions of themselves as writers with the ability
to write—by integrating a variety of types of writing tasks across her curriculum. Hayden
prioritizes covering a broad range of genres and styles of writing to expose her students to as
many types of writing as possible—what she identifies as the “gaps” in their learning and writing
abilities—and with the express purpose of better preparing them for returning to their home
schools. One of Hayden’s greatest concerns and priorities is trying to help her students “catch
up” with their peers and with their home schools’ curriculum. When she explained this to me,
Hayden used “building a house” as a metaphor for describing her student learning goals: first,
she has to help them create a foundation for their learning, or “fill in the cracks” of the
foundation they have already established. For Hayden, this means beginning the school year with
“the basics”: grammar, punctuation, sentences and sentence structure, and writing simple
paragraphs. Once this foundation has been established, Hayden moves on to more complex
subject units and a broad range of writing assignments.
For the 2020-2021 academic year, Hayden has writing units planned covering a wide
number of genres and purposes. Her first assignments have students practicing persuasive
writing (writing closing statements for a mock Lizzie Borden trial and a suspect profile for the
Jack the Ripper case). After completing the Jack the Ripper unit, she has students practice
professional writing genres (a business letter, cover letter, and resume), followed by a researchbased persuasive writing project inspired by the Who Would Win? book series, which pits two
animals against each other in a fight and theorizes which animal would win 15. Following this,

For example, in the book Who Would Win?: Whale vs. Giant Squid (Pallotta & Bolster, 2016), readers learn about
the attributes and traits of whales and giant squids. The book then hypothesizes whether the whale or squid would
win in a fight. The Who Would Win series, published by Scholastic, is recommended for a third- to fifth-grade
reading level.
15
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students will read aloud with Hayden a novel from the I Survived book series 16, then complete a
narrative assignment. For this project students work with a partner to complete a “survival
brochure” for the book, then independently write a research-based descriptive narrative on a
historical event of their choice. Hayden intentionally spaces out each writing project with a novel
or some sort of project-based unit to keep students from feeling bored or overwhelmed with
writing assignments.
Whenever possible, Hayden will transform her planned writing projects into hands-on,
project-based learning opportunities. Project-based learning is, as Hayden enthusiastically tells
me, her favorite kind of teaching and student-learning. Because so many of her students struggle
with traditional teaching strategies and performing “normal” student behaviors (such as, she tells
me, sitting at their desks long enough for her to give a presentation), she believes project-based
learning is one of the best strategies or styles of learning she can use in her classroom instruction.
From her own experiences and observations, Pillars students excel with “hands-on learning.” She
also feels project-based learning offers many more opportunities for offering students continual
praise, feedback, and reinforcement on their skills and progress. She explains that students often
have a greater sense of accomplishment because they have made something instead of writing
something—the construction of a project and the tactile or material nature of it feels more “real”
to her students than what they might accomplish on a Google or Microsoft Word document.
However, Hayden struggles to bring her project ideas to life due to her school’s scarce
material resources and extremely limited funding. Because Pillars does not provide Hayden with
textbooks or other classroom materials, Hayden will usually design her own assignments and

Hayden has multiple sets from Scholastic’s I Survived series. As a class they pick one of the books based on a
historical event, such as the sinking of the Titanic, and read the book aloud together. The I Survived books are
recommended for a fourth- to sixth-grade reading level.
16
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handouts for students—worksheets, packets, and writing assignments being the most common
texts she creates. Sometimes Hayden will have an idea for an assignment but may not know how
to turn it into a workable idea, so she turns to online databases, like Google, for free resources.
She also uses websites and webstores, such as Actively Learn (activelylearn.com), CommonLit
(commonlit.org), and Teachers Pay Teachers (teacherspayteachers.com) for teaching ideas, unit
plans, assignments, worksheets, and activities. Hayden sees these as some of her most useful
resources because they are easy to adapt for her students.
Occasionally, Hayden will also request materials like worksheets, packets, or copies of
textbook pages from her students’ home school teachers. In fact, midway through the course of
the research study Hayden shared that she had to ask another teacher for help with resources after
her school had recently enrolled a sixth-grade student. Hayden learned the student needed
science and social studies classes but knew their online credit recovery program (Edgenuity) did
not go as low as sixth-grade. To accommodate this student’s needs, Hayden contacted his home
school science and social studies teachers to request worksheets, packets, and, if possible, copies
of the science and history textbooks or workbooks. Hayden says the teachers were happy to
provide her with worksheets and packets, but could only provide spare workbooks that were over
five years old. As she told me this, Hayden laughed and said, “I’m like, I don’t even care. I said,
‘I can pull stuff out of five-year-old workbooks and adapt them.’ She’s like, ‘Oh, okay.’ Like,
she just had no clue why I would want five-year-old workbooks.” Though the teachers usually do
not understand why she wants copies of their handouts and books, she says, they are still willing
and happy to share them with her.
Aside from the financial and material barriers, Hayden also identifies time as a scarce
resource. As a teacher for Pillars she wears many hats and shoulders a number of responsibilities,
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which demand enormous amounts of her time. Because there are only two teachers in the
building, and the students must be monitored at all times in a regional safe school, Hayden is not
given a planning period; she does all of her planning, preparation, and grading at home. Though
she has been teaching at Pillars for several years and should, theoretically, be able to “recycle”
her material from year to year (as is commonly done by teachers in traditional schools), Hayden
is not able to do that as a teacher in an alternative school. Because students at Pillars may be
there for multiple years, and Hayden is the only English teacher, she cannot repeat the same
material from year to year for fear that students would then be repeating the same units, readings,
and assignments. To get around this issue, Hayden has developed four years’ worth of unique
units, texts, and assignments, rotating sequentially through the years of material so as not to
repeat anything. So far, she has not had a student for more than four years and has avoided
needing to create a fifth year’s worth of material. But, Hayden says, she still creates new units or
will adapt old assignments depending on the needs and interests of each group of students.
While Hayden says she does not mind the extra time spent on her class preparations, she
is frustrated by the extra time she must spend on administrative paperwork for the students and
school. Besides enrollment paperwork and performance evaluations, Hayden must also complete
weekly “principal reports” evaluating students along the “3 A’s” (attendance, attitude, and
academics) for every student and email them to the students’ home school principals. The reports
chiefly document student behavior and are, in theory, used as a means for evaluating whether a
student is ready to return to their home school. Hayden is skeptical that the principals actually
read these reports and feels there are better uses for her time.
Finally, one of the most pressing influences on Hayden’s lesson planning is the principal
of the Pillars Program. Though the principal is rarely at the school and does not know what
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Hayden is teaching on any given day (she suspects), he will still occasionally tell her what he
believes she should be teaching or doing alongside, or in place of, her current curriculum. Torn
between doing what she believes is best for her students and doing what her supervisor asks her
to do, Hayden says she errs on the side of respecting her principal’s wishes:
Sometimes the principal will make a comment about something he would like to
see them do, or one year he specifically asked me to teach a certain skill for my
evaluation. In these cases, I do it because he asks me to cover it.
Hayden has gone so far as making radical change across her assessment practices when her
principal has told her to do so. She describes herself as a “big fan of rubrics,” preferring to use an
analytic rubric style (Appendix E is an example of one of her analytic rubrics), but changed to
using a single-point rubric 17 style—what she refers to as a “one-point rubric”—when he told her
that the analytic style of rubrics she previously used was “too narrow.” Hayden theorizes when
he says “too narrow” that he meant her rubrics were too constraining as assessment texts because
she must adhere too closely or severely to the assessment criteria set forth in each performance
category (in this case, the “Proficient,” “Basic,” and “Emerging” categories). Theoretically, the
“one-point rubric” would buoy Pillars students’ self-confidence by only offering basic language
and somewhat vague criteria for skill proficiency, with more opportunity for explicit instructor
feedback, by not demarcating differences between “Proficient,” “Basic,” and “Emerging.” As
she explained these changes to her writing assessment rubrics, she shrugged and said, “[T]hen if
he asks, ‘What did you assess on this week?’— He just wants to see a one-point rubric with

17
I defer to Heverin’s (2017) explanation of single-point rubrics as written on her NCTE blog post, “More than a
Grade.” This rubric describes what proficiency should look like for each category of assessment, “making no
attempt to anticipate where and how students will succeed or fall short.” These rubrics allow more subjectivity and
reflection on students’ strengths and weaknesses. Grades can still be assigned, but there are no predefined levels,
limits, or categories for success. These rubrics stress descriptive, personalized feedback over the numerical grade.
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information on it.” Although Hayden quite literally shrugged this off, in later conversations she
also described shifting entire unit or lesson plans around what the principal had asked (or told)
her to do, sometimes going so far as to make up additional lesson plans and components that she
had no intention of using but kept prepared in case he came to observe her.
Nonetheless, in spite of her many limitations and constraints, Hayden still does her best
to plan engaging lessons with student interests and considerations in mind. As we discussed her
lesson planning process and concerns, student engagement and student needs were clearly at the
forefront of her mind when designing and creating new lessons or adapting her existing
materials. Likewise, Hayden demonstrates care and attention to adapting her curriculum as
needed to meet students’ various course requirements (e.g., using the Who Would Win? books to
cover both writing and science skills), and selecting subject matter her students are likely to find
interesting. Hayden wants students “to buy into it,” stressing how important she feels it is to
“find what works for them.” As I will discuss further in the next section, student interest and
engagement were the primary motivators for using Jack the Ripper as the research subject and
theme of the writing project unit Hayden taught over the course of the study.
The Jack the Ripper Writing Unit
In the previous sections I have sought to provide a general introduction and overview of
Hayden and the Pillars Program, various influential elements of Hayden’s activity system (as
Hayden perceives and names them), and the self-identified narratives and teaching values that
guide her pedagogy and curriculum development. In this section I introduce the “Jack the Ripper
Writing Unit,” a unit centered on developing students’ ability to use supporting evidence in their
writing. This unit will act as the focal point of my analysis when analyzing how, or to what
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extent, the combination of narratives and Hayden’s activity system are mediating how Hayden
develops writing assignments.
Hayden’s “Jack the Ripper” writing unit tasks students with investigating the case of Jack
the Ripper. After researching and gathering clues about the murders, students write a short fiveto six-paragraph “killer’s profile” report (a pseudonym Hayden uses to replace calling it an
“essay”) where they build a case identifying a specific suspect as Jack. The unit builds on their
previous writing unit about Lizzie Borden, where students practiced persuasive writing
techniques. For the Jack the Ripper unit, students use primary and secondary sources (provided
by Hayden or through their online searches) to gather evidence, create an argument, and then
support that argument with their collected findings. While explaining her unit, Hayden explicitly
stated a number of goals for this assignment. Her goals included, in no particular order:
● Integrating persuasive techniques from the previous unit
● Continuing to build on and practice “basic” skills (grammar, sentences)
● Practicing “good paragraph structure,” “good sentence structure,” and “focusing on
transitions”
● Using inferences to draw conclusions; deductive reasoning
● Practicing researching generally, and practicing online research
● Practicing writing essays
● Knowing the difference between primary and secondary sources
● Supporting statements/conclusions with evidence (with emphasis on primary sources)
● How to locate quotes to use as evidence, and how to write a quote
● Understanding the importance of citations and how to write a basic citation
● Proofreading their own writing; editing
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● Public speaking and making a verbal argument
● Learning general knowledge about this time period
Hayden had an approximate outline of the unit, beginning with a brief introduction to the Jack
the Ripper case and information about the era. All students received copies of the first page of
the unit packet (Appendix B), as well as a copy of the question packet (Appendix C) that they
would fill out over the course of the unit. Students would then watch a short documentary video
about the Victorian era, the serial murders, and White Chapel. For the second day of the unit,
Hayden prepared a presentation on primary and secondary sources. Over the third and fourth
days, Hayden planned a lesson using the gradual release of responsibility instructional
framework 18 to model for students how they may identify passages from their primary sources to
use as evidence to support their arguments. After several days of independent research, students
would then write their “killer’s profile,” present it to their classmates, and finish the unit out by
writing a five-paragraph essay comparing and contrasting Jack the Ripper with the “Yorkshire
Ripper.” During their independent research days, Hayden planned to meet with students
individually to assess their writing and progress on the question packet. 19 To assess their project,
Hayden would adapt an old rubric from the previous time she had taught this unit (Appendix E)
into a new one-point rubric, updating this unit’s assessment to be in line with the same one-point
rubric assessment style she now uses for all writing projects.
Curious about the choice of subject matter, I asked Hayden about the history of the unit—
how, or why, she selected this topic. “Strange students!” she told me, laughing. “It really was
just the kids [who] came up with it. And I just kind of ran with it and they, they get into it...So I

For more on gradual release of responsibility, I recommend Urbanski (2006) and Fisher & Frey (2011).
Appendix D demonstrates one example of Hayden’s feedback to a student from one of these meetings and the
student’s revisions after their meeting.

18
19
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guess where I came up with the idea was strange students. They’re fascinating for these little
weirdos, and I love every one of them, I do,” Hayden said, smiling and shaking her head. The
last time Hayden taught this unit, students had told her that the topic options she gave them were
“boring.” When she asked what they would like to learn and write about instead, they named
Jeffrey Dahmer and John Wayne Gacy (two serial killers) as interesting research options.
Hayden was surprised but allowed them as essay topics. Seeing how invested her students
became in their research on serial killers, Hayden turned to Teachers Pay Teachers to see what
other serial killer units she could find. This is where she found her current Jack the Ripper unit
resources (all the packets and handouts) as well as materials she has adapted for her Lizzie
Borden unit. Hayden says their fascination with the murders instigates many lively conversations
about the time periods, their technologies, and how the police gathered clues. Though Hayden
believes the subject matter is “weird,” she believes students are more likely to succeed when they
are interested in the material.
The unit was planned to last about eight days, but due to the sporadic and spontaneous
day-to-day incidents she has come to anticipate from years of teaching in an alternative school,
Hayden impressed upon me that she knew it was likely to take much longer. When lesson
planning, she always keeps in mind the need for flexibility, maneuverability, and adaptability
with her learning goals, materials, and assessment plans based on emergent student needs.
Hayden expected that for this unit the greatest challenges to student success would likely be
students’ time management skills, “lower level learners” struggling to read the primary sources,
and some students’ uncooperative behavior—“fighting” with her and refusing to do the work.
But mostly, she said, she expected students would struggle with reading the project handouts,
including some original documents from the time of the murders.
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As Hayden suspected, her unit plan did not unfold as she had hoped. The project was
more challenging for students than initially anticipated. She also faced pressure from the Pillars
Program principal to modify her instruction, the learning goals of the lesson, and her assessment.
Over the first two days of the unit, she learned students had minimal antecedent
knowledge on Jack the Ripper, the Victorian era, and certain key vocabulary words (e.g.,
“prostitute”). Students also struggled more than Hayden had anticipated with their deductive
reasoning skills; specifically, making inferences and using evidence to support their assumptions.
Hayden decided to drastically alter her project goals and the genre of the writing assignment: “I
quickly realized that they needed to focus more on being able to support their opinions in basic
concepts before they could really construct a larger paper. They just weren’t grasping the idea of
stating an opinion and then backing it with evidence.” Recalling our earlier conversation about
the need to “build a foundation” of “basic skills” with Pillars students, Hayden pointed to their
challenges in this unit as evidence of the students’ “delayed” writing skills and how they “have a
lot of gaps.”
Instead of creating the “killer’s profile” report, the genre of the assignment was switched
to center on practicing deductive reasoning and locating supporting evidence. The assignment’s
new trajectory was a response to students being able to “come up with a million opinions, but
when asked why they thought of that, or why they believe this way, they have no support. So, we
are focusing less on the actual writing and more on the reason why they developed the opinion
they did.” In place of the killer’s profile, students would now complete what Hayden calls an
“ABC Book” (Appendix F). The ABC Book tasked students with picking one word that has
anything to do with the Jack the Ripper cases for each letter of the alphabet. Having selected a
word, they then write a few sentences explaining how the word relates. Lastly, they find an
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image of their word online to put next to the letter in their ABC Book. For example, a student
might select the word “knife” and find a picture of a knife to use for the letter K. Hayden chose
the ABC Book as an alternative to the killer’s profile to meet her new learning goals while still
attempting to preserve some of her old “basic skills” writing goals, such as having students write
in full sentences, attention to grammar, good paragraph structure, and transition. While the
“basics” were important, her new primary learning goal was for students to practice supporting
their statements with evidence from their sources using citations and quotes.
Though Hayden had already adapted her learning goals and switched to using the ABC
Book, her goals were further shifted when the Pillars principal happened to visit the school in the
early days of her unit. Hayden shared a short anecdote about their exchange:
‘My original— I wanted them to be able to cite sources, and they have, they have
little bookmark type things on their desks that say like, you know, very, very
general how to cite a source. And then, when the principal came in, he said, ‘You
know, most colleges are doing MLA.’ And I was like, ‘Okay…’ He said, ‘You
need to make sure that that’s what they know.’ And I was like, ‘Okay.’ So then I
tried to, like, work that in there, just in case if he ever asked them, ‘Hey, is Miss
Hayden showing you how to do MLA citing?’ [A student would respond] ‘Yeah,
yeah, we did that!’…I don’t know that he even knows what I’m doing. So if he
specifically made that comment, I try to put it in there so that I’m covering
whatever it is he thinks I need to cover.’
I asked Hayden why she thought he specifically wanted her to teach MLA, or why he felt
strongly enough about it to tell her she should be doing this. She shrugged and said,
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‘I don’t know. But he made the comment, so I taught it to them. Like I said, he
doesn’t ever make any kind of comments, so I figured he must have some kind of
strong opinion about this for him to specifically say that. So, okay, we’ll teach it.
Why not. They’re not going to remember it in six months anyway, but I taught
MLA.’
Because of this added pressure and direction from her principal, Hayden expanded her unit goals
to include teaching MLA. The additional material added an extra week to the unit plan,
prolonging it enough that Hayden no longer felt she could have the students complete any kind
of longer writing assignment. In her words, “The project went from a writing project to learning
how to cite and quote material.”
The students continued to struggle with finding supporting evidence and found MLA
citations to be overwhelmingly difficult. Hayden instituted daily individual meetings with as
many students as possible each class period. In each meeting Hayden would review their
progress with MLA citations, offer suggestions for revision in their writing, and provided
feedback on how they were progressing each day—an opportunity for encouragement and
building self-confidence. She would also “talk through” their question packet answers, guiding
their attention to grammar errors, incomplete sentences, and areas where they lacked supporting
evidence or citations.
With the switch in lesson goals, the ABC Book, and how she was now using the Jack the
Ripper question packet as a guide for MLA citation practice, Hayden recognized the serious need
for major revisions to her original assessment plan. The ABC Book became a verbal summative
test where students presented their work and evidence in a one-on-one meeting with Hayden.
Hayden randomly picked four letters from each student’s book and asked the student to tell her
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more about why they picked those words and pictures. “They had to be able to present to me
actual facts about why that letter worked. So I was seeing if they could present actual text
evidence to support their brief statements… Citing textual evidence is a state standard for all
grade levels so it is one that we work to master. Sometimes it works and sometimes it does not.”
Hayden emphasized that students had to “back it up with actual facts” when they explained the
connections between their letters, words, pictures, and what they had learned about the story of
Jack the Ripper. Hayden also created a new one-point rubric for the ABC Book and verbal test
that she filled out during their meeting.
Regarding the MLA citation work students had done, Hayden decided against grading
their citations because the majority of the MLA work had been collaboratively completed
together as a class or in their individual meetings. Instead, all students earned a level of
participation points based on their engagement in class discussions, their online research efforts,
and their engagement in meetings with Hayden.
Ultimately, Hayden did not feel teaching MLA citations was a practical or valuable use
of her time. While she does value students’ ability to support their statements with evidence, she
does not believe teaching a specific citation style is necessary. If not for her principal telling her
to teach it, Hayden believes she would never have taught a specific citation style because, “In all
honesty, they’re really not even going to need to know how to do citing because when you’re on
a construction site, when are you going to need to cite a source? So I’m preparing them to make
it through high school. And with all the websites nowadays, you don’t need to know how to do a
source page.” Thinking forward to the next time she teaches this unit, Hayden plans to drop
MLA altogether (acknowledging that she would teach it again if her principal asked), as well as
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using the original documents for practice with primary sources to make the content and reading
materials more accessible to her wide range of student grade- and reading-levels.
Although the unit’s implementation and adjustments were a bit of a whirlwind at times,
Hayden felt the unit was overall a success with students. The content “got them excited,” and
Hayden was “impressed that they stuck with it.” Though the unit went on much longer than she
had originally planned—from eight days to four weeks—she noted the students never asked
when they would learn something new or when they would move on from learning about
citations and Jack. “Every day they came in, and sometimes they come in with all new questions
that I didn’t always know the answers to. And we do, you know, as a group, we do some
research and find, you know, if they use bloodhounds or if they had any kind of DNA
processing. So, they stuck with it really well. I was, I was proud of them.” While recognizing
areas for future revision in the Jack the Ripper unit, Hayden feels the unit was still a success:
“[W]e got through it and I think they learned, which you know that’s the ultimate outcome you
want. And I think if I talked to any of them, they’d still be able to at least give me some
information, and they know how to cite sources, so I’m gonna call it a success.”
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CHAPTER V: CASE STUDY 2 – DAKOTA AND THE SOCIAL JUSTICE ESSAY UNIT
An Introduction to Dakota and the Evening Institute
My study’s second participant, Dakota 20, has been teaching English in traditional high
schools for five years, and in alternative programs for three years. Remarkably, Dakota balances
teaching full-time during the day at her traditional high school and teaching part-time for her
school’s alternative evening program option, the Evening Institute. At the time of the study,
Dakota was in her first year of teaching at City Community High School (CCHS), and in her
third year of teaching at Evening Institute (EI); or, as she sometimes refers to them, her “day
school” and “night school.” As a full-time English teacher for City Community High School,
Dakota teaches sections of sophomore English, a dual-credit senior English course, and a
remedial English course for freshmen. For Evening Institute she teaches two courses: a senior
composition class and a remedial English credit recovery course for all grade levels.
Interestingly, and unlike most other Illinois alternative schools I am aware of, Evening
Institute is in effect a private alternative school. Enrollment to EI is limited to those students who
are already enrolled in and attend CCHS as day school students. In other words, even though the
school is a “public” alternative program governed by a local school district (though directly
overseen by CCHS), no other school within the district is able to transfer students to the Institute.
Because all EI students come from CCHS, Dakota benefits from knowing many of her students
through her day school classes before their transfer to night school.
City Community High School is a suburban school of about 2,000 students located near
the center of a large suburban city. CCHS’ campus comprises three buildings—two large
buildings for classrooms and office spaces, and a third smaller building for the school’s

20

All teacher, school, and student names have been changed to pseudonyms.
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cafeteria—with all the facilities one might expect to find at a traditional high school, such as a
gymnasium, athletic fields, science labs, computer labs, and more. Although the Evening
Institute shares the campus space with the day school—and boasts an average enrollment of
seventy-five to one-hundred students—the school is limited to using the classrooms (converted
old storage rooms) on the second floor of the smaller cafeteria building. When I asked why the
Institute was not using the existing classroom spaces in the other buildings, Dakota said she was
not sure why they chose to renovate the storage rooms instead.
She described the Institute’s classrooms as “normal classrooms,” noting the student
desks, teacher computers with connected projectors, and Chromebook computer carts in each
room. Since the Institute teachers share their classroom spaces for night school, it does not seem
(based on Dakota’s description) that they decorate or personalize them the way they might for
their own classrooms. Because they share their spaces with other Institute teachers, I was curious
how she handled having (or not) textbooks or other materials on-hand in the rooms when she
teaches. Dakota explained that neither the day nor night school uses textbooks for their regular
English courses and that, for the most part, she has completely converted to using e-books with
night school students now that they all have Chromebooks. In fact, most work completed by
night school students is done online; but, even though Dakota does not often use physical
materials with night school students, she does still sometimes make copies from the day school’s
textbooks to share with night school students, and always provides paper and writing utensils for
in-class activities or as scratch paper for writing assignments.
Unlike the day school, which functions on a typical Monday-through-Friday hourly bell
schedule, the night school uses a five-hour three-block schedule from 4:00 p.m. to 9:15 p.m.,
Mondays through Thursdays, with Fridays set aside as a “no school” day for students to
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participate in a work co-op program. The work program allows students to use their job
experience as elective credits toward their high school graduation. Each school day (Monday
through Thursday) the Institute’s first block is an “independent study” time, where students may
work on any of their assignments, their online credit recovery (Edgenuity) courses, or eat their
dinner (provided by the school district). The second and third blocks are when students take
courses with the Institute’s teachers. On Mondays/Wednesdays Dakota teaches the remedial
English course during the second block, and on Tuesdays/Thursdays she teaches the senior
English course during the third block.
The school is supported by a staff of nine teachers, a principal (who is also an assistant
principal for CCHS), and a couple “coordinators,” whom Dakota describes as helping with dayto-day administration, student enrollment, and student retention. All Evening Institute teachers
also teach at either CCHS or at another of the district’s schools, though Dakota notes most of the
Institute faculty are CCHS teachers. Besides Dakota, there are two other English teachers for the
night school: one who, like Dakota, teaches at CCHS during the day, and another who teaches
for one of the district’s middle schools.
Because all CCHS teachers teach within the district, they all benefit from being able to
attend the district’s professional development trainings and conferences. Dakota finds the
trainings useful for her day school work, but not so much for her work at the night school.
Dakota explained that none of the professional development is intended for or aimed at the
alternative schools in the district, and commented on the lack of resources in general for Evening
Institute: “I don’t feel like we have dedicated resources to the [Evening Institute]. [Evening
Institute] is lucky that we get to kind of take on some of the things from the day school.” Despite
the lack of support, Dakota says she believes that she and the other teachers are motivated
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enough to “kind of seek out on our own things that we need” for teaching materials and their
own professional development.
Like Hayden, Dakota is also a lifelong resident of the city where she now teaches, having
once attended the K-12 school district as a student herself. Dakota describes her hometown as
being a formerly middle- to upper-class, predominately White suburb, but that over time it has
become more stratified with a rapidly growing lower-income population and a gradually
increasing minority population. In one of her survey responses, Dakota described the town and
her school as follows:
The town [of CCHS] is a predominately white, blue collar town. We have many
students who live below the poverty line and some that would be considered
upper socio economic status. We do have an increasing population of black
students compared to when I attended school in this district as a child. Many of
our students come from working class families, so they receive various levels of
support at home. Some parents are able to help their children in the evenings with
homework and others are working a second job. Some are able to provide tutors
for their children while others rely on free tutoring through the library or after
school opportunities.
Because Evening Institute benefits from being a part of a school district, information
about its district and the students’ home school is publicly available through the Illinois Report
Card. To preserve the anonymity of Dakota and Evening Institute, I will not share specific
statistics and information about the school or its students, but I will note the high rates of chronic
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absenteeism 21 and chronic truancy 22, which are both well above the state average. In 2018 and
2019 23, CCHS had chronic absenteeism rates over 25%, compared to the state average of 17%
and 18% in these years. In these same years, CCHS also reported 15% or more students as
chronically truant; the state average was 11% in 2018 and 13% in 2019. Though CCHS’ student
drop-out rate, on average across the past five years, has been about 5% and is only slightly
higher than the state’s average of 2% (increasing to 4% during the pandemic), the school’s lower
graduation rate is noteworthy: roughly one in five students—twice the state’s average of about
one in ten (88%)—are not graduating within six years of enrollment at CCHS.
In an effort to combat the rates of student absenteeism, truancy, and drop-out, CCHS
applied for the Truants Alternative and Optional Education Program (TAOEP) grant to create the
Evening Institute. I learned over the course of my research into the history of the Institute
program that CCHS once had a similar alternative program for their at-risk students as recently
as five years ago, but that the district had cut the program due to budget constraints. Two years
after the original program closed down, CCHS was selected for the TAOEP grant, supplying the
necessary funding to reopen their renewed and rebranded alternative night school: the Evening
Institute. In the TAOEP directory the Institute is described as “an alternative education program
for students at-risk of dropping out of high school,” citing its “dismal graduation rate” as one of
its leading goals for student improvement. Evening Institute is also described as having smaller

On chronic absenteeism, from the Illinois Report Card: “Illinois law defines “chronic absentee” as a student who
misses 10 percent of school days within an academic year with or without a valid excuse. That’s 18 days of an
average 180-day school year. Excused absences include illness, suspension, need to care for a family member, etc.”
22
On chronic truancy, from the Illinois School Report Card: “Illinois law defines ‘chronic truant’ as a student who
misses 5 percent of school days within an academic year without a valid excuse. That’s nine days of an average 180day school year. The count of chronically truant students does not include students with excused absences. Chronic
truants are at risk of academic and behavioral problems. Research shows that chronic truancy has been linked to
serious delinquent activity in youth and to significant negative behavior and characteristics in adults.”
23
I am discluding 2020 data because the Illinois Report Card states that the 2020 data has been impacted due to
Covid-19. Reporting data prior to the pandemic seems a more accurate representation of these figures.
21
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class sizes than the “traditional day program” (referring to CCHS), with longer block schedule
classes “so teachers have more time to cover the material and students have additional time to
fully comprehend what they are learning, while allowing them time to ask questions and seek
help when necessary.” It also describes the “Work Co-op program” students are able to
participate in, “so students are able to earn money and credit,” and advertises that 57 students (of
a maximum 100 students) graduated this past school year.
Dakota describes the Institute students as: “[p]rimarily working students who in some
way or another are taking care of themselves, their siblings, or even their own children. They are
not highly motivated to complete stellar work, but they are motivated to pass their classes in
order to receive their diploma.” Based on her experiences teaching at the school, Dakota believes
students enroll in Evening Institute because “they need an alternative setting other than [the] day
school. Some need smaller class sizes and more individualized attention. Others need the
evening schedule due to their work schedule and family responsibilities. Others need to develop
positive relationships with teachers in order to have someone who will motivate them and care
about their well-being during the semester.” She identifies attendance and truancy issues as a
leading cause for student enrollment, but also points to students having to work during the day,
family obligations, and students’ social anxieties (not wanting to be in what Dakota describes as
the “hustle and bustle” of the CCHS student population) as other leading reasons for students’
enrollment in Evening Institute.
Once enrolled, students must agree to meet certain behavior and attendance requirements.
Students who are non-compliant with these requirements are removed from the program. After
removal from the program, their options are to return to CCHS as a day school student, or they
must drop out of school altogether until the following school year when they may reapply.
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Dakota says the Institute’s program goals for students center on improving students’ attendance
and behavior, and meeting minimum academics requirements:
Many of the students we serve have struggled with attendance in the past.
Students must come to classes or they may be dropped from the program. We feel
that the teacher led instruction is vital to them being successful in the class and
taking a part in collaborative classroom learning. We also set academic goals for
the students to be at a C or better for their courses.
Dakota explains that the Institute considers students to be successful if they “attend classes
regularly and turn in their assignments within a timely matter.” She says that “We [herself and
the Institute] do not like for students to put off all of their work and attempt to make a mad rush
to turn it all in at once at the end of the semester. It is expected for students to turn in
assignments within the week that they were given.” Dakota also states that the school’s main
goal is “to increase student achievement while providing them with necessary structure
(attendance/class times, etc.).”
Considering the issues of student absenteeism, truancy, and dropout, it is perhaps not
surprising that Dakota considers student engagement to be the greatest challenge to student
success. She says she struggles to “keep students engaged throughout the class period because
they are often distracted by each other and their phones [or] Chromebooks. The second greatest
challenge is attendance and getting students to come to each class. I oftentimes will not see a
student for a couple of weeks and then they will show back up and ask for everything they have
missed.” She went on to explain that attendance and the lack of support from students’ families
further exacerbate issues of student motivation and engagement:
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I've had some situations where students have gotten themselves in trouble and
they've been detained. I have some situations where they're having, like, family
situations going on and their motivation is very low to come to school. Those, I
think, would be the top two [issues] mainly: motivation to come to school,
because you know someone at home is not pushing them to come to school...And
you know, we can call them at home, then we can go to drop by their house to
visit with them, and sometimes even that doesn't help. They just have to want to
come to school and want to get through and graduate and if they don't have that
desire at a given time, then they're just not going to come.
Because of the issues with student truancy and motivation, Evening Institute has created
an informal character education program for the teachers and students to complete together in the
beginning of the school year. Dakota describes it as “kind of like team-building things where you
get to know your students and things like that.” Unlike Hayden’s school, the character education
work at the Institute is not a formal class taught each day, but more of an ongoing learning goal
for Dakota and other Institute teachers. Dakota says she spends more of her time and focus on
socioemotional learning and skill-building with her night school students than with her day
school students:
[T]he college prep kids—like general track kids—they’re like, so focused on
staying on that track that I don’t feel like we do a lot of that [socioemotional
learning] during the day. So at night, we do work on that. And I do, especially
because a lot of the kids that I have are there because they need to develop coping
skills, you know, and how to deal with, you know, being around people in
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different situations, how to communicate with people. So I think we do focus on
that a little bit more in the evening.
As Dakota described the learning goals for the day and night schools, I detected a divergence in
how Dakota understands her role as a CCHS teacher differently from her role as a teacher for
Evening Institute: one group of students “needs” the character education and coping skills, while
the other group is already “focused” and on a college track. Though the two schools’ goals are
necessarily different—after all, the Evening Institute was founded specifically to improve student
attendance and graduation—I do wonder to what extent these differences may be rooted in
common narratives of alternative schools and alternative school students. To get at these
narratives and how they may be shaping the school(s) and Dakota’s writing curriculum, I asked
Dakota what stories she had heard about alternative schools generally, and the Institute
specifically, to create a more detailed picture of Dakota’s experiences with, and stories she had
heard about, alternative education.
Dakota, Evening Institute, and Stories of Alternative Schools
Dakota had a rather unique experience as an alternative teacher with Evening Institute
because her first year of teaching at the school was also the Institute’s inaugural year. Because
the Institute did not exist prior to Dakota teaching with the program, there were fewer stories or
rumors about the school and its students available to her. However, Dakota does say that when
the idea of the school was first presented to her, she “had some assumptions that these students
were in the program because of behavioral concerns,” but realized after spending more time with
Institute students that “this was not the case.” Thinking more on stereotypes about alternative
schools, Dakota shared, “I think that many alternative programs have a negative stigma about
them in that they have the ‘bad’ kids—which was the case when I was in school—but that is
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simply not the case. We just have students who need an alternative setting for some socioemotional reason.”
The “negative stigma” about the Evening Institute students is something Dakota feels her
school actively combats, going so far as to change the name of the school. In the school’s
original iteration, before being closed down by the district due to budget constraints, the school
had been named “Success Institute.” When the night school reopened, the staff had reservations
about continuing to use the word “success” in the school’s name:
I know we used to call it [Success Institute], and then some people were like,
well, we really don’t want to use the word ‘success’ because then that kind of
makes people think about ‘unsuccessful,’ and so they changed it to [Evening
Institute] because it takes place at night...Now we’re renaming all our classes to
get rid of those like, you know, denotations on [their names] because we don’t
want those kids to feel like they’ve been labeled. So, I mean, I think that the kids
that we have, they understand that this program is one that they’re selected for,
for, you know, a couple different reasons. And I feel like they, they’re ones that—
They know this is their last chance and that they made mistakes.
Though the students “know this is their last chance” and have “made mistakes” that led them to
their enrollment in Evening Institute, Dakota says she has never heard the students speak
negatively about the school or themselves as students at Evening Institute. She also has had
similarly positive experiences when she talks with others (friends, family, members of the
community) about Evening Institute, saying they often comment on how the program is “really
cool” for giving these students another opportunity to get their high school diplomas.
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Although Dakota has heard supportive narratives and positive praise from the school’s
students and her community, she has also heard other Institute teachers claim Institute students
are underperforming, lazy, and how the school is not really challenging them. Dakota has heard
these teachers claim that they, the faculty, are “too lax on the kids, and we don’t give them as
much work as we should, and we make it too easy for them.” Dakota says she has also heard
other Institute teachers make references to the night school students as “lazy, or how they
wouldn’t do work during day school, so what’s going to say they’re going to do work during
night school?” Dakota says the same teachers complain that “it’s not really fair that they’re [the
Institute students] not doing the same work, you know, that the kids during the day are doing,
and they’re getting a diploma.” In spite of these experiences with a few faculty members, Dakota
feels that most Institute teachers overall are “much more positive” about the school and its
students, “because we want these kids to have another chance. And we want to make sure that
they’re given, you know, every opportunity before eventually they drop out.”
Curious about the disparity some teachers see between the CCHS day school students and
the Evening Institute night school students, I wondered if Dakota felt her curriculum may be
negatively viewed by other Institute teachers, or other English teachers from the day school, and
whether or not her curriculum would “live up to” their expectations. Dakota says she does not
feel she ever lowers her expectations for Evening Institute students:
I truly feel that we are simply providing them with an alternative way of learning
other than what you might traditionally see in the classroom. I do think that there
is the assumption out there that alternative schools are ‘easier’ or maybe give less
work, but I think that maybe we condense things in a way that makes it more
manageable for students while still covering the same objectives and skills.
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For those faculty members who teach at the day school and feel the curriculum is too easy for
Institute students, Dakota believes they feel this way because they are “not in the environment
and working with the students.” At CCHS Dakota says she is expected to fill each period with
“bell-ringers, exit slips, and other activities 24,” but in Evening Institute she is able to “get to the
point” of the lesson “quickly and efficiently for the students, so that we can help them catch up
to where they are supposed to be and then also complete the requirements of the classes they are
taking.” I was struck by this unusual comparison between a traditional high school English class
as being filled with “frills” or busy-work, and the portrayal of an alternative English class as a
more “no-nonsense” and straightforward style of teaching or learning. Typically—and I
recognize in this moment my own internalized narratives of schooling—one would imagine that
the situation would be the opposite: the alternative school is the school doing “fluff” busy-work
while the traditional high school is doing the “no-nonsense,” straightforward college preparatory
work.
But, perhaps going along with Dakota’s “to the point” style of teaching in Evening
Institute, she says she tries to focus her curriculum for Evening Institute on “real-world” writing
and skills “that I know my students will use once they graduate and also in their other classes. I
try to focus mostly on real-world writing, and reading literature that has real-world connections.”
Instructional Goals and Lesson Planning
“Real-world” writing skills is a major focus of Dakota’s curriculum for Evening Institute,
and one of her primary learning goals for night school students. For Dakota, “real-world” writing

24
“Bell-ringers” and “Exit slips” are short activities or exercises used by instructors to start and end a class period.
A “bell-ringer” is an introductory activity to the day’s lesson, while an “exit slip” is used as a fast way to review the
material and as a low-stakes formative assessment on students’ uptake of the day’s lesson. The “other activities”
Dakota refers to seem to be similar to bell-ringers or exit slips—activities that do not “get to the point” of the day’s
lesson.
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skills are those that allow students to “comfortably read important things in their everyday life,
communicate with others (verbally or written), and that they can use vocabulary correctly in
conversation as well as mostly correct Standard English.” One of the reasons she says she values
this skill so much for her Institute students is the transferability of the skills between her
classroom and their “outside” lives:
I really value a lot of, like, the transferability of what they learn in class to outside
life. And I feel like a lot of what I do in my class is to get kids ready for what
happens next. And especially the kids I have in [Evening Institute], because
they're not like the ‘Oh, I'm going to go off to college and, you know, mommy
and daddy are going to pay for it, so I don't have to work.’ I mean, the kids that I
have [in Evening Institute] are ones that are like working labor jobs or that maybe
they're going to go to community college to get, like, a trade school degree or
something like that. So they’re the ones that are going to be doing a lot of realworld writing pretty much right off the bat, like applying for jobs and doing
interviews and writing reports and things like that…So I just think really like the
real world applications of it are really important. So, I try and stress those a lot.
Paired with her goals for real-world writing, Dakota also stresses to her students the
importance of being a “good writer beyond getting a grade,” in preparation for these real-world
situations. Dakota describes this as another of her “big goals” for Institute students. In the
passage below she provides a few examples of specific real-world writing skills she teaches and
looks for when assessing writing from night school students:
I think my biggest goal for them is just establishing the importance of being a
good writer beyond getting a grade. So, like, yeah—you write your essay and you
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got an A on it, that's great, but you know what really matters is the fact that you
can communicate your thoughts effectively, that you can put together coherent
sentences to get your point across, that you can do some research, you know, to
advocate for yourself and, you know, be knowledgeable about things that are
going on before you find something, you know, or, like, take somebody up on an
offer for something. (emphasis added)
In addition to the skills above, she also works on the following “real-world” writing skills with
the night school students: “We work on reading comprehension, reading fluency, collaborative
discussion, writing for various purposes, and word decoding/vocabulary building.”
Many of the night school students go on to “more career-based programs,” such as
nursing, becoming a veterinary technician, cosmetology, trades like welding, mechanical, or
electrical, or will enlist in the military 25. They are not, Dakota says, “necessarily going off to,
you know, a four-year school or to get a transfer degree. They’re going to immediately either to
work or into some kind of, like, a two-year program where then they will get, you know, a
technical degree or, you know, complete a certificate or something like that.” Understanding the
Institute students as already being in—or will soon be going directly into—“adult life,” Dakota
believes night school students’ acquisition and mastery of “real-world” writing skills is
imperatively important to their future; after all, the Institute students “will need these skills for
their entire adult lives,” she says.

25
As I researched Dakota and her school, I learned that, early in the fall 2020 semester, Dakota had been presented
with an award from the Mid America Navy Talent Acquisition Group (a Navy recruitment program) for inviting
recruiters to come speak to her Evening Institute classes each semester. Dakota says in the bulletin brief about the
award ceremony that she and the recruiter “worked together to find different strategies to use with students who
were struggling and needed some extra help in mentorship to get to that next step in their life.”
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When I asked Dakota if she taught these same real-world skills with her day school
students, she explained that—compared to night school, where she tries to “flow” with her
curriculum and schedule things “a little bit easier”—day school students are on a tighter, “more
structured schedule,” with a greater need than the night school students for their learning
emphasis to be on “academic” writing, and not “real-world” writing. For her day school students,
she explained that she wants them to be,
superb writers, and when they go off to, you know, college, I want for them to be
on the level that they need to be on and not, you know, feel like they’re behind in
any way. So I definitely think that I stress writing for academic purposes much
more than I do for the night school kids where I’m more stressing writing for realworld situations. Because the kids that are in day school, they’re going on to like
maybe Advanced English or philosophy, and a lot of these classes where you have
to really do research and put together long papers. So that’s what I want to
prepare them for. Whereas the kids in night school, I’m preparing them, you
know, for a different, a different world.
Instead of the “real-world” skills, her day school students at CCHS practice “more research
writing, argumentative writing, prepping for ACT, and things like that.”
This divide in goals and planning for the day school and night school students extends
beyond the focus on which skills she prioritizes teaching into Dakota’s methods of instruction
and the kinds of writing exercises or projects she assigns her students. Dakota does note that, for
her day school courses, she is provided with a curriculum guide that lists the kinds of writing and
“general writing skills” a course is expected to complete. Appendix G is an example of one page
of Dakota’s senior composition course curriculum guide. In the curriculum guide she is also
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provided with an example essay rubric teachers are encouraged to use for their senior
composition courses (Appendix H). Because the night school is not provided with a curriculum
guide, Dakota says that all the teachers teach their own material. At some point, Dakota hopes
that she and the other two teachers will be able to make a curriculum guide for greater continuity
between their classes and to give a clearer focus on what they hope to accomplish with their
courses for Evening Institute.
Although Dakota does teach a section of senior composition for both her day and night
schools, she usually does not strictly adhere to the guide for her night class. Dakota says there
are still expectations that she will cover the same kinds of projects or skills that she does in her
day school, but that in night school everything is “a little bit more loosely run,” and “things
aren’t quite as formal, I guess, as they are during the regular [day] sections.” Instead, Dakota
says she and the other English teachers are “expected to use the one [guide] from day school and
make changes as we see fit,” which sometimes, for Dakota, means paring down the length
requirements of an assignment, or entirely changing the subject or focus of a unit, even if the
general skill or skills (e.g., “persuasive writing”) stays the same. As an example of how she
changes her curriculum planning between the two schools, she called my attention to a specific
part of the curriculum guide:
For example, at the top where it says students are required to write a five- to
seven-page research paper using MLA style, I still have them do a research paper,
but on a career. It’s not five to seven pages; it’s usually around three to four. So
that’s tapered down a little bit, but they’re still doing the same type of research,
the same MLA formatting, the same kind of documentation as they would during
the day.
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In place of the research paper she does with her day school students, Dakota has instead created a
unit where students write a short research report and create a presentation for their classmates on
a career they have researched over the course of the unit. Dakota invites about a dozen guest
speakers from a variety of professions to visit with her senior composition night class to speak
about their jobs and to practice mock job interviews with each of the students.
When I asked Dakota about the sometimes stark contrast in curriculum between the day
and night school composition courses, she said that this is part of her “alternative approach to
traditional classroom learning.” Her goal is to teach “different things, and I have a different
teaching style, like pedagogy, between my day and night kids. We aren’t doing things the same.
It’s not like I teach my— I teach my classes the same way I do during the day, they just happen
to be at night. We do instruction different.” For night school she says, “I do try and allow for
some more leeway with them.” Dakota notes that she has different expectations for her classes
not only because of the “academic” versus “real-world” writing goals, but also to specifically
build the confidence of night school students. Dakota says her night school students often require
“hand-holding” and still want “that kind of like maternal behavior” from her, which she hopes to
help them slowly grow out of over their time in her classes.
With her learning goals in mind, I asked Dakota what she considered to be her greatest
challenges or constraints to lesson planning generally, or writing instruction specifically, for her
night school courses. “The biggest constraint,” Dakota says, “is finding the right balance of work
to give the students. If I give them too big of a chunk, they often will task-avoid and things do
not get turned in.” Even when she tries to “chunk” and scaffold assignments for them, she still
finds student attendance issues to be a major obstacle. Other than this, the only obstacle or
challenge she identified was the move to remote learning during the pandemic. Dakota feels
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students are struggling to write online because they are not benefiting from doing their outlining
and drafting on paper before writing in Google Documents on their Chromebooks.
Overall, Dakota experiences great freedom with her curriculum and has incredible
support from the Evening Institute administrators: “It’s definitely— There’s a lot of freedom,
which I like, because that means I can do things differently, you know, something doesn’t work
one semester or I’m tired of it— I can do something totally different the next semester. So I do
like that, and I think it keeps things fresh for us and keeps, you know, like our passion there.”
Even with further and explicit questioning about her access to teaching materials (such as school
supplies, textbooks, novels, and so forth), Dakota says she wants for nothing, reminding me of
her great access to resources thanks to her dual teaching positions in both schools and her close
physical proximity between her night and day school classroom, which has any additional
teaching supplies or resources she may want to share with night school students. Dakota says she
feels Evening Institute is lucky to have access to the resources from CCHS.
Though not a material constraint, Dakota does say one point of contention in her lesson
planning and teaching is the feeling that she must cover certain topics or skills as a part of
teaching an ELA/writing course. Like Hayden, Dakota also somewhat begrudgingly teaches
MLA citations to her alternative school students:
There are some times when I do feel that I must cover some things (MLA
citations for sure!), because that is in our course objectives, but I try to spend
most of my time working on skills in the curriculum that I know my students will
use once they graduate and also in their other classes.
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But, Dakota stresses again, she does have immense freedom with her lesson planning and
methods of instruction, so she is always focusing “mostly on real world writing, and reading
literature that has real world connections.”
Reflecting on how she develops her lessons and the materials she creates for them,
Dakota observed that she has created “pretty much all” of her own resources for both her day and
night school courses:
We don't have a textbook, so I spent a lot of time for night school, especially
looking through things about current events, trying to find good resources for the
kids where they can do some independent research and some reading on their
own. I would say as far as my own writing goes mine looks more like putting
together compilations of documents for them to look at in class, assignment
sheets, and things like that. I do a lot of like written comments and such on their
pieces of writing. But other than that, I feel like most of it is, is things that they
[the students] create.
As Dakota explained how she models writing for her students during class, I commented that she
seems to favor composing her writing on-the-spot alongside students during class over preparing
other kinds of documents and teaching materials ahead of time, such as worksheets, tests, or
handouts. Dakota agreed that this seemed accurate, sharing that she often views her own writing
as collaborative or as being “kind of like a group effort,” writing alongside/with her students in
the moment. She says she finds this style of writing instruction to be invaluable for her night
school students because it reorients and disrupts her position as an authoritarian figure or, as she
says, “the know-it-all person in the front of the room, you know? You’re doing it with them. And
I think that they value that.”
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The Social Justice Argumentative Essay Writing Unit
In this section I explore Dakota’s Social Justice Argumentative Essay unit as one indepth example of how Dakota develops a writing unit, and what student learning objectives she
values or prioritizes for this project. As with Hayden’s Jack the Ripper unit, I am also looking to
unpack and investigate the impact of narratives on Dakota’s literate activity—the development
and implementation of this writing assignment.
The “Social Justice Argumentative Essay” unit is the second unit and writing project
Dakota uses in both her day school and night school senior composition courses. The first unit,
the career research project, scaffolds students’ researching and writing skills to prepare them for
the social justice essay unit. In the first half of the unit Dakota teaches the rhetorical triangle and
models rhetorical analysis techniques. In the second half of the unit she continues working with
students on their research and writing skills, with many lessons and additional time devoted to
essay organization, structure, and “paragraphing.”
Though the essay assignment was not directly dictated by the day school’s curriculum
guide 26, Dakota says she still had the guide in the back of her mind while designing the
persuasive research unit for her night school seniors. The project consists of three tasks: first,
students select and research a social justice topic of their choice; second, students write a short
“pro/con report,” identifying the “pros” and “cons” of the issue according to what students have
found in their research; and third, students complete the unit by developing their report into a
persuasive essay arguing for one side of, or position within, their social justice topic.
Dakota describes the assignment as a “blended research and argumentative piece of
writing” that builds on the research skills students developed and practiced in their previous unit,

26

Though as seen in Appendix G, “Argumentative Essay” is one of the four “Research Project” suggestions.
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the career research report and presentation. The assignment sheet handout Dakota provides
students (Appendix I) reads:
In this essay, you will choose a current event issue or a social justice issue that
you are interested in. You will need to complete research on the topic, create a
claim about the issue, and write an argument to attempt to create change. Please
pick a topic that you have some passion/genuine interest for. You may use any
sources that you like to complete your research (internet websites, library
databases, books, etc.). All sources will need to be documented on a Works Cited
page.
The assignment sheet then lists the three steps of their essay: to make a claim about their topic, to
support their claim with evidence from research, and to use one or more persuasive techniques
from the rhetorical triangle. Throughout the unit Dakota prepares them for each of these steps by
teaching lessons on how to make and support a claim, and how to make persuasive appeals to
readers through ethos, pathos, and logos. Though the original assignment sheet for day school
students lists a page length requirement of five- to seven-pages, Dakota notes that on the
assignment sheet for Institute students the length has been reduced to three- to five-pages. The
assignment sheet also dictates that the essay must use MLA formatting and include a Works
Cited page. At the bottom of the handout is a blank space for students to fill in a selected topic
and explain in four- to six- sentences (or about a paragraph) why they have chosen their topic.
Though the project is intended to be a standard academic essay, Dakota sometimes does
allow students to present their research in another medium or genre. Dakota explained that it is
very rare for students to make this request, but if they do she will usually allow it. In fact, for
night school students who struggle with the career research project, she encourages them to
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submit a written script and audio podcast episode in place of a standard essay. Between the two
options (essay or audio recording) she says she does prefer for them “to do more of a traditional
document of writing” as a means for practicing basic writing skills. Day school students,
however, are not given the option to create a podcast or other alternative project. Because CCHS
seniors are, as Dakota explained, “on the college prep course,” she tries to “just keep them on
that, you know, straight-and-narrow of the writing.” But with the Evening Institute students she
has found the multimodal alternative options to be very successful and wants to plan a brandnew multimodal unit for next year’s night school students to try out.
Dakota identifies having students form their own thoughts and assert their own opinions
as her “biggest goal” for the social justice essay unit:
I think that for me, my biggest goal is for the students to be able to form their own
thoughts and assert those. So like, have the confidence to have an opinion and
argue it to the end, you know, and be able to have those types of tools available to
them. Whether they're doing argumentative writing on paper or they’re doing
argumentative writing orally, that's something that's really important to me to
have every kid able to, to do those types of things when they get out into the
world, because that's something that we run into all the time. But then, whenever
you graduate, you aren’t going to write a research paper probably ever again; I
mean, unless you're going on to college, which most of my alternative kids are
not.
Dakota also explained that her secondary goals for the project include teaching appropriate
grade-level writing skills listed in the Illinois Common Core State Standards and teaching basic
writing skills in preparation for students taking tests like the ACT or SAT.
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Switching the project to be fully remote for online learning during the pandemic was not
difficult for Dakota to accomplish because her school already utilizes Google Classroom 27;
however, she did regret the loss of face-to-face instructional time to model the research process,
the peer-review process, and the opportunity for the one-on-one conferencing she often did with
all the students during the longer block class periods. In place of the times she would
demonstrate for students how to access Gale and EBSCO through the school’s library database,
she instead recorded short videos of herself demonstrating how to access these resources. For the
regular instructional time she met with students on Zoom and screen-shared presentations she
had made, or modeled how to conduct online research.
She speculates that because meeting with students over Zoom was more limiting than her
ability to meet with them face-to-face, the shorter and less frequent times she had available to
assist them in their writing process detrimentally affected students’ ability to meet the
assignment’s minimum page length. She identified the length of the essay as “definitely the part
where the kids struggled the most.” In previous semesters with this project Dakota says their
greatest struggle was “definitely motivation and the ability to sit and write for long periods of
time,” but this semester she identified the length of the essay as their greatest struggle. Though
Dakota says the night school students always struggle with the length of their writing, she feels
they struggled more than usual with the project this time around because they were now writing
wholly digitally:
I really feel like a lot of the reason the kids have a problem with that is because
they don't write on paper anymore. And I think that they just go right to typing.
And I think that writing out your draft on paper and like going through the whole

27

Google Classroom (edu.google.com) is a free learning management system available through Google.
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process of like note-taking, making an outline, you know, and then going through
writing a draft. I think we've gotten away from that so much with computers that
the kids just jump in and start writing before they're really ready to start writing.
Though Dakota usually prefers not to use physical textbooks and novels—pointing to the wide
availability and accessibility of ebooks—she says that in future iterations of the social justice
essay assignment she will be requiring students to include a minimum of one or two physical
texts (likely, she says, books from the school library).
When assessing the social justice essay assignment, Dakota says she mainly looks for the
development of their argument, if they “stayed on-topic,” and whether or not they used enough
relevant research evidence to support their opinions. In addition to these particular areas of
assessment, she also grades according to what she refers to as “traditional categories” borrowed
in part from the curriculum guide’s essay grading rubric (Appendix H). Dakota defined these
“traditional categories” of assessment for me through a list of examples from the rubric on the
curriculum guide and what she typically associates as the “traditional” skills of writing,
including: content, evidence of research, relevance of the research to the topic, organization,
“flow,” structure, “voice,” and correctly quoting, paraphrasing, and citing from their research
references. Dakota emphasizes that she does not focus as much on “mechanical things,” instead
looking for where and how they supported their claims. She also specifically looks to their
conclusion paragraph to see if they included a call to action to persuade others to “join their
fight.”
Most of all, Dakota says, she is looking for improvement from one essay to the next: “So
if they struggled writing the career research paper, I’m looking for improvement in the quality of
their writing; like, have they made improvements from the career research paper to this essay?
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And then on their final essay, I’m looking for improvement from overall, the whole semester.”
Because she is looking for general improvement from one writing assignment to the next, Dakota
favors holistically grading the social justice essay assignment using “some kind of a rubric.”
Dakota typically creates her own rubric 28, adapting some parts from the curriculum guide’s
rubric and also including her own assessment categories.
Reflecting on previous iterations of the unit and how students reacted or responded to the
topic or the essay assignment, Dakota feels that student responses in the past from both CCHS
and EI students have overall been very positive, but especially so from the seniors in Evening
Institute. The night school students particularly liked being able to choose a topic they feel
passionately about, and they enjoy including their personal experiences and stories. The personal
connections students make with their social justice topics are also, Dakota says, “honestly a
really good classroom conversation, too, because normally before I start doing this [unit] we will
watch something on the news and we’ll just talk about some topics that are going on in the
world. And I always have kids that want to discuss [their topics]...I think the kids like sharing
their opinions and their views with others.”
Even with the switch to online learning, she says the online format and repackaging of
the unit did not dampen their spirits and enthusiasm for their social justice research:
They really enjoyed the ability to look at something that was important to them,
or something that they cared about and learn more about it. They like the
opportunity to include some personal experiences and they like that it doesn't
have to be entirely research, and, you know, objective. So I do think that that's

Dakota did not have a rubric example readily available to share with me because she had not made a new one for
this year’s iteration of the assignment, which had been adjusted in scope, length, and requirements for online
learning.
28
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something that I've heard in the past that they've enjoyed. I think that it is one of,
not an easy assignment for them to complete, but it's something that is easier than
doing a traditional research paper, you know, just because we are able to kind of
reduce the guidelines, a little bit and I'm a little bit more flexible with, you know,
how they structure it and you know the length of the pages and things like that.
Dakota calls this project a “passion project” for students and remarked on students’ high interest
in selecting and researching their social justice topics. Doing the project again this semester, she
reported having the same enthusiastic response, in spite of the students having to complete the
work remotely and independently without Dakota’s immediate and easy accessibility for
additional feedback and guidance.
From our conversations, I gathered that the social justice essay unit is also a “passion
project” for Dakota, and one of Dakota’s favorite writing projects. She described times in the
past when students had chosen topics they felt passionately about, but through their research
changed their minds or stances on their issue. In one example, she shared an experience where
one student had selected gun rights as his social justice issue, and “pro-gun” as his stance on the
topic; after conducting research for his essay, his opinions on gun control started to change.
Dakota explains, “I love [when this happens] because I want for them to learn these things as
they go.”
Although a small handful of students did not complete or meet the expectations of the
assignment, and most—Dakota explicitly notes—did not meet the page length requirements, she
does feel the vast majority of students achieved the goals of the assignment:
I do feel like my ultimate goal was to get them to write about something that they
were passionate about and really think about like their place in the world and how
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they could maybe have an effect on something that they were passionate about.
And I think that they were all able to do the research component, and they all
definitely were able to kind of insert themselves into the writing and you know
you could really see their voice in it and they were able to express their opinion
pretty well I thought.
In her final reflections on the project overall, Dakota felt the students had a positive experience
with the unit, met the majority of her learning goals, and was successful in spite of the
sometimes disappointing or frustrating changes she had to make to the project or her teaching
plans due to the pandemic.
Conclusion of the Case Study Chapters
In chapters four and five I have presented two “thick” case study chapters for each of the
study’s participants, Hayden and Dakota. My intent in presenting the information collected from
Hayden and Dakota as two descriptive case study chapters was, as I discussed in Chapter III, to
let the stories of my participants “breathe,” thereby not encapsulating participants’ stories solely
in my own words or in any single story told in their words (Gramer, 2017). I have also
endeavored to present each instructors’ complex teaching environments through descriptions of
their schools (their physical spaces, program objectives, student population and referral process,
and so forth) and of teachers’ semiotic resources with the aim of encouraging readers (as well as
myself, both as a researcher and as a “reader’s guide”) to better understand the elements
mediating instructors’ actions in these spaces—or, as Kim (2011) suggests, I would encourage
my reader to recognize their understandable responses to the worlds they inhabit.
In the following chapter, Chapter VI, I present an analysis of the data coding process,
results of the research, and a review of my research findings.
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CHAPTER VI: DISCUSSION OF STUDY FINDINGS
Introduction to the Data Analysis Process and Study Findings
As I discussed in Chapter III, in my review and analysis of the study data I used CHAT and
narrative analysis as frameworks for identifying and detecting the presence of the common
general skills writing instruction narrative, the narrative of the “at-risk” student, and how these
two narratives have been taken up by participants in ways that have motivated and shaped their
teaching activity. In this chapter I seek to de-laminate participants’ literate activity using CHAT
as a methodology for examining participants’ activity system, with special attention to specific
aspects of their system such as their material resources and the tensions caused by particular
community members. I also work to unpack the influence and consequences of the two
mediating cultural narratives under investigation in this study—the “at-risk student” and “general
writing skills instruction” narratives—and how these narratives, as mediating cultural resources,
are both shaping and shaped by instructors and their activity systems.
Using participants’ stories and activities as my two units of analysis, I attempt to unravel
participants’ laminated activity: the situated, mediated, and dispersed nature of their activity, and
how their activity is mediated in a dialogic process with their available material and semiotic
resources (Prior, 1998). Because the extent of mediating factors on participants’ literate activity
is dispersed across space and time, sociohistorically developed and shaped by numerous
resources, I have limited out of necessity the scope of my de-lamination process to focus on
participants’ environment, their access to (and use of) various resources (specifically their
materials and narrative resources), and the influence or impact of community members or
community goals on their activity process. Through a de-lamination of these layers—facilitated
by an investigation of participants’ information and the elements shaping their literate activity—I
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examine how these elements are working independently or in conjunction with one another to
mediate participants’ activity. My objective is to see how these functions are, or are not, in
alignment. After examining these separate elements, the layers of activity may then be assembled
to once again understand the whole picture of activity: the “hows” and “whys” of participants’
writing activity and instruction.
Findings Overview
From my analysis, I articulate several important findings, which I will briefly detail here.
First, as a result of my analysis, I found that both Hayden and Dakota demonstrated evidence of
having taken up the “general skills” narrative and the “at-risk” narrative, though how they have
taken up these narratives and to what extent has been shaped by a mix of factors including prior
teaching experiences, communication with colleagues and community members, their own
personal learning and teaching goals, and—most importantly—their experiences teaching within
their specific alternative school programs.
Related to their (contextual) uptake of these narratives, I also found that how, and to what
extent, they have taken up the narratives has also come to shape their perceptions of their
teaching identities, teaching values, and alternative school students. Furthermore, their
perceptions of themselves as teachers, as teachers-of-writing, and of alternative students also
shape their student learning goals, which then recursively reinforces these perceptions (and
stereotypes). I noted multiple examples where cultural narratives have as much impact on their
literate activity as any other resources used by or available to Hayden and Dakota (except,
perhaps, with the exception of such persistently scarce resources as time and funding). Narratives
as mediating tools were as influential, and in some cases I would argue more influential, to their
writing curriculum development than their immediate access to assorted physical, digital, or
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other communal resources available to them within their classroom spaces, or beyond the walls
of the school itself.
Finally, I also found that the narratives of writing and alternative schools and students,
taken up as cultural resources by both instructors, are tools/resources both acting upon teachers’
literate practices and also (re)enacted through their curriculum development process. For Hayden
and Dakota, cultural narratives—as mediating tools and resources—have permeated and become
embedded within the activity systems themselves (visible across resources both available and
unavailable), and are then continuously (re)embedded through educator pedagogy and praxis. In
other words, cultural narratives are vehicles both driving and mediating teacher activity and tool
use, which in turn creates the potential for teachers to reinforce and continuously reproduce
these narratives. One of the consequences of this “narrative cycle” is the non-alignment of
teacher activity and tool use toward their explicit or implicit teaching goals. This non-alignment
is notably visible in the teaching activity for both Hayden and Dakota when comparing their
explicitly stated teaching goals versus the assignment and assessment tools they produced.
In the next section I provide an overview of my data analysis process, including a list of
codes that assisted me in identifying emergent narrative themes and patterns. In subsequent
sections I discuss where and how I located evidence of the “at-risk” student (ARS) and “general
writing skills instruction” (GWSI) narratives in both case studies, and how the ways in which
Hayden and Dakota have each taken up these narratives mediates their teaching activity. After
evaluating how they have taken up the ARS and GWSI narratives, in the final sections I examine
how their uptake of these narratives has come to shape their learning/writing goals and how it
has changed the trajectory of their literate activity: their tool use, development, and
implementation (such as the creation of assignment handouts).
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Description of Coding and Codes
In Chapter III I provided a general overview of how I developed certain codes using
CHAT and narrative analysis as methodological lenses for my data analysis. In addition to the
overview, I also provided examples of codes I borrowed from CHAT terminology (tools, rules,
community, and so forth), and codes I developed to track moments where teachers identified or
shared moments of literate activity (their process and texts). In Table 1 I have provided a full list
of codes used in the identification and tracking of elements in participants’ activity systems, such
as their goals, objectives, tools, available resources, and other community members, and those
codes I used to mark moments of participants’ literate activity. Each of these codes had been
predetermined and developed to look for these discrete elements within participants’ activity
systems as a base for understanding how their systems and literate activity has been shaped by,
or continues to shape, mediating cultural narratives.
Table 1
Codes related to CHAT and Literate Activity

List of Codes for Tracing CHAT and Literate Activity
Rules/System
Community
Writing goal
Learning goal
School goal
Resource (community)

Resource (tool)
Resource (text)
Constraint/Disruption
Literate Activity (text, produced)
Literate Activity (tool)

In this chapter I turn my attention to my emergent codes, the in vivo codes, that were
discovered and created during the coding process. Of particular note to me are the codes related
to Hayden and Dakota’s learning and writing goals, and the in vivo coding that resulted from
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patterned responses in our conversations about how they seem to have taken up cultural
narratives of writing instruction and the “at-risk student.”
As I explained in Chapter III, I understood two of my codes as “flexible” codes, crossing
between the categories of CHAT-related codes and literate activity-related codes: the codes
WRITING GOAL and LEARNING GOAL, or what I have come to collectively think of as my
“goal codes.” All of the goal codes emerged through participants’ explicit iteration of their goals
or through those goals and values that were more subtly implied through their teaching artifacts
or through statements in our conversations that suggested a value or goal, even if it was not
clearly or definitively stated. One example of an “explicit” learning goal for Hayden, for
example, is her desire for students to build confidence—a goal she repeats in our conversations
about her curriculum creation and planning process. Related to her “build confidence” goal is a
secondary goal that I identify as both a writing and learning goal: for students to feel a greater
sense of accomplishment by making things (project-based and “hands-on” learning) instead of
writing them. Although Hayden did not overtly say that hands-on learning is a specific kind of
learning or writing goal she has for students, it is still very clearly a goal that motivates her
curriculum developing and how, or in what way, she wants students to experience learning. To
capture these implicit and explicit goals, I created these broad “goal codes” to capture any
instance where I identified an expressed goal or value in order to track for patterns across their
explicit and implicit goals (i.e., what goals are overtly communicated and what goals are more
subtly implied through decisions about their writing curriculum). Using these two “goal codes”
as broader categories, I also tracked a subset of in vivo, emergent codes that I developed through
the coding process of each case study. A full list of the “goal codes” used for each participant is
available in Table 2.
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Table 2
Participants’ “Goal Codes”
Hayden Goal Codes

Dakota Goal Codes

Learning Goals

Writing Goals

Learning Goals

Writing Goals

Student interest
(Capable) learners
Hands-on
Counterstories
Feel safe
Motivation

Writing skills
(Capable) writers
Research
Mechanics/Grammar
Persuasive technique
Evidence
Writing form
Text variety
Verbal presentation

Student interest
Transferability
Same objectives
Support
Confidence
Counterstories
Text variety
Motivation

Real-world writing
Writing skills
Persuasive technique
Research
Evidence
Writing form
Mechanics/Grammar
Verbal presentation

As an example of one in vivo code I developed for the “goal codes” category of
WRITING GOALS, in the case study of Dakota (Chapter V), she repeatedly uses the phrase
“real-world writing” to convey one of her most valued learning goals for her Evening Institute
students: preparing them for a career in the “real world” beyond the walls of the (alternative)
high school classroom. The phrase “real-world writing” also points to a specific subset of writing
skills related to that goal which have become the driving focus and objective of the majority of
Dakota’s writing instruction for Institute students (e.g., having students learn to write reports
instead of academic essays, or on particular writing skills such as “paragraphing”). Because
“real-world writing” is a recurrent theme for Dakota, I “borrowed” the phrase to develop an
exclusive writing goal code for Dakota’s case study: the code REAL-WORLD WRITING.
Likewise, when coding for the narrative of the “at-risk student” and the cultural narrative
of “basic skills” or “general writing skills” instruction—henceforth the “ARS narrative” and
“GWSI narrative”—most codes developed for these narrative coding categories emerged as
trending patterns across participants’ descriptions of their goals, students, school, and from
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repeated words or phrases used by the participants themselves. One example of one of the ARS
narrative-related codes I used for Hayden was VIOLENCE, a characteristic often associated with
“at-risk” or “bad” students (described in Chapter II). I used the VIOLENCE code to denote times
Hayden described how her students are viewed as violent by those outside the school, how
students may sometimes behave violently, or how the environment itself—notably the school’s
isolation room, the “Quiet Room”—exists as a safeguard measure under the assumption that
Pillars Program students are, or will be, violent. In Table 3 I provide a full list of emergent ARS
and WI narrative codes developed for Hayden and Dakota.
Table 3
Participants’ Narrative Codes
Hayden ARS & GWSI Narrative Codes

Dakota ARS & GWSI Narrative Codes

ARS Codes

GWSI Codes

ARS Codes

GWSI Codes

Isolation
Less than/deserving
Violence
Deficient
Disruptive
Criminal
Harm
Bad
Unmotivated
Misunderstood
Vulnerable

Prescriptive
Low ability
Mechanics
Grammar
Basic skills
Writing styles
Hands-on
Research
Rhetoric
Editing
Policing

Day/Night school
Isolation
Less than/deserving
Work track
Truant
Violence
Lazy
Unmotivated
Disinterested
Criminal
Bad
Deficient
Easier
Misunderstood
Different needs

Real-world writing
Academic vs RWW
Basic skills
Writing styles
Rhetoric
Research
Low ability
Writing process
Collaborative
Condensed
Grammar

In the next two sections I examine how participants have taken up the ARS and GWSI
narratives, linking participants’ personal narratives to broader cultural narratives, and how these
narratives are dialogically constructed (Rowe et al, 2002). I offer a more detailed analysis and
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breakdown of the “goal codes” and ARS/GWSI narrative codes, including how individual codes
were developed and tracked and how they relate to or represent the ways in which participants
have taken up these narratives, including the ways in which they have transformed the narrative
for (or as a result of) their local teaching context. To more closely examine how participants
have taken up the ARS/GWSI narratives, I present tables with the list of codes developed over
the course of my analysis, including codes shared between participants and those unique to each
participant, which is then organized by their code frequency. In all tables in this chapter, codes
unique to a participant are marked in italics.
Participant Uptake of the “At-Risk Student” Narrative
In Chapter II I reviewed the “at-risk student” narrative in greater depth, but I offer here
an expedited explanation of the ARS narrative as a brief review: the “at-risk student” is often
associated with the idea of the bad student—those students with a poor school attitude, low
ability levels, who exhibit nonparticipation or disengagement in school, are “academic failures,”
and those who are deviants, disadvantaged, and dropouts (Aron, 2003; Cable et al., 2003; Cuban,
1989; Kim, 2011; Kim and Taylor, 2008). Schools for at-risk students are often perceived and
used as “warehouses” for disruptive, deviant, and dysfunctional students, or as a kind of
“school/prison continuum,” or school-to-prison pipeline and alternative to a juvenile detention
center, for students who are viewed as criminals (Kim, 2011).
Across our conversations and within the assignments Hayden and Dakota shared with
me, I observed how both participants’ (divergent) uptake of the ARS narrative had come to shape
their impression of alternative school students and their roles as alternative school educators.
Their uptake of the narrative and how it had been used (consciously or not) as a mediating
cultural resource by both participants was evident in their descriptions of the students enrolled in
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their schools, in their descriptions of their teaching pedagogies, and in their explanations about
their teaching practices and productions of teaching tools (presentations, handouts, rubrics, and
so forth). Though the ARS narrative motivates and drives their teaching practices and activities
in particular ways, this is not to say that these practices and activities are inherently good or bad;
rather, they demonstrate the response by both participants to their teaching contexts, to their
student interactions, and to the pragmatic realities of teaching in alternative schools to alternative
school students whose goals and values are often (if not almost always) different from traditional
schools and “general population” (non-alternative) students. In short: What I offer in my analysis
is not a judgment of Hayden or Dakota, but the presentation of how they seem to have taken up
various aspects of the ARS narrative and how their uptake of the narrative as a mediating cultural
tool for their activity has come to shape their teaching goals and practices.
Though much of my analysis of the ARS narrative focuses on the story of the “at-risk”
alternative students as “bad,” violent, deficient, or unmotivated (among others) and how both
participants may perceive or describe students in their alternative programs as having these
characteristics, I also note ways in which both Dakota and Hayden have transformed and push
back on story of alternative students as “at-risk” and the stigma associated with the “alternative
school” label. Both participants shared some similar negative student characteristics related to
the ARS narrative, such as implicit or explicit descriptions of alternative students as “bad,” “less
than,” and “deficient,” among others; however, both participants also described student qualities
and characteristics that suggested a transformation of the ARS narrative to a more empathetic,
understanding story of students in their alternative schools as having emotional, behavioral,
and/or academic needs that were not accommodated or supported by students’ home schools.
Hayden, for example, describes Pillars students as being more violent or “criminal,” but also
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perceives them as misunderstood and vulnerable. This communal narrative of Pillars students as
being violent or having violent characteristics, shared by activity system outsiders and insiders,
and the presupposed need for the Quiet Room by program administrators, is an example of one
of the characteristics of the ARS narrative that seems to have permeated among community
members of this activity system, resulting in changes to the physical space (adding a Quiet
Room), in the creation of school rules for (violent) behavior concerns, and in changes to the
trajectory of Hayden’s teaching responsibilities and curriculum choices.
Though Dakota did not describe Institute students as violent or criminal (perhaps a
reflection of the difference between a regional safe school and general alternative program), she
did still refer to the Institute students as being chronically absent, unmotivated, and largely
disinterested in their education. However, she also described Institute students as having
“different needs” that have changed the trajectory of her curriculum for Institute students to
become more engaging, more interesting for them, and more directly applicable to their current
lived experiences and future careers.
The various ways in which Hayden and Dakota have taken up and/or transformed certain
aspects of the ARS narrative is evident in their descriptions of students, student needs, teaching
and learning goals, and in the production of their teaching tools. In Table 4 I provide a full list of
the codes I developed that represent the characteristics of alternative students described by
Hayden and Dakota.
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Table 4
ARS Narrative Code Comparison, Arranged by Code Frequency
Hayden ARS Narrative Codes
ARS Narrative Codes
Bad
Violence
Deficient
Less than/deserving
Isolation
Misunderstood
Criminal
Unmotivated
Disruptive
Harm
Vulnerable

Dakota ARS Narrative Codes

Code Frequency
14
11
10
9
8
6
5
5
4
2
2

ARS Narrative Codes
Day/Night school
Work track
Unmotivated
Less than/deserving
Isolation
Lazy
Less/Easier
Bad
Truant
Disinterest
Misunderstood
Violence
Different needs
Criminal
Deficient

Code Frequency
16
12
6
6
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
1
1
1
1

Although Hayden and Dakota shared many of the same ARS narrative codes, indicating
some amount of similar uptake of the common characteristics of the ARS narrative, the
frequency and extent to which they mentioned or described certain characteristics varied between
them. I note that of the eighteen total ARS codes used for Hayden and Dakota, eight of these
codes were shared between them and demonstrate a common understanding of the ARS
narrative: alternative students were described as “bad,” violent, criminal, deficient, unmotivated,
misunderstood, less than or less deserving (than students in traditional schools), and as being
isolated in multiple ways from their community and student peers. Of these eight ARS
characteristics, I was most interested in Hayden and Dakota’s description of alternative students
as being “misunderstood,” and as being “vulnerable” or having “different needs.” These
descriptors may suggest that, while Hayden and Dakota have internalized and taken up various
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the typical negative characteristics of the ARS narrative to some extent, they are also challenging
and pushing back on alternative students as having only “bad” characteristics and as being
irredeemable people or unteachable learners.
The prevalence and appearance of the negative student characteristics across both
participants’ conversations and teaching artifacts indicates that there are certain common
characteristics of the ARS narrative that have been taken up, to some extent, by both participants
in spite of the differences between their programs, the diverse student learners they work with,
the goals of their programs, and their local teaching contexts (described in chapters IV and V). In
Table 5 I share a sampling of example quotes where Hayden and Dakota refer to times when
Pillars or Institute students are described or perceived as having one of the seven shared ARS
characteristics codes.
Table 5
Sample Participant Quotes: Seven Shared Codes of ARS Narrative Characteristics
ARS Narrative
Code
Bad

Example Quotes
“When I was interviewing for the job I talked to some other teachers and
they said, ‘Be careful, they have some kids there that are crazy. They said
things about [Pillars] being where they sent the kids that no other teacher
could handle or teach. It was constantly referred to as a school for the bad
kids.” (Hayden)
“They know this is their last chance and that they made mistakes” (Dakota)

Violence

“I was mostly nervous of fighting, but I had been in the army for four years
so I knew if it came down to it I could defend myself. I was just hoping I
wouldn’t have to.” (Hayden)

(Table Continues)
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Table 5, Continued
Deficient

“They’ll call themselves stupid. They call themselves...worthless. And I
think a lot of it is probably a combination of failing grades, and a lot of
them probably have parents that have called them stupid…[T]hey definitely
get in the mindset where they just think, ‘I can’t. I’m stupid, so I can’t.’”
(Hayden)
“Some of the other teachers, they — I’ve heard some of them talk about
how, like, we’re too lax on the kids, and we don't give them as much work
as we should, and we make it too easy for them.” (Dakota)
“And then I do have some people who are like, well, it's really not fair that
they're not doing the same work you know that kids during the day are and
they're getting a diploma.” (Dakota, referring to conversations with people
she talks to about Evening Institute)

Less
Than/Deserving

“These are the textbooks we have. Basically what they are— they’re
accumulated from schools that didn’t want them anymore...I mostly do my
own curriculum, we don’t use these textbooks a whole lot.” (Hayden,
describing a cabinet of textbooks in a video tour of her school)
“I don’t feel like we have dedicated resources to the [Evening Institute].
[Evening Institute] is lucky that we get to kind of take on some of the
things from the day school.” (Dakota)

Isolation

“We are kind of out in the middle of nowhere...Nobody really comes down
here.” (Hayden, referring to the physical location of Pillars)
“Some home schools say ‘We want you to keep them [students] and
graduate them.” (Hayden)

Criminal

“They [community members] just know what they’ve heard. ‘Oh, that’s the
bad school. That’s the school for the bad kids. They say, well, don’t all the
druggies go there?” (Hayden)
“I’ve had some situations where students have gotten themselves in trouble
and they’ve been detained” (Dakota)

(Table Continues)
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Table 5, Continued
Unmotivated “I’m like, man, I just want mine [students] to, like, read a cereal box! If my
students would read a cereal box all the way through I’d be happy most days,
but it’s just, it’s different expectations” (Hayden)
“They are not highly motivated to complete stellar work, but they are motivated
to pass their classes in order to receive their diploma” (Dakota)

Though Hayden and Dakota do describe alternative schools and students somewhat
similarly, they each emphasized certain, specific characteristics or qualities over others. While
Hayden would describe Pillars students as being “bad” or violent, Dakota was more likely to
describe Evening Institute students as unmotivated and “less than” students in traditional schools
and specifically by comparison to the CCHS day school students. The contrast in their
descriptions highlights how they have each taken up and transformed the ARS narrative in
response to their particular teaching environments and experiences. While Hayden’s ARS
narrative codes largely resemble the characteristics of “bad,” “deviant,” and “dysfunctional”
alternative students sent to alternative schools functioning as “warehouses” or school-to-prison
pipelines (Kim, 2011), Dakota’s unique codes suggest a greater focus on alternative students
generally, and Pillars students specifically, as being lazy, unmotivated, and as being on a “worktrack” (as opposed to a “college track”) in a way that traditional school students are not.
The example of Dakota’s comparison between day/night school students and how she
perceives night school students as being unmotivated and more “work track” suggests a very
specific way Dakota has taken up the ARS narrative in response to the purpose and goals of the
Evening Institute and the qualities of students who are referred to this program (those with high
chronic truancy and absenteeism, but not those who are considered violent or criminal). Dakota’s
version of the ARS narrative emphasizes alternative students as “work tracked” students who
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have less academic ambition than their traditional school peers because they are more focused on
pursuing technical or working-class careers and dealing with “real-world” “adult” issues their
peers may not also be experiencing in their home lives.
Dakota’s comparisons between CCHS and EI students typically centered on differences
in her curriculum planning and learning or writing goals. The story she tells of alternative
students (or Institute students, specifically) as “work track” has direct consequences for student
learning: Dakota’s curriculum for Institute students is designed to prepare them for job-seeking
and basic workplace communication immediately after high school, and does not—or is far less
likely to—prepare them to go on to a four-year university or higher education. Dakota described
CCHS students as the “college prep kids—like general track kids—they’re like, so focused on
staying on that track that I don’t feel like we do a lot of that [socioemotional learning] during the
day.” But with the Institute students, she does work on socioemotional learning through an
ongoing character education program Institute teachers use with night school students. Dakota
sees socioemotional learning as more beneficial, and necessary, for night school students because
“they need to develop coping skills.” Dakota defined “coping skills” as being around people in
different situations and how to communicate with people.
I found this description notable not just for the description of differences in learning goals
and curriculum focus, but also in how she describes the CCHS students as “college prep” and
“general track,” linking the idea that college preparation is the default, the “normal” or default
curriculum for “general” students. By comparison, students in EI are the opposite of “general
track” students and are Othered as alternative students on a “work track.” Through this
comparison, Dakota (and other CCHS/Institute teachers) explicitly or implicitly describe EI
students as not being college-bound, and therefore not “general track” (regular, normal) students.
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The comparisons between the CCHS and EI students continues in her descriptions of her
curriculum as “flowing” more, as being more “real-world” and less “academic,” and as
scheduling things “a little bit easier” than the “more structured schedule” of day school students.
Because Dakota perceives Institute students as “work track,” one of the direct results of
this particular aspect of the ARS narrative—in addition to making things less “academic,” easier
and with more structure—is her emphasis on “real-world writing.” She described Institute
students as “ones that are like working labor jobs or that maybe they’re going to go to
community college to get, like, a trade school degree or something like that.” When I asked what
kinds of careers Institute students pursue, she described their future jobs as “more career-based
programs,” listing nursing, veterinary technicians, cosmetologists, trades like welding,
mechanics, electricians, and that some students will enlist in the military. Key for Dakota is her
perception of Institute students as not “going off to...a four-year school or to get a transfer
degree.” Instead, they are more likely to complete a certificate, a technical degree, or something
else—going directly into “adult life.” Dakota states that Institute students need more work
preparation, so she prepares them “for a different, different world;” what she describes as a
world of blue-collar careers and technical work—not a world of college and higher education.
Dakota’s description of Institute students as “work track” has also led me to understand
Dakota’s perception of goals and objectives for EI students as related but perhaps not completely
overlapping with those of CCHS students. While a primary goal for all students in both programs
is for them to graduate, how students are steered toward that goal is defined by what objectives
each school (and their instructors) develop for these students. For example, Dakota says she
always teaches the same skills to both the day and night school students, but her instructional
pedagogy—how she teaches the content, what students produce, and how she assesses—is
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different for each group of students. So while Dakota does demonstrate some overlap in her
goals for students in both programs, the ways in which she reaches those goals, and to what
extent she covers different skills or sets different expectations, is heavily determined by her
perspective of the culminating, or ultimate objectives, of the two schools: CCHS functions as a
“college prep track,” and EI as a “work track” preparatory program.
Because of the perception of Institute students as being “work track,” and as being
“lazier,” “disinterested,” and “unmotivated” students experiencing a less rigorous and “easier”
program, I see echoes of Wells’ (1990) and Aron’s (2003) descriptors of “at-risk” students:
Institute students are perceived as having a poor school attitude, as having low ability levels, and
as being nonparticipants in their education. Students are “work-tracked” because it is “easier”
than college prep, because they are perceived as lazy, unmotivated, and disinterested, all of
which also leads to their chronic absenteeism and truancy. As Vadeboncoeur notes, the danger in
the narrative of the alternative school lies in its ability to further stigmatize alternative students
(2009). By emphasizing the “work track” nature of Evening Institute, the program highlights this
stigma and reinforces it by assuming Institute students are not interested, and will not be
interested, in other educational opportunities and future career paths. Evening Institute and
Dakota’s uptake of the ARS narrative has consequences they likely do not think are harmful to
students because they are perceived as a “given,” that this is how it is, and has to be for these
particular students.
Similarly to Dakota, Hayden’s codes also reflect the program objectives and student
outcomes of Pillars Program. Because Pillars is a safe school and not a general alternative
learning program, her description—and those descriptions she has heard from others—of Pillars
students often characterized Pillars students as being “bad,” “violent,” “deficient” (as learners
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and as people), “criminals,” and as “less deserving” than traditional students of learning
materials/resources. However, unlike Dakota, Hayden did not generally describe Pillars or other
alternative students as “work track” or express this as her general pedagogy or as a specific
learning goal. Rather, Hayden was more likely to emphasize her students as being
“misunderstood” and “vulnerable.” One moment in our conversations where Hayden described
how she had previously misunderstood alternative students as “bad” kids was when she had
heard from other teachers that Pillars was the school “where all the crazy kids go.” But after
teaching at Pillars, she learned that her previously held “very negative” opinions about
alternative students had changed once she knew “all the backstories and the reasons behind why
they struggle as much as they do.” Though Hayden acknowledges her students are “pretty rough
kids,” she also states that she feels “a lot of them are just misunderstood” and suggests that
stories told about Pillars students are exaggerated, grossly misrepresenting them (emphasis added
to highlight the use of the word “misunderstood”).
Another story Hayden shares to highlight her perception of alternative students as
misunderstood was the story of “Danny,” the student referred to Pillars during his senior year
who was very interested in botany. This particular story and conversation stands out from many
of Hayden’s other stories because of her clear frustration over Danny’s situation and the way he
was treated by his former principal, who called Danny “worthless,” and said he would never
amount to anything. Hayden views the story of Danny as a clear example of how community
outsiders misunderstand her students and their capabilities, saying of Danny, “The problem was
he was so smart, and they didn’t know what to do with him” (emphasis added). Hayden also
shared her frustration about hearing Pillars students referred to as bad kids, stating outside
community members (those living in her town and staff at students’ home schools) “just don’t
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get it...because they don’t know the school, they don’t know the circumstances, and they don’t
know our kids. They just know what they’ve heard.”
Like Hayden, Dakota also perceives community outsiders as misunderstanding Institute
students. Although Dakota also originally thought of alternative students as being where they are
“because of behavioral concerns,” she learned through her time as an alternative teacher that this
was not always the case. Dakota stated that Institute students “just...need an alternative setting
for some socio-emotional reason.” Though Dakota did not provide a specific example, like the
story of Danny, when an Institute student was misunderstood or mis-labelled by their home
school, she did share that CCHS (day school) faculty members sometimes view and
misunderstand Evening Institute (night school) curriculum as being too easy. Dakota stated that
she believes CCHS teachers likely feel this way because they are not in the environment and
working with students in the Institute program. Rather than seeing her curriculum—or the
school’s curriculum at large—as being “too easy,” she in fact sees her night school teaching as
more “no-nonsense” and as having fewer “frills” than her curriculum for the day school
students.
In this story example, where Dakota connects CCHS’ teachers perceptions of the
curriculum as “too easy” and to their perception of Institute students as misunderstood, it led me
to believe that—in addition to Dakota’s perceptions of the ARS narrative and how it does (or
does not) apply to Institute students—Dakota herself has also taken up the ARS narrative as a
part of her own identity and perceptions of herself as an alternative teacher. Perhaps similarly to
how she perceives Institute students as being misunderstood by school outsiders, Dakota also
feels misunderstood by other educators outside of the alternative school environment. During our
conversations I perceived Dakota as being very confident in herself as a teacher and in her
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teaching practices, but the connections between her students as misunderstood, of her curriculum
as misunderstood, and how she understands the differences her related-but-different teaching
goals for day and night school students all stand out to me as notable examples of how Dakota
seems to be experiencing the ARS narrative as a part of her own identity and lived experiences.
This internalization of the ARS narrative and how she perceives it as applying to students and
herself as an alternative school teacher has also come to shape her teaching practices (the “nononsense” approach she describes having as an Institute teacher) and her writing curriculum
goals (discussed further in the next section).
Perhaps because of their internalization of the story of alternative students (and, perhaps,
themselves to some extent) as being misunderstood, vulnerable, and/or as having different needs
from traditional school students, Hayden and Dakota have both placed higher value and
emphasis on student engagement, student interest, on developing students’ self-confidence as
learners and writers, and on the flexibility of their curriculum and student learning objectives.
Further on in the chapter I include a section on participants’ goal formation and how their goals
are formed in response to the ARS and GWSI narratives. Although many of Hayden and
Dakota’s specific goals relate to writing, the GWSI narrative, and their writing-related goals for
students, several of their goals notably relate to the ARS narrative, such as Hayden’s desire for
more hands-on learning to engage and build confidence in students and Dakota’s goals around
“real-world writing” and the transferability of skills that she believes will build students’
confidence, motivation, and engagement in their learning by making her curriculum more
directly applicable to the lives of alternative school students. I view their prioritization on
building student engagement, confidence, and motivation, and how they shape their curriculum
around these priorities, as one way the ARS narrative is directly mediating their pedagogies.
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Hayden and Dakota, and their divergent uptakes of the ARS narratives, demonstrate how
our local teaching contexts and activity systems may come to shape not only the ways in which
we take up broader cultural narratives, but also how our uptake and use of cultural narratives as
mediating tools informs the trajectory of our teaching pedagogies and praxis. The interactions
Dakota and Hayden have had with various community members both within and outside of their
schools, their exposure to the ARS narrative prior to their time teaching in their current schools,
and their teaching experiences once they had taught for these programs have all come together to
shape their uptake of the ARS narrative. While Hayden’s variation, or version, of the ARS
narrative may lean more toward the image of “at-risk students” as bad, violent, or deficient, and
Dakota’s toward the image of them as “working-track” and unmotivated, both also have an
understanding of alternative students in their programs as misunderstood, as needing something
different from what traditional high schools offer, and as being vulnerable (i.e., lacking
confidence or feeling “stupid”).
Participant Uptake of the “General Writing Skills Instruction” Narrative
Their understanding of the ARS narrative, and how the story of the “at-risk student”
applies to students in their programs, also shapes their uptake of another cultural narrative: the
“general writing skills instruction” narrative. Because Hayden and Dakota understand their
students to have certain characteristics (disinterested, unmotivated, bad, truant, and so on), and
tell stories about their students that cast their students as perhaps-deficient-but-salvageable
through an engaging and/or “work track” curriculum, the ARS narrative and all of the “at-risk”
student qualities carry over into their understanding and uptake of the GWSI narrative and what
it means to teach writing to alternative students.
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When Hayden and Dakota described how they develop unit plan ideas, what they
consider to be their primary or important writing goals for their curriculum, and how they assess
student writing assignments, I noted their frequent references to “basic writing skills.” These
“basic” skills seemed to be a primary learning and writing goal across many of their writing units
and writing assignments. The “basic writing skills” they described ranged from students’
sentence structure and punctuation to more specific goals, like Hayden’s goal for students to
developing one simple sentence including a statement supported by evidence (such as accusing a
particular suspect in the Jack the Ripper case of being guilty based on a piece of evidence).
Though the “basic writing skills” were not always the central goal of a unit, and may not have
even been described as necessarily important skills being taught by Hayden and Dakota in their
units, both participants still emphasized that they did actively look for and assess “basic” writing
skills in students’ work. Based on my analysis of participants’ example writing assignments,
assessments (provided rubrics and student feedback examples), and their descriptions of their
writing goals and objectives, it seems that both participants have—similarly to their uptake of the
ARS narrative—taken up some aspects of the “General Writing Skills Instruction” (GWSI)
narrative to varying degrees and have also demonstrated divergent uptakes of the GWSI
narrative based on their local teaching contexts and personal values.
Similarly to the previous section with the ARS narrative, here I provide another brief
overview of the GWSI narrative (described in greater detail in Chapter II). Petraglia (1995)
describes the general writing skills instruction as those skills that teach generalized formal
academic writing, and as “the general ability to develop and organize ideas, use techniques for
inventing topics worthy of investigation, adapt one’s purpose to an audience, and anticipate
reader response” (p. xi). The objective of GWSI is to teach students “to write” (Petraglia, p.
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xii). GWSI perceives writing as a set of general skills that can be mastered through formal
instruction, and, Petraglia argues, GWSI has become synonymous with writing instruction for
most writing instructors (Petraglia, p. xvi). I would highlight Petraglia’s description of the GWSI
narrative as being one of formal, academic writing, which implies writing in certain styles and
formats such as the traditional academic essay and in Standard Academic English. What
Petraglia describes is not just “general” writing skills, but those skills aimed at teaching students
a very particular (and problematic) style of writing—Standard English—and doing so using
traditional academic genres as vehicles for teaching the “basic” skills of Standard English.
Because GWSI defines the teaching of most all academic forms of writing and writing
skills as “general skills instruction,” I have come to understand GWSI as near synonymous with
what I have more commonly and colloquially heard as “basic writing skills.” As an alternative
school teacher and now college composition instructor, I have come to associate “basic writing
skills” with things like the Common Core State Standards and the 6+1 Traits of Writing Model
(Culham, 2003), both of which are prevalent in K-12 education and encourage the teaching of
prescriptive and “basic” writing skills. The Common Core standards encourage a systematic,
prescriptive, and measured approach to writing instruction, with a specific focus on skills-based
learning and writing. The 6+1 Traits of Writing Model created an era of popular rubrics using
such terms as “Ideas,” “Organization, “Voice,” “Conventions,” and others to describe large
categories of “basic” writing skills ranging from spelling and grammar up to the rhetorical
cohesiveness of an entire text. Both the Common Core and 6+1 model are also aimed at “basic”
writing skills for Standard Academic English and academic styles and genres of writing, with
little flexibility for multimodal or “non-academic” writing projects.
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These “basic,” or “general” writing skills are what I have come to think of as the GWSI
narrative: a narrative of what student writing “is,” what “counts” as the kinds of writings that can
be produced by students, and how teachers should or should not be teaching writing and “basic”
writing skills. The GWSI narrative is one that might relate to North’s (1987) theory of the “lore,”
the common narratives, told to and about writing instructors and what writing instructors should
teach and how it should be taught. Edgar White (1994) says this “lore” of the profession has a
power over writing teachers: over our professional identities as scholars and teachers of writing.
Sometimes the way this “lore,” particularly the GWSI narrative, encourages us to police student
writing—especially, perhaps, their mechanics, grammar, and other “errors” while writing in
Standard Academic English—because we may view this as “basic skills instruction,” and is
something we perceive as “a thing we must do” if we are to be true writing teachers.
Hayden and Dakota have both taken up some aspects of the “lore” of writing instruction
and the GWSI narrative, but also diverge from the GWSI narrative in a few notable ways. After
coding for both narrative codes, it is clear that how Hayden and Dakota have taken up the GWSI
narrative has been shaped, to a great extent, by their uptake of the ARS narrative. I suspect that
their uptake and transformation of the GWSI narrative is heavily mediated by their teaching
situations: as alternative school instructors, the constraints, student needs, program goals, and
access to tools and resources is markedly different from those teachers in traditional high
schools.
In my coding process, I observed that Hayden had a much higher frequency of references
to “basic skills” instruction, including a notably higher rate of moments where she discussed
teaching and assessing students on skills related to mechanics, grammar, and prescriptive forms
of writing. Dakota, on the other hand, had much higher rates of references to “real-world
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writing” skills and was more likely to make comparisons between “real-world” skills and
“academic” skills between the CCHS and Evening Institute students—a comparison between the
schools and students that continues from the ARS narrative codes DAY/NIGHT SCHOOL and
WORK TRACK. In Table 6 I provide a full list of the GWSI codes, arranged by coding
frequency, for each participant. Codes unique to each participant have been marked in italics.
Table 6
GWSI Narrative Code Comparison, Arranged by Code Frequency
Hayden GWSI Narrative Codes
GWSI Codes
Basic skills
Research
Rhetoric
Hands-on
Prescriptive
Low ability
Grammar
Mechanics
Writing styles
Policing
Editing

Dakota GWSI Narrative Codes

Code Frequency
12
10
6
5
5
5
5
4
4
3
1

GWSI Codes
Real-world writing
Academic vs RWW
Basic skills
Writing styles
Rhetoric
Research
Low ability
Writing process
Collaborative
Condensed
Grammar

Code Frequency
9
7
7
7
6
6
4
3
3
2
1

Like the ARS narrative coding and some of the codes noting “at-risk student”
characteristics that appear to run together, such as “deficient” and “less than/deserving,” or “bad”
and “criminal,” there were also several instances where GWSI codes had overlap or somewhat
similar meanings. For example, BASIC SKILLS, a code that appeared for both participants, also
overlapped at times with other skill-related codes, such as GRAMMAR or MECHANICS. I used
the BASIC SKILLS code to mark times when participants described students as generally
needing “basic skills” writing instruction, or when they explained how they interpreted the
writing skills they teach.
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One example of a time I saw the “basic skills,” or GWSI narrative, expressed by Hayden
was in her metaphor of “building a house” to describe how she teaches students the skills she
perceives them as needing to close the “gaps” in their learning and writing abilities, and to “catch
up” with their peers (students from their home schools). Using the “build a house” metaphor,
Hayden said she first has to create a foundation for their learning—or to “fill in the cracks” of the
foundation that they already have. Hayden’s “build a house” metaphor not only speaks to the
“basic skills” narrative, but also demonstrates how her uptake of this narrative has become
intersected and mediated by the ARS narrative. Rather than “building” the foundation of the
house, Hayden explains that she is “closing gaps,” “filling in cracks,” or helping them “catch
up,” suggesting that she perceives her role in this metaphor not as “builder” but as “fixer”
working to fix something that was not already built, or to fix something that fell “behind
schedule” on the standard schedule for building. Hayden is repairing a “damaged” or
“incomplete” house whose construction or repairs are behind schedule.
Hayden defines the “cracks” in the “foundation” as the basic writing skills she focuses on
in the beginning of the school year: grammar, punctuation, sentences and sentence structure, and
writing simple paragraphs. In this example, Hayden has defined basic skills as “foundational”
writing skills and named many of the “basic” writing skills listed in the Common Core or on the
6+1 Writing Traits Model. Because Hayden views “basic skills” as “foundational” to students’
writing abilities, these skills have taken up residency, in spite of what the primary learning goals
of a unit may be, within all of her writing assignments and assessments. In the Jack the Ripper
unit, for example, “basic skills” were never expressed as being important learning or writing
goals for the unit; however, Hayden seemed to place equal value on students' ability to construct
an argument (a primary goal of the unit) and on their ability to construct grammatically,
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mechanically, and technically correct sentences (not something she identified as a major goal).
Although Hayden did describe some of this “policing” of students’ writing in our conversations,
I also saw this demonstrated on an example of student feedback she shared with me (Appendix
D 29).
Of the sixteen total GWSI narrative codes listed in Table 6, six of the GWSI
characteristics are shared between Hayden and Dakota: the notion of GWSI as “basic skills”
instruction, that alternative students have low ability in “basic” writing skills and styles, and an
emphasis on students needing additional “foundation” in research, rhetoric, and grammar skills.
Learning and practicing research skills was a major focus of both the Jack the Ripper and social
justice essay writing units. The kinds of research skills varied from practicing online research
using academic databases to looking at primary sources, and having students construct
arguments supported by their research. While Hayden tends to favor oral presentations, Dakota
explicitly tasks students with making a claim, supporting their claim with research, and using
“one or more of the persuasive techniques (ethos, logos, pathos)” on the essay handout provided
to Institute students (see Appendix I).
Though most of the shared characteristics link directly to the “basic skills” narrative,
participants’ link between “low ability” and general writing skills instruction again demonstrates
how these narratives have intersected and how the ARS narrative mediates participants’ uptake
of what it means to teach general writing skills and perception of students as writers. For
Hayden, I used the code LOW ABILITY to note times when she repeated one of her most valued
goals for Pillars students: to grow students’ confidence in themselves as writers. Hayden

The student’s responses have been blocked out in the example as I did not have permission to share this student’s
work. I include this example to demonstrate how Hayden prioritizes and values giving students feedback on their
work.
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frequently remarked on how her students think of themselves as “stupid” and how they come in
with very low confidence in their writing abilities due to past bad experiences with writing
assignments (such as receiving low grades on their work) or because other people in their lives
(teachers, parents) have told them that they are bad students. Students’ low confidence seems to
be tied into Hayden’s perception of her students as having “low” writing abilities.
One way she reinforces this story of the students as having “low abilities” (for herself,
and arguably for them) is through the use of a diagnostic test that asks students to construct a
basic argument or write a short description on a provided topic. Though Hayden did not describe
it as such, from her description it seems she may have modeled the diagnostic test after the way
writing prompts are provided on standardized tests (again, potentially pointing to the impact of
the GWSI and Standard Academic English narrative of teaching “good” writing). Hayden said
that on these early diagnostic tests students will write “twelve sentences and never a period when
they first start [at Pillars],” but that over the course of the semester or year, and on later
diagnostic tests at the end of each semester, she is able to show them how much they have grown
by pointing to their improvement in punctuation, spelling, capitalization, and in the length of
their responses (to name a few of her many examples of growth). For Hayden, the ARS narrative
intersects with and mediates the GWSI narrative to suggest students’ inherent “low ability,”
which directly influences and changes the trajectory of her activity: in response to the combined
effect of both narratives, she has created a diagnostic test to measure or “prove” students’ low
ability (and, conversely, to measure and prove their growth to improve their self-confidence).
For Dakota, the perception of students as “low ability” also suggests a change in her
uptake of the GWSI narrative based on her alternative teaching context. Across our
conversations Dakota would note changes to assignments that were used between CCHS and
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Evening Institute. In each instance, she remarked on changes to assignment expectations—
particularly length requirements for essays. For the social justice essay, as one example, CCHS
students are assigned a five-to-seven page essay, but the Institute students are assigned a shorter,
three-to-four page version of the same assignment. Though Dakota stated that the skills being
taught remain the same—even if she teaches them differently between the two groups of
students—she also observes that Institute students struggle much more with the page length. This
change to the assignment expectations and instructional methods between the groups of students
suggests Dakota may distinguish the alternative students as being, or having, “lower abilities”
than the “general track” day school students.
I believe participants’ perception of alternative school student writers as being “low
ability” predicts the appearance and prevalence of the other five codes shared by both
participants: BASIC SKILLS, RESEARCH, RHETORIC, GRAMMAR, and WRITING
STYLES. If students are perceived as having “low abilities,” both participants are more likely to
teach “basic” academic skills, such as mechanics, research, grammar, and having students
practice writing in a variety of writing styles. In Table 7 I provide example participant quotes for
five of the codes shared between Hayden and Dakota.
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Table 7
Sample Participant Quotes: Five Shared Codes of GWSI Narrative Characteristics
GWSI
Narrative Code
Basic skills

Example Quotes
“In all honesty, they’re really not even going to need to know how to do
citing because when you’re on a construction site, when are you going to
need to cite a source? So I’m preparing them to make it through high
school.” (Hayden)
“A ‘good’ English teacher teaches literature and language from multiple
perspectives and includes many diverse voices in the classroom. A good
English teacher also works to help all students develop their writing from
basic skills to reports/essays and makes them all feel that they are valid and
that their opinions matter. ” (Dakota, responding to the question “What do
you consider to be the qualities of a ‘good’ English teacher?”)

Research

“Well, they just— the paragraphs were okay, and kind of what I expected,
but they weren't getting that I wanted them to pull information from the
sources and the evidence and back up what they're writing. So, I was trying
to introduce, like, for them to quote something as stated in the newspaper
article from, you know, this is what it said. And they just weren't doing that.
So then we took a day on practicing quoting from material.” (Hayden,
discussing how students did with the Jack the Ripper writing assignment)
“I feel like most of the students did pretty good as far as the research goes on
their own. However, they were not confident in using online databases and
journals, which is really what I was trying to push them into doing as far as
their research goes. I was trying to get them away from relying on websites
for everything and looking at, you know, like Gale or EBSCO or something
like that. And they were really hesitant to tackle that on their own. It was too
much for them.” (Dakota, reflecting on the social justice essay project)

(Table Continues)
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Table 7, Continued
Rhetoric

“We do some public speaking, but again due to their backgrounds and the
fact that many of them have high anxiety public speaking is something they
really struggle with, so they don’t do plays or a lot of public speaking, they
do read aloud from their seats or share writings, but I don’t have them get in
front of the class.” (Hayden)
“So, some stuff from that book [Everything’s An Argument] I will pull out,
like, the meaningful parts of the chapters thinking about like ethos, logos,
pathos, like rhetorical analysis and I'll make my own like little slides with
like the main stuff on there. But I mean, these kids are not ones that are
going to read a chapter of a college textbook. But I do think that some of the
ideas they could understand and that they could start to think about and
incorporate, so I do take some stuff from that textbook and will pare it down
for [Evening Institute].” (Dakota)

Grammar

“[W]e have individual meetings [after students take the diagnostic test] and
we go over, ‘Look how you’ve changed’— and ninety-percent of the time
they’ll have expanded on their writing: their grammar has gotten better,
they’ve added punctuation.” (Hayden)
“So, like, yeah—you write your essay and you got an A on it, that’s great,
but you know what really matters is the fact that you can communicate your
thoughts effectively, that you can put together coherent sentences to get your
point across, that you can do some research.” (Dakota, discussing her goal to
establish the importance of being a good writer)

Low ability

“A lot of our students coming in— I don't want to say like they're “delayed”
or— but they’ve been, a lot of them were troublesome students, so a teacher
maybe — and I’m not trying to blame a teacher or anything like that — but a
lot of your troublesome students, they haven't gotten the attention. So they
never learned, first of all, the foundations, and then they've just been passed
along grade to grade.” (Hayden)
“In Evening Academy, I feel that we get to the point quickly and efficiently
for the students so that we can help them catch up to where they are
supposed to be and then also complete the requirements of the classes they
are taking.” (Dakota)
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I left out the code WRITING STYLES from Table 7 because this code was used to note
times Hayden and Dakota discussed the different kinds of writing assignments they have
students complete as vehicles for teaching basic skills. Over the course of a year, Hayden teaches
a variety of writing skills and writing styles by having students produce a variety of texts:
business letters, cover letters, resumes, character diaries, five-paragraph essays, reports,
brochures, short stories (or rewriting endings of short stories they read in class), and alternative
shorter assignments like the ABC Book used during the Jack the Ripper unit. Like Hayden,
Dakota also teaches a number of writing skills, but is more limited in the scope of writing styles
she teaches. For Dakota’s senior composition course—the focus of most of our conversations—
she primarily focuses on persuasive writing and professional writing and has students produce
multiple genres in the vein of professional or “real world” texts: interviews, reports (and other
“real-world” texts), short research projects, presentations, “pro-con” reports, persuasive essays
(such as the one used in the social justice essay unit), and the occasional alternative assignment
option, such as allowing students to create scripts for audio podcasts.
Though the focus of each of these writing styles or types is still on the “basic skills”
being taught and practiced, the variety of writing styles suggests that, for both participants, one
aspect of the GWSI narrative includes having students practice a breadth of “academic genres”
(reports, essays, research projects, presentations) and “professional/career genres” (business
letters, cover letters, resumes). With the exception of Dakota’s audio podcast option in place of
the social justice essay, and the few creative writing assignments Hayden includes over the
course of the year, every other text participants described using with their students fell into either
the “academic” or “professional/career” categories. This focus on academic and professional
genres is notable given the freedom both Hayden and Dakota say they experience with their
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curriculum design in their alternative schools. Their focus on traditional writing genres is likely
due to how they have taken up the GWSI narrative and what they believe writing instructors are
supposed to teach, and the kinds of texts students are supposed to write.
While Hayden does have several codes related to particular kinds of “basic skills”
instruction (mechanics, grammar, and so forth), I was most interested in her transformation of
GWSI narrative and how she values writing skills for alternative students, demonstrated most
frequently through her descriptions of using “hands-on” or “project-based” learning. “Hands-on”
learning was one of Hayden’s most valued objectives for her curriculum creation and
development process. In our conversations, Hayden described “hands-on” learning, or what she
would interchangeably call “project-based learning,” as those projects that students would make,
or construct, something in place of completing one of the typical kinds of writing assignments
she usually assigns. Hayden feels that the students prefer project-based learning opportunities
and seeks to transform, when possible, her writing assignments into project-based assignments.
Hayden described these kinds of projects as feeling more “real” for students than completing the
usual writing work. Hayden also described Danny, the senior student interested in botany, as
“grasp[ing] things like hands-on skills like you wouldn’t believe.” Her fondness for projectbased learning is clearly reinforced by her positive experiences doing these kinds of projects with
Pillars students. Because of students’ enthusiastic feedback on for hands-on project
opportunities, the students themselves have become another mediating force shaping the
trajectory of the GWSI narrative for Hayden, which has moved from being solely focused on
pursuing academic and professional/career writing styles and texts to alternative and multimodal
projects that requires, and perhaps encourages, different forms of writing that stretch “writing”
beyond a computer screen or pencil and paper.
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Unlike Hayden, Dakota did not seem to place much value on “hands-on” or project-based
styles of writing, but did highly value teaching Evening Institute students “real-world writing”
skills. Dakota’s enormous emphasis on “real-world writing” indicates how strongly Dakota feels
about teaching “real-world writing” skills to Institute students. Dakota defined real-world writing
as skills that allow students to “comfortably read important things in their everyday life,
communicate with others (whether verbally or through writing), and that they can use vocabulary
correctly in conversation as well as mostly correct Standard English.” Dakota also defines realworld writing as being particular kinds of writing genres, such as resumes or reports, that may
not be considered wholly traditional academic genres. The blend of these goals—her reading and
writing goals as well as her goal for students to write and produce “real,” “non-academic”
genres—guide Dakota’s unit creation and student learning objectives. One example of a unit
focused on “real-world writing” is the first unit of the semester, the “careers unit,” that Dakota
frequently referenced in our conversations. In this unit, students research a career of their choice,
listen to a dozen or so guest speakers talk about their careers, perform mock interviews with the
guest speakers, and create a presentation about the career they researched to their classmates.
During the time the Institute students are working on their “career unit” research project, the
CCHS students are working on a standard persuasive research essay.
Dakota strongly feels Institute students benefit from and need to practice “real-world
writing” skills in a way that CCHS students do not. I created the code ACADEMIC vs RWW
(real-world writing) to track Dakota’s binary between the two student groups. As I tracked this
binary description, I noted that the comparison of the two groups also demonstrated how
Dakota’s uptake of the GWSI narrative—and how it had been mediated by the ARS narrative—
changed the trajectory of her writing instruction for each group of students. While Institute
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students are more focused on “professional” or “career” writing, and more focused on “basic”
research and argumentative skills, Dakota’s goal for CCHS students is for them to become
“superb writers, and when they go off to, you know, college, I want for them to be on the level
that they need to be on and not, you know, feel like they’re behind in any way.” Because she
values what she (and CCHS) perceives as college preparatory skills for CCHS students, and not
the “real-world writing” skills taught and practiced with Institute students, Dakota stated that she
definitely thinks she stresses writing for academic purposes with CCHS students than she does
for Institute students. The CCHS students are more focused on “research writing, argumentative
writing, prepping for the ACT, and things like that.” This difference in content and valued skills
for each group of students reflects how Dakota’s uptake of the GWSI narrative may actually take
the shape of two separate narratives: the “general skills” narrative of college preparation, and the
“general skills” narrative for alternative students. For Dakota, what counts as “general skills”
shifts depending on which group of students she is discussing.
Dakota’s emphasis on real-world writing, and the binary she creates between “academic”
and “real-world writing,” reflects her day/night school and “college prep” versus “work track”
comparisons between CCHS and Institute students. The implication in these comparisons, and
what she perceives as those things Institute or CCHS students should learn, suggest that Dakota
thinks certain skills are more or less valuable for each group of students. This binary perception
of the two student groups offers one explanation for the differences in her teaching styles as well,
such as how she does more collaborative writing with Institute students than she does with
CCHS students, and how she “condenses” assignments for CCHS students into smaller
assignments with lower expectations for Institute students.
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Because Hayden and Dakota have taken up and transformed the GWSI narrative based on
their teaching contexts, there is also a visible transformation in what they believe “counts” as
writing for alternative school students. Both participants have come to approach “alternative”
writing in particular ways: Hayden favoring hands-on learning, and Dakota emphasizing realworld writing. This divergence in their uptake of the GWSI narrative points to both how
instructors might differently take up cultural narratives that mediate their activity and how these
narratives, taken up by instructors and transmitted to students, have very real consequences for
teacher values, student learning, and the literate activities performed by teachers (planning,
instruction) and students (writing, texts produced). Hayden and Dakota have each developed
particular learning goals for their students they believe are best suited for their unique groups of
students and their needs; however, because they are particular goals developed for these
students, Hayden and Dakota sometimes find themselves at odds with the GWSI narrative, which
suggests a “basic skills,” traditional, and “academic” method of writing instruction. Due to this
“clash,” Hayden and Dakota sometimes find themselves at odds with what they want to do and
what they feel (or are told) they should do.
Additional Constraints on Participants’ Writing Instruction and Other Mediating Factors
Though my study privileges tracing narratives as mediating cultural tools in teachers’
literate practice, I also recognize the presence of other significant mediators shaping the literate
activity of research participants. As Lee (2011) states, though we may foreground any one
mediator in an activity system, the rest are not absent and are in fact indispensable to describing
the “hows” and “whys” of the activity being done. The presence of all these mediators create the
affordances and constraints—the “resistances and tensions”—involved in mediated action
(Wertsch, 1998; Burner, 2019). Though there are numerous mediators shaping participants’
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activity, many of these elements remain invisible to me as I am not a participant in the activity
systems of their alternative schools, nor am I present when Hayden and Dakota are teaching or
developing their writing curriculum and teaching artifacts. What I seek to do in this section is
present those factors within their activity systems, those elements that were shared with me by
participants, that seem most impactful on their literate activity (the creation and use of teaching
texts). Though participants’ personal values and student learning and writing goals are certainly
factors within these systems, I address their goal formation (based on the narratives described in
the previous two sections and the activity system mediators described here) in the next section,
which analyzes how participants’ goals have been shaped by these mediating factors and how
they work to mediate participants’ literate activity.
To examine the elements of participants’ activity systems I borrowed many of the terms
from Engeström’s triangle as codes for tracing elements of participants’ activity systems. In this
section I present two things: (1) what elements of participants’ activity systems were enabling
participants’ literate activity; and (2) what elements were constraining or inhibiting activity. A
major focus of this section is on those elements identified by Hayden and Dakota themselves as
constraints or major influences on their activity.
For both participants one area of their systems I was especially interested in was
investigating their access to material resources, such as school supplies, textbooks, and other
classroom tools. One aspect of the ARS narrative suggests that, as “bad” students, “at-risk” and
alternative students are “less than” and “less deserving” of access to school resources than the
other “good” students. Because “at-risk students” are also associated with stereotypes of violence
and crime (such as theft or destruction of property), there may also be an association or
perceived need for these schools to be more sterilized, industrialized, or de-personalized for fear
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that the students cannot be trusted with school resources and teachers’ personal items or
purchases for their classrooms. This sense of the school needing to be “locked down” is
manifested and visible in Hayden’s school by the presence of the Quiet Room, or “solitary
confinement” as Hayden and her colleague the math teacher refer to it. All student laptops are
bolted and chained to student desks to prevent theft, and the school provides few to no resources
for teachers to work with or for students to have.
Though Hayden does have some material resources available, they are sparse and
constitute a bare minimum of necessary teaching resources: basic school supplies (pencils, paper,
some binders or notebooks), classroom sets of Chromebooks for both teachers, student desks and
chairs, teacher desks and computers, old whiteboards for each classroom with years of marker
stains. At the time of the study, the newest classroom resource Hayden had been given was a
smart television that connected to her computer. Hayden disliked the new television because the
touchscreen features did not work and had replaced her old Smartboard, which she much
preferred for its versatility and ease of access. The rest of the materials Hayden described in our
conversations—the sets of novels, the shelf of library books, and the few textbooks and
workbooks she references—are mostly purchased by Hayden herself, are donated from her
friends and family, or have been donated (as a result of Hayden asking for them) by students’
local home schools and teachers.
Because Hayden has such little access to teaching resources, she makes many of her own
materials. This in itself is a struggle for Hayden because of her limited access to workbooks,
textbooks, and to online databases or educational websites that teachers in other schools may
have access to through their school district. Hayden said she typically tries to reach out to the
home school teachers first, then tries to find materials through Google searches. As a last resort
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she uses websites like Teacher Pay Teachers to purchase materials, but prefers not having to
spend even more money on more teaching resources. Because of these funding issues (from the
school, home schools, and understandably not wanting to purchase things herself), Hayden is
very reliant on free resources she can find through Google, on what she is able to get from the
home school teachers, and on her own imagination, creativity, and ability to create the majority
of her teaching materials.
Alongside the lack of access to—and great need for—good teaching materials, Hayden
identified time as one of her greatest constraints. Because her role at Pillars Program requires her
to take on so many duties, including school administrative duties, acting as school security,
student counselor, and technology support, she struggles to find the time to make her teaching
materials and to make the kinds of unit plans and assignments she wishes she could make. In the
same conversation where we were discussing the issues of resources and time, I asked Hayden
what she would like to teach or work on with students if she had the freedom, time, and access to
do so. She said,
So I did— I was listening to a podcast, oh, just a few weeks ago. They were
talking about this book, I forget what it was called—I wrote it down—but it's
lessons from Grimm fairy tales. It was, like, comparing how different countries
wrote about them and how Disney has manipulated them. And it had, like, writing
prompts from Grimm, and it's on Amazon, but it’s like $15 for each book. So add
that to my Amazon wish list! But I would love to do— I don't get to do fairy talelike, just fun stuff, very often. So I would love to do a whole section on the
Grimm fairy tales, because it's something I enjoy. And I think if we had time to
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really dive into it that I could get the kids to buy into it. So I guess, yeah, I would
definitely do a Grimm unit.
A few resource constraints are apparent in Hayden’s response: first, the repeated issue of access
to material resources. Hayden cannot afford to spend this much of her own money on a single set
of textbooks for a unit that she can only teach once every three- to four-years (as noted in
Chapter IV, Hayden says she has to use her materials on a multi-year rotation).
A second constraint she mentions once again is time itself: Hayden does not feel she has
the time to create this kind of a unit because it would require too much time for her to plan—
time she does not have teaching the number of preps she does each day in addition to her other
duties at Pillars. I also noted that one aspect of the “time” constraint is not just having the time to
plan the unit, but having the time to come up with a justification for why she might teach this
unit instead of something the principal may deem more a more appropriate subject or topic of
instruction. When Hayden reflected on why she does not feel she can make the unit, Hayden
specifically spoke to the issue of needing time to plan the unit and rationale for the Pillars
principal:
It would be a whole lot of planning. It would be something like if I sat down and
randomly worked on it throughout the summer, I could probably plan it out
and— I'm not sure how I would justify talking about fairy tales for more than a
couple of days. If the principal—not that the principal’s ever questioned my work,
because I don't know that he knows what I'm teaching—but I don't, I don't know.
I probably could [create the unit], it would just take a lot of planning, and
unfortunately I don't get— I don't get any breaks throughout the day. I mean,
we’re in charge of doing lunch for the kids, we’re in charge of doing P.E. with the
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kids. So I think it's just the fact that when I think about it, and think how time
consuming it would be, I just kind of put myself— put it on the back burner and
just haven't ever done it.
Of Hayden’s activity system community members, the Pillars principal is the one who most
powerfully shapes (and constrains) Hayden’s literate activity and learning goals. In Chapter IV
(Hayden’s case study) I shared a story Hayden told me about how she had to change the way she
was teaching citations to students because the Pillars Program principal had observed her class
and told her that she needed to be teaching them the MLA citation style. The principal perceived
colleges as “doing MLA,” so this is something he felt the students needed to know. Through the
lens of the ARS narrative, I find it interesting that the principal prioritized teaching MLA to
alternative school students; however, from the perspective of the GWSI narrative, I find it much
less surprising that he suggested (told) Hayden to teach it if his uptake of the narrative suggests
that MLA is one of the “basic writing skills” that “should” be taught to high school students,
whether they go on to a four-year university or not.
In addition to the Pillars principal, the students themselves are incredibly impactful
mediators shaping Hayden’s activity. As I noted earlier, the students are in many ways
“enablers” for her activity, providing positive feedback and genuine interest for certain topics
and types of writing activities. However, Hayden also dually perceives the students as a kind of
restraint on how she implements her curriculum, identifying students’ time management skills,
low ability levels, and sometimes poor behavior as major struggles to instruction generally, and
writing instruction specifically. Hayden described a few students she struggled with at the time
of the study:
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So I have three or four students that are going to fight me on anything. They just,
they don't want to do the work, which is why they're here. So I have some that are
going to write— instead of giving me a five paragraph essay, I'm going to get,
like, five sentences. And I'll give it back to them and tell them to write more and
they'll fight me on it, and I'll have some that’ll just flat out refuse to do it. And
that’s every year we have that struggle.
Hayden believes that students’ low ability level is mostly to blame for their resistance to writing
instruction and school work, but also blames a lack of support from parents and students’ home
lives as another major obstacle to their learning. The lack of structure and support at home leads
to (what Hayden suspects is) a high percentage of students not returning home on a regular basis,
going out with friends and going partying, “So then after their home lives, they come back in
here [Pillars] drunk or hungover. And you can’t teach somebody who’s not in their right mind.
So— And there’s no support. We have no parental support for most of them.” Because Pillars
has no resources to offer for students in these situations, Hayden explained that they try to point
them to outside help and counseling support, but that she is otherwise at a loss. On one of the
days Hayden and I met to talk, she told me that during the school day one student (a seventeenyear-old boy) had started fighting another student (a fourteen-year-old boy) and threatened to
bash the student’s head into a wall. Hayden called the seventeen-year old’s mom who told her,
“Oh yeah, he just has rough days, sometimes.” Hayden, exasperated, told me she wanted to
respond, “I’m like, honey, a seventeen-year-old boy telling a fourteen-year-old boy that he’s
going to bash his head in is not ‘just having a rough day.” She went on to say, “Yeah, that’s—
it’s a mess. Parents are in denial or they just don’t care. Kids don’t care. When you have both
sides, nobody caring, you can only care so much as the teacher and it’s, it’s a struggle. Yeah.”
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Having identified student behavior as one persistent constraint, the trajectory of Hayden’s
activity shifts to prioritize student engagement and interest in the subject material of her lessons.
Student engagement and needs are clearly at the forefront of Hayden’s mind when designing and
creating new lessons, or adapting existing material from one year to the next to appeal to each
group of students. The Jack the Ripper unit is one such unit that was driven entirely by student
interests. Because they find the content fascinating, she observes much greater “buy in” from
students, and a greater willingness to complete their writing assignments. Though Hayden would
prefer to make all of her units interesting and engaging for students—using material like Jack the
Ripper or Grimm fairy tales—she also feels constrained by the Common Core State Standards
and other requirements from students’ home schools, such as specific course requirements and
topics covered in those courses; and, because she teaches a wide spread of student grade levels
(sixth- through twelfth-grade), she has the added challenge of trying to create content that meets
a variety of educational requirements and skill levels. The various constraints Hayden faces are
not only separate challenges or problems for her activity (planning and instruction), but are also
intersecting or “layered” constraints that impact one another: while Hayden may have the
“solution” to one constraint, such as creating a unit to increase student engagement, she is then
constrained again by the need to make sure she is meeting the demands of other stakeholders (the
principal, students’ homeschools, state standards). This “layering” of constraints severely
impacts the kind of activity Hayden is able to do, and the kinds of activity she is then able to ask
students to do.
Similar to the educational expectations and requirements placed on Hayden by her
principal and students’ course requirements, Dakota also felt restrained by the curriculum guide
provided to the Evening Institute’s English instructors. The curriculum guide, though designed
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for the CCHS senior composition course, was provided to EI teachers so that they may teach the
same day school course content to the night school students. Interestingly, in our first
conversation Dakota described the guide as being “useful,” though there were things she said she
might like to change about it. She said of the curriculum guide, “I think it is useful to have as,
like, a framework, and it’s something that the kids are familiar with. I’ve never felt constrained
by it.” Because the curriculum guide is vague and does not provide a specific scope and
sequence for her to follow, Dakota said she has great freedom with what she teaches; but, in later
conversations she shared with me that she is concerned the curriculum guide provides too much
freedom, and that the night school program will not be taken seriously if it appears that there is
no continuity between classes. She also said, “Even my department chair will admit that our
curriculum sucks.” Dakota especially does not like the assessment rubric provided in the
curriculum guide (Appendix H), though she does borrow the format of the guide as well as some
of the categories on it for her own adapted essay rubrics.
For Dakota, aside from the ARS and GWSI narratives, the curriculum guide and its essay
rubric may be the most influential mediating force within the activity system driving and
constraining her literate activity. Even with the freedom provided by the guide, it seems she
would prefer not to have students writing essays at all; though, this does seem to conflict with
her expressed desire to have students following a traditional process writing model with their
social justice essay. Dakota’s goal of real-world writing, which aligns with her perceptions of
alternative students’ trajectories and needs, is conflicting with the GWSI narrative emergent in
the school’s curriculum guide. Because these different activity system elements are in conflict,
Dakota feels pressured to adhere to the guide, to adhere to a “general skills writing instruction”
narrative, but also desires to teach “real-world writing” skills that would teach other formats or
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styles of writing. Though the skills she wants to teach are perhaps not drastically different, the
genre and styles of writing she prefers to teach are markedly different between the CCHS and EI
students.
One example Dakota shared of how she feels constrained by the guide came in the form
of one of the guide’s learning objectives for the research writing unit: MLA formatting. 30 On the
curriculum guide’s list of “Suggested Units of Instruction,” under the section “II. Research
Skills,” one stated objective of the unit would be to teach “D. In-Text citations and Works Cited
(MLA format).” Oddly, the guide’s essay rubric does not include any mention of MLA in the
categories for “In-Text Citations” or “Works Cited Page.” Though there is inconsistency
between and inadequate alignment of the tools themselves, Dakota still erred on the side of
including lessons on MLA citations in the unit and as a part of students’ essay
assessment. Dakota shared that MLA citation style is something she feels she must cover
“because that is in our course objectives,” but that she prefers to spend time “working on skills in
the curriculum that I know my students will use once they graduate and also in their other
classes.”
In addition to the curriculum guide, student-related issues, such as chronic absenteeism
and truancy, are meaningful constraints on Dakota’s activity. When I directly asked her what she
considered to be constraints to, or restraints on, her writing instruction, she identified “finding
the right balance of work to give the students” as something she always has to consider when
creating her curriculum. If the “chunk” is too big, they “task-avoid” and will not turn in their
work. She also perceives her students as being somewhat needy, describing them as requiring

Both participants mentioned MLA, unprompted, as a particular pain point in their lesson plan development and
instruction. I suspect participants view MLA as being a more advanced or specialized writing skill and not a “basic
skill.” Because it is not a basic skill, they do not value it as much (if at all) for alternative school students.
30
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“hand-holding” and still wanting “maternal behavior” from her. To account for students’
absenteeism and need for more support, Dakota spends more time modelling writing in class
with them (collaborative writing during class time), shortens assignment requirements, and
provides “some more leeway” by making her instruction less structured and rigid.
Unlike Hayden, Dakota’s activity is enabled by her plentiful access to material resources.
Dakota did state, however, that she feels Evening Institute does not have dedicated resources,
unlike CCHS. Also that Evening Institute “is lucky that we get to kind of take on some of the
things from the day school.” It was unclear from our conversations how much of the CCHS
resources other Institute teachers have access to if they are not, like Dakota, also teaching at both
schools. Dakota’s access to CCHS resources enables her to create units or do projects that she
may otherwise not have been able to do. Some of the basic classroom materials Dakota has
include a teacher desk, a teacher computer with connected projector, student desks, chairs, and a
class set of Chromebooks stored on a Chromebook cart (unlike Hayden’s classroom, the
Chromebooks in Dakota’s room are not bolted to the desks). Though she prefers to use e-books
and does not often use textbooks, textbook sets are available to her through the English
department at CCHS. Dakota makes copies from the CCHS textbooks and workbooks for
Institute students, so there is less need for her to make all her own packets, handouts, worksheets,
or tests. Evening Institute also utilizes Google Classroom as a learning management system,
enabling her classes to be mostly digital both in and outside of the classroom. Because students
are paired with Chromebooks and use Google Classroom, Dakota also requires very little in the
way of school supplies, with the exception of times students may use paper and pencil to do
shorter handwritten assignments or exercises during class.
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Finally, in addition to the material resources, Dakota and Institute students also benefit
from other resources through community members of the activity system: multiple
administrators who are frequently on-site during school hours, multiple teaching faculty
members (nine to Hayden’s two), and the “coordinators” who assist with day-to-day
administration and student issues. All of these community members enable Dakota’s activity by
reducing or removing other constraints on Dakota that may otherwise constrain what she is able
to accomplish in a unit or on any given day. For example, earlier I mentioned that time is one of
Hayden’s greatest constraints, and that this constraint is caused in part by both a lack of planning
time and also because she must attend to various school- or student-issues throughout the day.
Because Dakota has these additional resources—the other Institute faculty members—she does
not suffer “time” as a constraint because she does not perform all the same roles or hold the same
responsibilities in her school as Hayden does. Due to this greater access to community resources
(in the form of faculty and other personnel), Dakota experiences far fewer constraints on her
activity than Hayden.
Though both participants experience a large amount of freedom with their content
choices, they are still constrained by what skills they are told to teach, are required to teach, or
feel they should teach. Though some of these expectations and requirements are placed on them
by exterior elements outside of their immediate activity systems (such as Illinois’ Common Core
State Standards, state mandated testing, or requirements placed by students’ home schools), they
still mediate and play an important role in participants’ literate activity.
Goal Formation and the Shaping of Participants’ Literate Activity
Understanding the ARS and GWSI narratives and other elements of participants’ activity
systems as constraining or enabling mediators shaping participants’ literate activity, in this
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section I present how the two narratives intersect with participants’ activity systems drive
participants’ student learning and writing goals. Further, I examine how these goals have created,
or changed, the trajectory of participants’ literate activity: their curriculum planning, assignment
creation, implementation, and assessment.
In Table 8 I provide a list of the most prominently patterned learning or writing goals
shared by Hayden and Dakota, arranged by code frequency. 31 As before, codes unique to each
participant are italicized. Below the table I offer an analysis of the codes, and how they may have
been mediated by the ARS and GWSI narratives within participants’ environments. I highlight
specific goals participants shared from their example teaching artifacts (the Jack the Ripper and
Social Justice Essay units) and how these goals are (or are not) shaping what each participant has
produced and used for their writing instruction. In the table I also do not distinguish between the
“learning” and “writing” goals as I did in Table 2. In the earlier table I separated the codes to
more clearly distinguish distinct goals I considered to be more social-emotional in nature and
those that oriented more directly toward writing instruction, but I invite readers to see
participants’ goals and activity as I now do: that for the participants in this study, learning and
writing goals are indelibly interwoven and cannot be separated. I believe the act of separating the
learning/writing goals is an artificial exercise because I no longer see participants’ “learning”
versus “writing” goals as actually being separate. Though Hayden and Dakota would
occasionally distinguish their goals as being specifically a writing or learning goal, they often

In the table, I note that some codes were repeated from previous narrative codes. As a result of my coding process,
and having analyzed patterns across participants’ uptake of the narratives and how this shaped their goals, I came to
the conclusion that their uptake of the ARS and GWSI narratives seems to have directly corresponded to many of
their learning and writing goals. For example, one of Hayden’s writing goal codes is (CAPABLE) WRITERS. To
achieve the goal of having Pillars students view themselves as capable writers, she seeks to create as many HANDSON projects as possible. I noted that the code HANDS-ON, one of her GWSI codes, doubles as a code representing
both how she had taken up the GWSI narrative in an alternative school environment and how it directly corresponds
to one of her writing goals. Thus, the HANDS-ON code appears in both the GWSI narrative code table (Table 6),
and in the table for participant learning and writing goals (Table 8).
31
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described their goals as informing one another—not as separate, distinct goals, but as related,
overlapping goals.
Table 8
Participant Learning/Writing Goals, Arranged by Code Frequency
Hayden Learning & Writing Goals
Goals
Student interest
Writing skills
(Capable) learners
(Capable) writers
Hands-on
Counterstories
Research
Mechanics/Grammar
Persuasive technique
Evidence
Writing form
Feel safe
Motivation
Text variety
Verbal presentation

Dakota Learning & Writing Goals

Code Frequency
8
6
6
5
5
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
2
3
1

Goals
Real-world writing
Writing skills
Student interest
Transferability
Same objectives
Support
Persuasive technique
Research
Evidence
Confidence
Counterstories
Writing form
Mechanics/Grammar
Text variety
Verbal presentation
Motivation

Code Frequency
9
7
6
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

In Chapter IV, Hayden’s case study, I identified that Hayden’s two predominant goals are
growing students’ self-confidence as learners and as writers. Most of the codes for Hayden listed
in Table 8 relate to one, or both, of these goals. To grow students’ self-confidence she highly
prizes student interest, hands-on learning opportunities, a safe learning environment, and
implementing a wide variety of genres to use as writing assignments so students may try out and
experience other kinds of non-essay writing. Hayden believes that introducing and practicing a
number of genres and writing styles to students is a way for them to begin viewing themselves as
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capable learners and writers; and, as a result of this new perception of themselves, to (re)discover
their own self-motivation for engaging with their learning and completing assignments.
Using student interest as a vehicle for learning and engagement was an important goal for
both Hayden and Dakota in their lesson planning. Like Hayden, Dakota also mentioned growing
students’ self-confidence and helping them realize their capabilities as one of her general
learning goals. Both participants considered student interest to be very important to their
planning process, prioritizing creating writing assignments that appeal to student interests. For
Hayden, the Jack the Ripper assignment was entirely developed based upon students’ request to
do a unit on a serial killer. Because Hayden did not have access to materials (textbooks,
worksheets, packets) on serial killers, she opted to search online. Even though she expressed
reluctance toward purchasing teaching materials, and viewed websites like Teachers Pay
Teachers as a last resort, she was still motivated enough by the potential for student interest to
make the purchase. Further, she spent time adapting the teaching resources she bought so that
she could specialize them to her specific learning objectives for the unit. Hayden’s interest in
project-based learning and her efforts to make as many “hands-on” projects as possible is another
indication of Hayden’s high valuation of student interest. Certainly, student interest is a primary
objective and major motivator of Hayden’s literate activity—her curriculum choices,
development, and methods of instruction.
Likewise, Dakota also highly values student interest in her project, and views student
interest as a gateway to her “real-world writing” learning objectives. For Dakota, student interest
and Evening Institute’s “real-world writing” focus seem to be one and the same. Dakota stated
that for both her first unit (a career research project) and for the Social Justice Essay unit student
interest is very high because they are able to pursue research and writing about their own
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personal interests (a career and social issue of their choice). Student “buy-in” on these projects is
very important to Dakota, and she shared that she loves when these projects excite students or, as
is the case in the Social Justice Essay unit, when their work changes their minds as they do more
research on their topic. Though Dakota had previously shared with me a number of writing
objectives she had for her essay unit, in our last conversation (when I invited participants to
reflect on how their writing units went) she shared something new that had not come up in our
conversations prior to that moment: she stated, in this moment, that her “ultimate goal was to get
them to write about something that they were passionate about and [to] really think about, like,
their place in the world and how they could maybe have an effect on something that they were
passionate about.” This desire for them to pick something they care about is repeated in the
assignment handouts directions: “Please pick a topic that you have some passion/genuine interest
for.” Dakota said she also enjoyed seeing students “insert themselves into the writing,” and that
she could “see their voice in it and...express their opinion pretty well.” Though Dakota spoke
less often than Hayden about student interest, this goal is still clearly motivating, perhaps to a
large degree, how she chooses subjects or topics for students to research.
Other general learning and writing goals included their emphasis on research skills,
“basic skills” including teaching writing mechanics, persuasive writing skills, and teaching forms
of writing (i.e., teaching the conventions of particular genres). Though the specific writing goals
(e.g., teaching “paragraphing”) are of less interest to me, I did note that most of these writing
skill objectives were driven by certain standards or requirements that mediate Hayden and
Dakota’s goals from beyond their local activity systems. Both participants pointedly referenced
the Illinois Common Core State Standards as a constraint that drove their skill selection process
for their projects; they felt they must include specific skills from the Standards for their projects,
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even if they considered the skills less important than others, and even when they did not want to
teach particular skills but included them in their assessment process anyway. To what extent
participants are actually regularly referring to the Core standards to plan their curriculum is less
clear to me, but it does seem to be present, to some extent, in their planning process. I suspect
that the Common Core Standards are also reinforcing many of the “basic skills” of the GWSI
narrative, so it may be less that they are referring to the standards at any moment and are more
reliant on what they have taken up as the “basic skills” narrative, knowing that it relates to some
standard or other on the Common Core list of skills and learning standards. What is important is
how the Standards and other mediating elements are constraining what Hayden and Dakota
perceive as being possible versus impossible activity based on the constraining forces or tools
within their alternative school system.
One set of goals unique to Dakota were her goals for students practicing real-world
writing and the transferability of that practice from her classroom to the “real world” beyond her
classroom. For the first unit, the career research project, students practiced mock job interviews,
writing resumes, and performing short presentations on their career of choice for their
classmates. For the Social Justice Essay unit students did produce an essay, a genre dictated by
the curriculum guide, and something Dakota resists by offering the multimodal podcast option;
however, she emphasized in our conversations that the skills practiced in this unit were all aimed
at real-world writing situations: namely, completing research to make informed arguments (and
to not be swindled), and to continue practicing “basic” writing skills (essay organization,
structure, and “paragraphing” were explicitly listed). Dakota’s “real-world” and “transferable
skills” goals directly shape the kinds of content or topics her units are based on for Evening
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Institute students, such as having a career research unit for the night school students but not for
the day school students.
Another of Dakota’s unique learning/writing goals is her goal to teach the “same
objectives” to both the CCHS and EI students. When Dakota discussed her learning goals for
both groups of students, she reiterated that she always makes sure to teach the same skills to both
groups of students, regardless of the differences in topics or other goals for an assignment. One
example she gave was how she still has Institute students practice research skills for the career
research unit while the CCHS students practice these same skills for a persuasive essay unit.
Dakota did not expand, however, on how she teaches these skills similarly or differently based
on the kind of text students were producing, or how these skills might be different based on the
subject of, and sources used for, their research. I also noted in my review of her teaching
materials for CCHS and EI, I noticed greater emphasis on Standard English and academic
writing for CCHS students and more attention to basic skills expectations for Institute students.
So, while Dakota might perceive her learning/writing goals as being the same between
each group, I am skeptical that Dakota is able to teach the same skills in the same way, using
separate content and materials, to two groups of students whom she herself has identified as
having divergent learning needs. This leaves me wondering if Dakota sees only certain
objectives as being the same between the two groups, like the teaching of “basic writing skills”
which, according to the “basic skills” narrative, a writing instructor should always be teaching
regardless of student needs or trajectories. It seems possible that Dakota has taken up this aspect
of the narrative to mean teaching “basic skills” in spite of the “type” of student group being
taught. This is, perhaps, an example of a time the GWSI narrative is influencing Dakota’s
perspective of what she “should” teach, causing conflicts with what she actually wants to teach.
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Another code shared between participants, and the last of the learning/writing goals I
detected as being most important to each participant and their literate activity was their effort to
work toward the creation of “counterstories” with students. I borrowed the term “counterstories,”
often used interchangeably with “counternarratives,” from Kim Atkins (2008), who defines
counterstories as “narratives that go against the flawed depictions of groups and expose the
discursive mechanisms and arbitrary distinctions of the master narrative in order to restore the
group members’ moral agency” (2008). Downey (2015) describes counterstories as “stories
work[ing] to reconfigure a figured world” (6). In other words, counterstories are used to
challenge and push back on “big” narratives. Across our conversations, Hayden and Dakota
described pushing back on the ARS narrative and de-stigmatizing alternative schools and
students as one of their more important goals, even if it was not the major focus or learning
objective of a unit. Rather, the creation, transformation, and transmitting of counterstories seems
to be an ongoing goal woven through all of their activity and the units they create.
Dakota, for example, stated that she likes to write collaboratively in class with Institute
students because it destabilizes their image of her as an authoritarian figure or, as she described,
“the know-it-all person in the front of the room.” Rather than modeling the work and
demonstrating the “right” way to do it before having students complete the same work
independently, Dakota prefers “doing it with them. And I think that they value that.” Dakota also
explained that she views herself as having an “alternative approach to traditional classroom
learning,” with the express goal of teaching “different things” and having a “different teaching
style” or pedagogy between the day and night school students. Another clear example of
“counterstory” work happening at Evening Institute happened when they renamed the school
from “Success Institute” to “Evening Institute” for fear that it might call to mind the word
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“unsuccessful,” a label that would potentially harm Institute students. Dakota said that the school
is also in the process of renaming all of their classes to remove potential negative connotations
by encouraging students to feel “tracked” according to their academic ability levels.
For Hayden, who struggles with students feeling that they are “stupid” or “worthless,”
creating and encouraging counterstories seems to be a near-daily focus of her efforts. Hayden
admitted to being very frustrated with the stories told about Pillars students and the stereotypes
she hears about them from local community members (home school faculty, parents, and other
local community members). When she described students having the mindset where they think
they can’t do something because they are “stupid,” she also described this as a moment of doing
counterstory work: “We don’t allow them to say it here. And, you know, we’ll quickly correct
them: ‘I don’t want to hear that word, you’re not stupid. You just haven’t been taught what you
need to know just yet.’” In this example, Hayden is working to challenge and change students’
language as a step toward changing the narrative of the “at-risk” alternative student as “stupid,”
worthless, or “less than” other traditional students.
For both participants, working on developing and telling counterstories—to students, to
themselves, and spreading the counterstories within their activity systems—is an important dayto-day goal that also mediates their curriculum choices. For Hayden, growing students’
confidence and creating student “buy-in” through student interest is a means toward challenging
the narrative of the “less than” or “deficient” alternative student. Dakota’s emphasis on “realworld” writing is a bit more polarizing in that it does challenge the GWSI narrative and
traditional notions of “basic skills” or what writing instruction “should” look like, but also
reinforces some aspects of the ARS narrative (the “work track” view of alternative students).
But, it does seem Dakota’s content selection and instruction practices are still challenging
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traditional ideas of writing instruction, such as offering Institute students a podcast option in
place of an essay, writing collaboratively with students in class, and having students investigate
careers or social justice topics of personal interest. Even the inclusion of other non-essay and
non-academic projects, like mock interviews and podcasts, works to challenge the GWSI
narrative.
And while both Hayden and Dakota do seem to resist these narratives, it appears to be an
ongoing struggle. Having taken up the ARS and GWSI narratives, and with how powerful these
narratives can be, even though participants clearly desire to work against these narratives they
also have trouble resisting them due to how they have internalized the narratives into their own
identities and due to the reinforcement of these narratives by those around them—the students
themselves, parents, administrators, and those they interact with beyond the walls of their
schools. Though their projects are designed to encourage student growth, to build confidence, to
teach “basic skills,” and to work toward encouraging counterstories, the teaching materials they
have produced and shared with me still reproduce and reinforce aspects of these dominant
narratives.
In both the Jack the Ripper and Social Justice Essay unit, as one example, participants
place great emphasis on grammar, mechanics, writing structure, and the desire to have students
write formulaic essays. For the Jack the Ripper assignment, Hayden stated that she wanted to
have students write a standard five- to six-paragraph persuasive essay as their “killer’s profile”
report. Though she did transition from the essay to the ABC Book and changed her goals to more
narrowly focus on students’ using evidence to support an argument, in the one-on-one meetings
with students she still devoted time to correcting students’ writing mechanics (grammar, spelling,
sentence structure, punctuation, and so forth), which seems at odds with her stated goals and
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general learning objectives (see Appendix D for an example of feedback she provided to one
student).
For Dakota’s essay unit students were tasked with what essentially amounts to a standard
persuasive essay. Dakota did state that she felt it was unlikely most (if any) of the Institute
students would write essays after high school graduation, but that the skills taught during the unit
were transferable to the “real-world.” I wonder, though, at Dakota’s resistance to having students
write an essay (though she does enjoy the content of the project), when she also plans to add
requirements to this project in future iterations that would have students creating pencil-andpaper outlines before writing their essay and using the library to find physical copies of books as
sources for their research. This return to a more traditional writing process model, but the
reluctance to have students write essays (or, if not reluctance, at least the acknowledgement that
this is a less useful genre for Institute students), demonstrates one of the tensions Dakota seems
to be experiencing as a result of her own uptake of the GWSI narrative, how she perceives her
identity as a teacher of writing, and what her goals are for alternative students.
Conclusions from Data Analysis
The struggle both participants appear to be experiencing is in the mismatch between their
stated outcomes, their desired objectives, and the materials they have produced and use as tools
for instruction. This struggle points to a persistent non-alignment between their uptake of the
GWSI and ARS narratives and their goals, values, and activity. Though Hayden and Dakota
prioritize student-centered goals—growing students’ confidence, inviting student interest, and
encouraging counterstories—the Jack the Ripper and Social Justice Essay assignments are still
grounded in the GWSI narrative (what students should learn about writing), and potentially
reinforce aspects of the ARS narrative (such as students being “work track” or “deficient”).
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In some ways, too, both units also work toward challenging and resisting these narratives.
Jack the Ripper is, after all, a rather unusual choice of topic for a persuasive research writing
unit, but was selected by the students themselves and demonstrates how Hayden, in her pursuit
of student interest and affirming students’ academic and writing abilities, directly challenges
common notions of what the “good” teaching of writing might be or look like. Dakota’s essay
unit—though still a traditional essay format—does encourage students to pursue their own areas
of interest, and to include their own personal experiences and stories in their writing. Because
both units are grounded in and invite students to pursue their topics of interest, and because both
teachers understand these units as in some way “alternative” to traditional writing curriculum, I
understand the Jack the Ripper and Social Justice Essay units as being intentionally constructed
to somewhat (or fully) resist the ARS and GWSI narratives.
Ultimately, as a result of my analysis, I have observed that not only are participants’
literate activity mediated by narratives and elements of their activity systems, but that they have
both transformed these narratives in ways particular to their environments and experiences with
real, meaningful, and often problematic consequences for student learning outcomes. Though
they have taken up certain aspects of each narrative, they have also transformed them as a result
of their environment and experiences teaching with students. These transformed narratives have,
in addition to other mediating factors of their activity systems (such as Hayden’s principal or
Dakota’s curriculum guide) come to shape their various learning and writing goals, which in turn
has mediated their literate activity. Evidence of the influence of these narratives on their goals
and literate activity is demonstrated in the stories they tell, the descriptions of their assignment
creation processes, and the motivations for creating these assignments. The influence of cultural
narratives is demonstrated in their example teaching artifacts—the Jack the Ripper and Social
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Justice Essay units—both in their intentions behind the unit they have designed (the whys of the
project) and in the goals they have made explicit and clear to students in the tools they have
produced (the whats of the project).
Although narratives are mediating their activity, Hayden and Dakota are also actively
working to reshape and resist these narratives. In the next chapter, the conclusion of the study, I
end with observations on how we might continue to think about counterstories as tools for
recognizing and resisting harmful cultural narratives, and how we might apply the CHAT and
narrative analysis framework used in this study for future educational change research.
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CHAPTER VII: DISCUSSION OF STUDY FINDINGS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
Reflections on the Study and Research Results
To guide my reflection on the study and research results, I return to my original research
question: How are narratives, as mediating cultural tools within activity systems, influencing or
shaping the ways in which alternative high school teachers are designing, developing, and
implementing their writing instruction? Just as Eujin Park (2018) found in her research on
teacher instruction and perceptions of students in a Korean language school, I, too, found that
narratives of cultural identities—the “bad” student and the narrative of what it means to do
“good” writing instruction for alternative students—and how teachers perceive these narratives
have both “deeply shaped teachers’ practices and aims” (p. 287).
The results of this study suggest that teacher identity, values, activity, activity systems,
and narratives as mediating cultural tools are unquestionably entangled. Through this study I
have attempted to de-laminate this entanglement of laminated layers of teachers’ literate activity
by highlighting what resources instructors identify as being available (or not), impactful
elements of their activity systems, and how their uptake of cultural narratives and their
texts/tools have come together to shape the learning goals mediating their tool and text
production—their development of writing assignments, teaching tools, and assessments.
As Hayden and Dakota demonstrated in this study, teachers may be working to actively
resist and challenge deeply ingrained and damaging narratives; but, until teachers and students
collaboratively work to closely and critically examine cultural narratives defining their teaching,
learning, and systems, it is far more difficult to enact real and meaningful change. As I reflect on
Hayden and Dakota’s struggles against these narratives—and also how they have embraced
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certain aspects of them—I suspect that due to the strong cultural situatedness of both the “at-risk
student” and “general writing skills instruction” narratives in teaching (generally, but within
alternative schools, specifically), the difficulty of challenging and resisting both the ARS and
GWSI narrative is augmented for teachers in alternative school spaces. Additionally, the
compounding nature of the narratives causes additional challenges to alternative school teachers:
the “at-risk” narrative is not just present and permeating these environments, but also
exacerbates other narratives taken up and told within these spaces, such as narratives of the
teaching of writing.
The act of resisting these narratives becomes even more complex when other elements
within the activity system—Hayden’s lack of material resources, the pressure she feels from her
principal, and Dakota’s conflicting uptake of the curriculum guide—make it even more difficult,
on a practical level, to pursue serious resistance of these narratives through a potentially major
reformation of their instruction. I am reminded again of Hayden and how she wishes she could
teach a unit on Grimm’s fairy tales but lacks so many resources to bring the unit to fruition: the
time to create the unit, materials for the project (teaching texts, tools, resources for students), and
support from her principal. Considering the practical realities of Hayden and Dakota and how
they have taken up the ARS and GWSI narratives (shaped by their experiences and realities
teaching in these schools), it is little wonder that these narratives are causing contradictions
between their teaching values and goals, and their actual instruction and assessment.
In the following sections of this chapter, and as my final thoughts and reflections on the
study, I conclude with recommendations for future research (across any and all educational
settings) using P-CHAT and counterstories as intervention strategies that have the potential to realign teacher goals with teacher literate activity, and with student goals and student activity.
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Before discussing these suggestions for future research, I begin with a continued review of the
limitations of my study and how I perceive these limitations as shaping my study results.
Further Consideration on the Limitations of the Study
In Chapter III I noted one major shortcoming of this study: a crucial lack of diversity in
my selection of study participants. My aim was to include programs of varying sizes, types,
geographical locations, and faculty/student body diversity. I was successful in finding two
alternative programs of varying student body sizes (twenty versus one-hundred students),
representing two types of Illinois alternative schools (a safe school versus a regular alternative
program), and coming from two different geographical locations (a suburban program versus a
rural school), but I was unsuccessful in finding a candidate for the study that had a
predominantly non-White student body (and/or faculty), that also met the study’s selection
criteria, and that was willing to participate in the study at the time it was conducted. Because
non-White students represent the majority of school suspensions, expulsions, and assignments to
disciplinary alternative schools, with as many as 80% of students enrolled in alternative schools
identifying as Black or Latino (Kennedy et al., 2019), I had hoped to try to include the
experiences of at least one participant teaching in a school with a student population that more
closely resembles the experiences and local context of many alternative school instructors.
The absence of study/faculty diversity shifts not only the kinds of data that were
collected—the experiences of White teachers teaching a majority White students—but also the
kinds of stories that are represented in the study. How might the “at-risk student” narrative shift
when we add in stories of race and account for the fact, as Cuban (1989) states, that labels of
“deficiency,” “at-risk” or “deviant” are far more likely to be applied to Black students than
White? How does the inclusion of race further shape the ways in which these words are used, the
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ways in which the “at-risk student” narrative is told about these students and within alternative
school spaces primarily inhabited by non-White bodies? Further, how does the “general skills
writing instruction” narrative shift parallel to the shift in the “at-risk” narrative? How does the
idea of “basic skills” also shift—do teachers (and/or students) perceive “basic skills” as
something different when the majority of the classroom is non-White students? In what way(s)
might teachers’ learning goals in alternative schools diverge from those goals and values of
teachers in predominantly White-bodied schools, such as Hayden and Dakota’s programs? How
might factors exterior to the activity system of the school itself, such as institutionalized racism
within a local community (e.g., a history of racism, segregation, or redlining), shape the literate
activity of instructors in these schools: their goals or values and writing instruction? Because my
study did not include the voices of instructors teaching in more diverse alternative programs, I
was unable to pursue the answers to these questions. I consider this lack of representation to be a
serious shortcoming of the study and would encourage other writing studies scholars interested
in pursuing this line of research to make a deliberate effort to include participants from schools
with diverse student bodies and/or in predominantly non-White communities.
Another major limitation of the study was my access to participants and their alternative
schools due to the Covid19 pandemic, which deeply impacted what I was able to observe and
learn about the study participants, schools, and students. As I mentioned in Chapter III, the study
took place during the 2020-2021 school year during the height of the first wave of the pandemic.
Many (if not most) schools, both traditional and alternative, had switched to online instruction
for the full school year. For those schools that had shifted to mostly or fully having students
enrolled in online course credit recovery programs, such as Edgenuity, there were often no
English instructors teaching at the school for that school year; or, the English teachers were used
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as support for the online credit recovery program and were not teaching their own classes and
using their own instructional materials. For schools that had switched to fully remote teaching,
having students meet on video conferencing programs (Zoom) with students, the school and/or
teachers were often understandably too overwhelmed with the additional stressors of the
pandemic and teaching online to consider participating in a study that lasted the better part of a
full semester.
Even in Hayden’s case, who was still meeting face-to-face with students up until the last
few weeks of the study (when her colleague the math teacher was exposed to Covid,
necessitating a full switch to teaching online), for safety reasons we both decided it would be
best for me not to visit the school in-person. For the same reasons I also did not visit Dakota’s
school, though there was also even less reason for me to visit Dakota and her classroom in
person since she was teaching all her classes (for both CCHS and Evening Institute) over Zoom.
Because of our safety concerns and the change in modalities for both Hayden and Dakota, it was
impossible for me to experience their writing instruction—their use of texts, tools, and
practice—and to see for myself their available resources. Though Hayden was kind enough to
voluntarily record a narrated video tour of her school for me, I was still limited in my
understanding of how these spaces and resources were used as a part of her writing instruction.
Although Dakota did not share videos or pictures with me, she did briefly describe her classroom
at Evening Institute and the general location of the school. I was entirely reliant on Dakota’s
description of the physical space as I could find very few images or descriptions of Evening
Institute on the school and district websites, or on Google Maps.
My inability to physically visit these spaces severely limited my understanding of their
local activity systems; though, there was also some added benefit to the study learning about the
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activity systems through the eyes of the participants themselves. While I might not have been
able to identify some of the important tools and texts participants were or were not choosing to
use from their schools and classrooms, and I also did not have the opportunity to hear them
engaging with students, I did benefit from hearing descriptions and explanations of the texts,
tools, students, physical classroom or school spaces, and school community members identified
by the participants themselves. Participants acting as tour guides, or a pair of metaphorical
“binoculars” through which I viewed the school, also gave me the chance to understand what
aspects of their systems participants found most notable, valuable, or worth pointing out for one
reason or another. I wonder, for example, about Hayden’s video tour and how she spent a fair
amount of time describing the technology in both her and the math teacher’s classrooms, but
almost entirely glossed over the presence of the metal detector at the school’s entrance and the
Quiet Room. On my second watch of her video tour, it shocked me when I fully internalized that
the door to the Quiet Room is inside her classroom. And Hayden had barely mentioned it! But
this is also an example of how Hayden values, recognizes, and identifies those aspects of her
activity system that are more or less important to her. In this way, I recognize the limitation of
my physical presence in these spaces as a double-edged sword: my analysis of their activity
systems was limited to participants’ explanations and descriptions of their spaces and tools, but
also benefited for this same reason by focusing on only those things participants considered
valuable or notable.
Educational Change with CHAT and Narrative Analysis: Future Research Possibilities
In Chapter II I defined educational change research as all research aiming at school
improvement in one way or another (Burner, 2018), and that I consider change to instructors’
curriculum development and implementation as a kind of educational research that moves toward
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improvements in student learning through the identification and remedy of “resistance and
tensions” (Wertsch, 1998) between teachers’ goal creation, values, and writing instruction and
assessment. In this study I have sought to identify areas for potential educational change through
my examination of participants’ activity systems, their uptake of cultural narratives, and how
elements of their systems and these narratives have mediated their teaching goals and writing
instruction. Having identified many of the significant resistances and tensions causing
misalignments between teachers’ stated goals and their writing instruction, we may begin
working toward potential remedies and solutions that would realign teachers’ learning goals,
methods of instruction, and the tools and texts they produce for themselves and students to use as
a part of their teaching and learning process.
One possibility for future research that adds to and extends the work of this study, and
offers, I believe, great potential for educational change in writing classrooms is research on
pedagogical cultural historical activity theory—or, simply, P-CHAT—as a possible teaching
intervention and remediating tool for teachers to begin examining, rethinking, and challenging
cultural narratives of writing instruction. Prior, Walker, and Riggert-Kieffer describe P-CHAT as
a pedagogical framework that “asks students and teachers in writing classrooms to attend to the
complexity of literate activity as they produce (with multiple tools and people) texts in/for/about
various activity systems and to build awareness of the situatedness of tools and genres” (p. 114).
Further, “PCHAT understands learning to write as an ongoing process whereby one’s knowledge
and practices interact with, shape, and are shaped by semiotic engagements with multiple activity
systems” (p. 114). Of the three broad objectives for P-CHAT listed in the article, the second
states that one effort of P-CHAT is to “use this visibility to help students engage with, articulate,
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research, and potentially reshape the stories they tell themselves about how writing works” (p.
115, emphasis added).
By introducing P-CHAT as an intervention, as a tool for educational change remediating
teacher (and student) writing practices and stories, teacher and student narratives would expand
beyond “basic skills” instruction to examining the activity of writing itself, with greater attention
to the rhetorical situation or context of a text and the process of the production and distribution
of a given genre. I believe Hayden and Dakota, who already demonstrate an inclination toward
sociocultural teaching pedagogies, would find a P-CHAT approach liberating in its ability to
expand narratives of writing, in its ability to refocus our goals on the purpose and production of
a text (beyond academic genres, especially).
Additionally, because P-CHAT also centers the writing and production process, student
autonomy and interest (an important value for Hayden and Dakota) would be brought to the
forefront in projects driven, motivated, and/or chosen by the students themselves. This would
offer additional opportunities for research on P-CHAT as a remediating tool for teachers by
including student voices and perspectives on this “new” style of writing instruction—moving the
research beyond what was completed in this study (teacher narratives, goals, and practices).
Though student literate practices and narratives go beyond the scope of this study—which
intentionally centered on the stories and practices of the teachers themselves—the inclusion and
representation of student voices and how they are taking up these narratives, and how the
narratives are reflected in their writing, tool use, and text production, is another area that would
add to and extend on the research completed in this study. Utilizing P-CHAT as an intervention
tool may be beneficial for reshaping both teacher and student narratives, goals, and texts. PCHAT also works to disrupt traditional stories that position teachers as authoritative bastions of
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knowledge (or, as Dakota described it, “the know-it-all person in the front of the room”) from
whom students must absorb knowledge. In a P-CHAT pedagogical framework,
the instructor is not understood as the subject acting upon the student (object), nor
is the student the subject acting upon the text (object). Instead, PCHAT adopts a
more rhizomatic perspective, where interrelated actors (people, semiotic tools,
texts, knowledges, goals) form and re-form dynamic fields upon which (and with
which) the writer writes. (p. 129)
This sociocultural reframing of writing, which disrupts the typical teacher-student dynamic
(teacher as knowledge-giver, student as knowledge-sponge), seems more in line with what
Hayden and Dakota were trying to achieve in their own classroom spaces. Given the opportunity
to continue this line of research, I would work with participants to plan and implement an
extended P-CHAT framework that challenges traditional narratives of writing, writing
instruction, and academic genres, and potentially invites students (especially those in alternative
school spaces) to reimagine or redefine what “studenting” could look like. For alternative school
teachers and students especially I believe P-CHAT would be a powerful intervention framework.
A Tool for Re-Aligning Teaching Goals: Challenging Narratives through Counterstories
In addition to P-CHAT, a related area for future intervention and research that extends
the work of this study is counterstories, or “counternarratives,” and their potential as tools for realigning teacher activity with their learning/writing goals. The creation and telling of
counterstories may be a potentially effective method for teachers (alternative school teachers as
well as all others) to begin examining cultural narratives and the effects of these narratives on
their teaching identities and practices. As I described in Chapter VI when I explained my use of
the term “counterstories” as a learning goal code for Hayden and Dakota, counterstories are
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those narratives “that go against the flawed depictions of groups and expose the discursive
mechanisms and arbitrary distinctions of the master narrative in order to restore the group
members’ moral agency” (Atkins, 2008). In other words, counterstories are used to challenge and
push back on “big,” dominant, and damaging cultural narratives.
The inclusion of research on counterstories already being created and told in alternative
schools would also work toward implementing counterstories as an intentional teaching
intervention and strategy for pushing back on harmful narratives affecting students and teachers
in these environments. I remember Hayden’s story of Danny and how successful he was when
she intentionally flipped the “bad student” narrative: instead of perceiving Danny as a “failed”
student (as his former principal did), Hayden revised the script to create the counterstory of
Danny as being so incredibly smart his former teachers “didn’t know what to do with him.”
Danny was not a bad student—he just learned differently, and preferred hands-on, project-based
learning. Hayden’s rewrite and changing of the script creates an effective counterstory that
encourages Danny as a student (her primary motivation for doing so, I suspect). What Hayden
may be less aware of, however, is the added benefit of changing her story of Danny. Hayden’s
labelling of Danny as a successful, capable student drives her own teaching goals and practices
for Danny: instead of asking Danny to write in traditional genres or prioritizing his “basic” or
“general” academic writing skills, Hayden had him complete more hands-on projects, complete
botany-related projects, and created more individualized learning opportunities that prioritized
Danny’s interests—all while still having him learn and practice a variety of writing skills.
I believe counterstories are a useful tool for teachers to examine broader cultural
narratives as elements mediating their activity, tool use, and goal creation. Identifying these
narratives may be challenging; after all, narratives are semiotic resources that are, unbeknownst
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to us, shaping our teaching identities, pedagogies, and praxis. I would suggest that teachers,
especially those in alternative schools, begin with an examination of the “at-risk student” or “bad
student” narratives that have been introduced and examined in this study. While teachers may
choose to independently reflect on what these narratives mean to them, I would encourage all
teachers to have this conversation with students as well. What does it mean to be a “good” or
“bad” student? What experiences have they had with labels of deficiency, disadvantaged, or
being “bad,” and do they perceive themselves as actually being these things?
After this conversation, I would then encourage teachers to discuss the “general writing
skills instruction” narrative with students. What do they consider to be “basic skills,” and do
students value learning these skills? What other skills might they find valuable, or be interested
in learning? In addition to these conversations with students, we may also extend the
conversation by inviting students to share their writing stories through the use of genres like the
“writer’s autobiography” where students share stories about past memorable moments and
experiences they have had with writing. Engaging students in counterstory work, through
classroom discourse and by writing/composing non-traditional genres, may encourage them to
transform their stories of writing. Deb Riggert-Kieffer shares one such story when a middle
school student in her writing class experienced an evolution of his “grounded stories about
writing” as a result of the class having studied a variety of genres in order to then select a genre
of their choice to compose for a class assignment (Prior et al., 2019). Riggert-Kieffer writes,
“Students were accustomed to asking for acknowledgement of ‘good’ writing and generally put
the teacher in the role of arbiter of what was good. One way I disrupted this story was to
consistently ask students to produce writing that would circulate outside the classroom” (p. 126).
Riggert-Kieffer’s use of counterstory work to challenge common cultural narratives of writing,
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writing instruction, and “basic skills” transformed how this student and others in her class have
come to understand the narrative of “general skills writing instruction” and its implications for
their learning.
In addition to Riggert-Kieffer’s example of the disruption of narratives around writing, and who
or what determines good writing, Pedraza and Rodríguez (2018) share another example where
counterstory work can be used to challenge narratives of “bad” or misbehaving students as
“garbage” or “criminal.” Everardo Pedraza tells the story of students in his English class
problematizing the naming of the school’s “Tardy Sweep,” a “sweep” school faculty members
would make of the school grounds for tardy or truant students. Students were concerned by the
connotations of the word “sweep” referring to refuse and trash (p. 76). Pedraza shares several
comments made by students about the Tardy Sweep during a class discussion: “It sounds like we
are ‘trash’ that is being ‘swept’”; “I’m tired of hearing this over and over again: ‘Freeze! You’re
caught in a Tardy Sweep. Don’t move!”; and “We are more than just dirt. We are HUMAN!”
Pedraza worked with students to construct a counternarrative by following the steps of the
critical praxis model (described in more depth by Pedraza and Rodríguez in “We Are Not Dirt,”
2018), ultimately resulting in the composition of multiple “counterstory genres,” including
students writing original poems, letters to community members for support, and letters to school
administrators. The example of students’ counterstory work to challenge the implied student
narratives of the school’s Tardy Sweep demonstrates how the creation and enactment of
counterstories have humanizing benefits for students by challenging cultural narratives that
would otherwise mark students as being devalued, “less than,” worthless, or criminal. Pedraza
and Rodríguez write, “We teachers and leaders of language arts are a beacon in their [student]
quest for just spaces and learning with teach-ins and teachable moments—in and outside of
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school” (p. 81). Through the examination of broader cultural narratives and the creation of
counterstories, writing instructors might examine—alongside students—the work of writing
instruction, what learning is really valued by all classroom stakeholders, and how to create a
more just space for learning.
Beyond the two narratives I have analyzed in this study and suggest as places to start with
the work of counterstories, I also recommend that all teachers—myself included—examine and
unpack all iterations of the stories of the “good” versus “bad” teacher, and the “good” versus
“bad” student to consider whether or not we may be constraining our creativity and curriculum to
those topics or genres we think we should teach, or those we think students should know. These
narratives, among others, may be limiting what we perceive we can do, what we believe we can
do, and may narrowly frame what we believe we should be doing with students. Furthermore, by
inviting students into these conversations, students and teachers may begin to reshape narratives
or work toward creating entirely new stories. Through these ongoing dialogic conversations
teachers and students could continuously critically examine these stories, their literate activity,
and could collaboratively co-construct learning goals. Endeavoring to reflect with students on
these various narratives, inviting students to share their own stories, examining activity, and coconstructing goals would aid in the realignment of teacher activity and teacher learning goals,
and potentially the realignment of teacher activity and goals with student activity and goals as
well.
Final Thoughts
To conclude this study, I return back to the story I shared in Chapter I about the time I
assigned an essay to a small group of seniors who were failing their English class. I had asked
the seniors to reflect on why they were attending an alternative school, what having an education
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meant to them, and why they wanted their diploma. As I reflect on this story in light of the
results of this study, I realize now that I was mired in the stories of the “at-risk” and alternative
school student that paint them as deficient, failures, and criminals. Blaming myself for
reinforcing these narratives is easy in hindsight; ideally, I would not have assigned a
stereotypical academic genre that this particular group of students (chronically truant seniors in
an alternative school) were probably unprepared to produce on short notice, nor would I have
assigned question prompts that rather explicitly asked them to reflect on themselves as “failed”
students who do not value their educational opportunities. Though viewing myself as a “bad
teacher” for doing this is easy to do, re-thinking this story through an activity system perspective
that understands narratives as (inescapable) cultural resources, and as one of many of the
resources that enable or constrain the work we do, gives me the tools to reconsider the
complexity of the teaching situation I was in at the time—the “pushes and pulls” of the needs of
the students, the damage that might be done if they could not graduate, the pressure placed on me
by my administrator, and the persistent issue of resource availability and time.
Likewise, Hayden and Dakota continue to struggle in their own teaching situations with
similar issues, but also face additional challenges unique to their teaching environments: whether
these challenges look like material resources, such as Dakota’s curriculum guide (a text neither
Hayden nor I have had to contend with) and Hayden’s lack of access to material resources (an
issue neither Dakota nor myself have had), or internal challenges faced by Hayden and Dakota,
such as their struggle against “alternative” and “at-risk” narratives that complicate their teaching
approaches, motivations, and student learning goals. After spending time with Hayden and
Dakota discussing and reflecting on our many shared alternative school teaching experiences and
challenges—and also on those experiences and challenges that were tremendously different
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between us—I have come to understand alternative schools not as “warehouses” or “prisons” to
house unwanted students, but as immensely complicated learning environments serving a variety
of purposes, needs, and community objectives. Each alternative school program is immensely
nuanced, shaped by an abundance of factors both internal and external to the individual teacher’s
classroom. Because of the complexity of these schools, their purpose and inner-workings have
become occluded to alternative school “outsiders,” who have largely come to understand them as
“warehouses” for “bad” students. The label itself, “alternative school,” has become so broad, so
vague, as to be largely useless in its description of these environments; instead, it has become a
damaging, counter-productive label that causes harm to teachers and students in these learning
spaces as an insidious narrative of deficiency, violence, and crime.
As I argued in Chapter I, I believe alternative schools are not only prime sites for the
study of writing activity and writing instruction but are also rife with opportunities for
educational change research. I propose that additional research needs to be conducted in
alternative schools to illuminate the writing activity and instruction happening in these spaces
and to create possibilities for positive educational change (both with writing instruction and
beyond). Not only would this research benefit alternative schools, teachers, and students in
particular, but the implications of this research would help us to better understand our own
teaching identities, writing pedagogies, and praxis.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Qualtrics Survey Questions for Participants
1. Please briefly describe the students in your school. This might include demographics,
academic histories, sociocultural backgrounds, or anything else you consider relevant
information for an outsider to better understand your student population. I’m looking for
a general picture of the students in your own words.
2. What are the primary reasons (or causes) students enroll in your school?
3. How many students would you estimate you have per class on average? If the average
varies by grade level please provide a rough idea of the average per grade level.
4. What goals does your school (or district or program) have for students in your school?
What would constitute “success” for a student in your school, and how is it measured?
5. In your own classroom, what goals do you have for student success? What’s one example
of a way you measure student success?
6. Briefly describe what you consider to be the greatest challenge(s) to student success in
your school. (We can talk about this more during the interview—I know this is a big and
complicated question.)
7. Based on your own observations and experiences, to what extent do your students have
access to technology outside of school?
[Response Options]
a. Stable access to multiple devices with internet (e.g. a smartphone, computer,
laptop, tablet)
b. Stable access to at least a smartphone with internet
c. Access to devices (phones, tablets or computers) but without stable internet
access.
d. Little to no access to digital devices or stable internet
e. I’m not sure
f. Other (box for responses)
8. What kind of learning and/or emotional support for students is offered by your school?
[Response Options]
a. After-school tutoring group(s)
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b. After-school social groups or clubs (e.g. book clubs, athletics, newspaper club)
c. GED or other high school equivalency diploma tutoring program
d. Credit recovery opportunities (e.g. Edgenuity or Apex Learning)
e. Anger management or other behavioral management programs or groups
f. Community service opportunities
g. Other (box for responses)
9. What kinds of professional opportunities and support for teaching faculty is offered by
your school (or district or program)?
a. On-site professional development opportunities for school staff, such as guest
speakers, book clubs, trainings, or workshops
b. Off-site professional development opportunities, such as designated days off for
professional development opportunities such as conferences, webinars,
workshops, trainings; or possible reimbursement for teachers attending or
enrolling in professional development opportunities
c. Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) or other opportunities for
professional development small groups
d. District- or program-wide conferences, trainings, workshops, and/or other
opportunities for teaching faculty across schools to meet with one another
e. My school does not provide professional development opportunities
f. Other (box for responses)
10. In what ways, if any, does your school offer or participate in community or family
outreach? I know this may be a complicated or “big” question to ask, so for the purposes
of this survey it’s alright to list or quickly sketch what kind of outreach your school may
offer.
11. Please list the different courses you are teaching in the 2020-21 school year.
12. Are you required to follow a curriculum guide provided by your school, district, or
program?
[Response Options]
a. Yes, I am required to follow curriculum guides
b. I am provided with curriculum guides but I’m not required to follow them
c. I am not provided with curriculum guides
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d. Other (box for responses)
13. How does the Language Arts curriculum at your school compare to your students' home
schools?
[Response Options]
a. It’s the same
b. It’s mostly (or entirely) different
c. I’m not sure
d. Other (box for responses)
14. What teaching materials (such as textbooks, technology, or classroom tools) are available
and accessible to you?
15. What do you identify as your single greatest constraint or challenge when lesson planning
or creating assignments? I know this is another big and complicated question - we can
talk about it more in the interview! For now, please try to briefly identify what might be
your greatest constraint or challenge when lesson planning.
16. What do you identify as your most important or valuable learning outcomes for your
students?
17. How do you define student success? Or, what is it that makes a student “successful”?
And how do you measure this? (We’ll talk about this more in our interview!)
18. What kinds of texts are students creating, composing, or constructing in your classes?
(For example: essays, video presentations, audio presentations, dioramas, skits or
audiovisual performances, creative writing pieces, collages)
19. What sorts of texts, tools, and materials are students interacting with in your class(es)?
(With this question, I’m trying to get a picture of what your classrooms contain -- the
tools and resources you and your students use for learning).

Interview Question Guide
Interview Guide Part 1: General Questions (First interview)

1. What guides your process for how you develop curriculum and lesson plans for teaching
writing? I’m interested in the things you think about when you’re coming up with your
lesson plan ideas, or why it is that you assign the kinds of things that you do.
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a. What constraints or challenges do you face when you develop your curriculum and
day-to-day lesson plans? (And which of these challenges do they feel they can
overcome, and how?)
1. What are the kinds of things you value having students learn from your course by the end of
the semester or school year? What do you want them to take away (or hope that they’ll take
away!) from your class?
a. Similar to my earlier question about challenges to curriculum design, I’m going to ask
about challenges to your students’ success. [This is a follow-up question to their
survey response as well.] What do you identify as the greatest obstacles or challenges
to your students’ success? How are you or your school(/district/program) working
with students to negotiate or overcome those obstacles?
1. How would you describe how the things you’re teaching relate to your (or your school’s)
learning outcomes? I know this is a really big question! What I’m trying to get at here is a
“big picture” idea of how the work your students are doing over the course of the semester
relate to the learning outcomes set by you and/or your school(/district/program)
2. What kinds of writing or composing are students performing in your classes? I know this is a
broad question, but I’m trying to get a sense of the kinds of writing tasks and projects
students are engaged in at an alternative school.
3. From your own observations and experiences with your students, what’s your sense for the
kinds of writing they engage in outside of school?
4. How do you measure student growth and success over the course of the semester? I’m
wondering what evidence of students’ learning looks like in your classes and how this is
measured over time.
5. Before we get into talking about the writing assignment sample you have for me today, I
have one last “pie in the sky” kind of question for you: If you had several weeks free from
your [curriculum guide or expected curriculum], what sort of unit would you like to create for
your students?

Interview Guide Part 2: Writing Assignment Sample (Second and third interviews)
Before getting into specific questions I’m going to ask participants to walk me through their
sample assignment. I’ve included some of my anticipated “prompt” questions below to help
participants guide me through the process of creating, implementing, and assessing the
assignment.
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1. How did you come up with the idea for this assignment, or what did it develop or come
from? (Was it from a curriculum guide? Does it meet certain standards or requirements?)
a. If they’re tied to a curriculum guide I’ll be asking in what ways they absolutely
follow the guide or where they have to depart from it, and what challenges
(especially related to resources and pacing) they face trying to follow the guide at
an alternative school. I also want to ask what “works” or not from the guide in an
alternative environment; does this guide even consider the alternative school? Did
the alt. school even have any input?
2. What are the goals or learning outcomes for this assignment? Or what purpose does the
assignment serve? I’m trying to get at what you find most important or valuable about
this assignment and the work it’s asking students to do.
3. How do you assess this assignment? (Is this assignment assessed similarly to how other
writing assignments/tasks are assessed?)
a. (Is this graded? Is it a collaborative assessment? What does project feedback look
like? What are the traits of a “good” project for this assignment?)
4. For this writing assignment, did students have the chance to choose their own
topics/genre/format/(etc., depending on the example assignment)? (What freedoms did
students have with this assignment?)
5. For students who struggle with this assignment, what are your thoughts about why this
assignment may be a challenge for them to work on and complete?
6. How have students valued or responded to this assignment? I’m wondering about student
feedback on this assignment - do they feel it “works” for them?
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APPENDIX B: HAYDEN’S JACK THE RIPPER UNIT PACKET
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APPENDIX C: JACK THE RIPPER QUESTION PACKET
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APPENDIX D: SAMPLE STUDENT RESPONSE WITH HAYDEN’S FEEDBACK
Written feedback from an individual student meeting
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The revised student response after meeting with Hayden
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APPENDIX E: JACK THE RIPPER PROJECT RUBRIC, ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE
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APPENDIX F: EXAMPLE PAGE OF A STUDENT’S “ABC BOOK”
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APPENDIX G: PAGE EXCERPT FROM DAKOTA’S SENIOR COMPOSITION COURSE
CURRICULUM GUIDE
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APPENDIX H: SUGGESTED ESSAY RUBRIC FROM CURRICULUM GUIDE
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APPENDIX I: SOCIAL JUSTICE ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY PROMPT
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